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Energetic costs of reproductive effort in male chimpanzees 
 
 

Abstract 
 

Male reproductive success in many mammals depends on their ability to 

allocate sufficient energetic resources to mating competition. Such costs are 

particularly pronounced in species with high levels of sexual body dimorphism, 

intense polygyny and distinct breeding seasons. I tested the hypothesis that male 

reproductive effort incurs significant energetic costs in wild chimpanzees (Pan 

troglodytes), a species with moderate sexual dimorphism, promiscuous mating 

and lack of breeding seasonality. My field studies combined behavioral 

observations on male chimpanzee behavior with non-invasive sampling of urinary 

C-peptide (UCP). UCP is a biomarker of insulin production that indexes individual 

energy balance. This dissertation contributes to the understanding of UCP as an 

energy assay by (1) validating the application of UCP for assessing dietary 

quality in bonobos (Pan paniscus) at Kokolopori, DRC and (2) providing a 

detailed assessment of diurnal variation in UCP levels in relation to short-term 

changes in food intake in chimpanzees at Kanyawara, Kibale NP, Uganda. I used 

UCP measurements in conjunction with full-day focal observations of male 

chimpanzees to assess the energetic costs of male-male competition for status 

and mating opportunities. Data on feeding time and rates of aggression 

suggested that males experience a reduction in energy intake and an increase in 

energy expenditure when highly attractive parous females were in estrus. UCP 
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data supported these conclusions because males had lower UCP levels on 

mating days, and rates of aggression were negatively associated with UCP 

levels. Mean daily party size was also associated with low UCP levels, controlling 

for the presence of estrous females. Habitat-wide availability of preferred fruits 

was positively associated with male rates of aggression suggesting that energy 

availability mediates male investment towards energetically costly competitive 

behaviors. Contrary to expectations males who were most successful in 

obtaining copulations (high-ranking males) did not suffer higher energetic costs 

than lower-ranking males during periods of mating competition. Costs or 

reproductive effort include both direct competition for matings and long-term 

competition over social status. Maintenance of social rank over long periods 

appears to be particularly important in this slow-reproducing, long-lived and non-

seasonally breeding primate. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

Optimal foraging theory broadly defines males as time-minimizers and females 

as energy-maximizers (Schoener 1971). This dichotomy is rooted in the factors 

determining the differential reproductive success of males and females (Bateman 1948; 

Trivers 1972). Adequate food intake is key to female fecundity and reproduction (Wade 

and Schneider 1992), whereas for males the limiting factor is the number of mates they 

can acquire, and thus the time available for searching and competing over fertile 

females, as well as their ability to outcompete other males (Darwin 1871; Emlen and 

Oring 1977; Andersson 1994; Clutton-Brock 2004). Despite robust empirical support of 

this principle across taxa, such a ‘foraging’ dichotomy tends to underestimate the 

importance of energy acquisition for male fitness. Although, relative to females, energy 

can be less important for male reproductive outcomes (Gittleman and Thompson 1988), 

differences in energetic condition among males are expected and known to influence 

their access to females and mating success (Andersson 1994; Higham et al. 2011; 

Crocker et al. 2012). 

In this thesis I examine the role of energy for male reproductive effort in 

chimpanzees, a species that offers three important lines of comparison for research in 

sexual selection and life history theory. First, as a promiscuous, non-seasonally 

breeding mammal with extensive male-male bonding this species offers a contrast to 

many studies on the costs of male reproduction, a significant proportion of which focus 

on extremely polygynous large mammals such as pinnipeds and ungulates, where 
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male-male bonds are non-existent and breeding is highly seasonal. Second, as a 

primate with a fission-fusion social system, male philopatry and weak female-female 

bonding, this species also provides some useful contrasts within the primate order that 

can help understand the relative importance of ecology, highly dynamic grouping 

patterns and male sociality in shaping male reproductive strategies. Finally, as one of 

our closest living relatives, studying male reproductive costs in this species can 

contribute to the lively debate concerning the unique life history of the genus Homo and 

its evolutionary origins. 

 

Energetic costs of reproductive effort in male chimpanzees 

In this dissertation I test the hypothesis that male reproductive effort is 

energetically costly in a promiscuous non-seasonally breeding primate, the chimpanzee, 

Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii at Kanyawara in Kibale National Park, Uganda. 

Chimpanzees present a fascinating system in which to examine the relationship 

between sexual selection, ecology and male behavior for several reasons. 

First, most research that has identified considerable costs to male reproductive 

effort focuses on species that are characterized by high breeding seasonality and levels 

of sexual dimorphism (Galimberti et al. 2007) and are often capital breeders (i.e. males 

fast during the mating period using up previously stored energy reserves). 

Chimpanzees do not have a distinct mating season, do not cease feeding when mating 

opportunities are available, and have only moderate levels of sexual dimorphism (~33%; 

Plavcan and van Schaik 1992). In short, it is expected that energetic condition will not 

be as important for them as it is for males who rely on stored energy reserves to 
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maintain their reproductive effort during seasonal mating periods. Investigating the 

energetic correlates of male reproductive effort in chimpanzees would therefore 

evaluate the general applicability of the principle of energy allocation to competing 

demands in mammalian reproduction (Stearns 1992). 

Second, the socio-ecology of chimpanzees in their natural habitat allows 

investigating how changing levels of food availability affect the ability of males to 

allocate energy to agonistic competition in ways that are not possible in many other 

taxa. Chimpanzees in general and at Kanyawara (our study site) in particular 

experience a variable supply of ripe fruit (their preferred food) throughout the year 

(Conklin-Brittain et al. 1998; Wrangham et al. 1998). They respond to this variation by 

changing the size of their foraging parties (sub-groups) through the day so as to 

minimize the intensity of scramble feeding competition (Wrangham et al. 1996; 

Wrangham 2000). Changes in dietary quality affect male energetic status (Emery 

Thompson et al. 2009) and the abundance of high-quality non-fig fruit in particular can 

affect the tendency of males to engage in energetically costly activities such as monkey-

hunting (Gilby and Wrangham 2007). We can thus expect current male energetic 

condition to also affect the amount of energy males allocate to aggressive competition 

even in the absence of seasonal breeding and cessation of feeding during mating 

periods. 

Third, given their fission-fusion social organization (Nishida 1968), chimpanzee 

males may face special challenges in maintaining their position in the hierarchy. High 

social status is important for male reproductive success (Boesch et al. 2006; Inoue et al. 

2008; Wroblewski et al. 2009; Newton-Fisher et al. 2010) and most male chimpanzees 
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allocate significant time and effort to improve their social standing (Goodall 1986; 

Nishida 2012). Because all males in the community are rarely in the same party 

(subgroup) for long, there is much opportunity for clandestine bonding and alliance 

building, away from the eyes of the current alpha male (Nishida 2012, p. 250). If this is 

indeed creates a social climate of instability, as suggested by Muller & Wrangham 

(2004a), alpha males may be under particular pressure to constantly allocate energy to 

dominance displays, regardless of current mating opportunities in order to maintain their 

rank. 

Fourth, although male aggressive competition is very important in establishing 

dominance rank and thus negotiating access to estrous females (Bygott 1979; Tutin 

1979; Goodall 1986), male chimpanzees develop highly cooperative relationships 

(Muller and Mitani 2005) that extend, in some cases, to mating tolerance and 

cooperative mate-guarding (Watts 1998; Duffy et al. 2007). Thus although high rates of 

aggression during periods of mating competition suggest that condition and fighting 

ability are important for male reproductive success, the existence of other mating 

strategies indicate a weaker relationship between energy and reproductive 

performance, relative to species that do not have extensive male-male bonding and 

cooperation. 

Finally, because of intense and efficient sexual coercion exercised by males, 

female choice is unimportant in this species or at least in the study population at 

Kanyawara (Kahlenberg 2006; Muller et al. 2007; 2009; 2011). In species in which 

females exercise mate choice the relationship between male competitive ability and 

reproductive success can be less pronounced (Dubuc et al. 2011). In chimpanzees, 
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therefore we would expect sexual selection to favor intense male-male competition and 

thus energy to be a critical constraint. Alternatively the ability of males to exercise 

control over female sexuality may reduce the costs of mating competition with other 

males. 

In summary, the behavioral ecology of chimpanzees leads to a number of 

contrasting expectations in regard to the importance of energy for male reproductive 

effort and fitness. 

 

Relevance to the study of human evolutionary biology 

Chimpanzees are a particularly useful study species for understanding the 

evolution of human behavior by the virtue of our close phylogenetic relationship. The 

lineage that led to extant bonobos and chimpanzees diverged from the human lineage 

about between 4.98 – 7.02 million years ago (Kumar et al. 2005; Patterson et al. 2006) 

and these two species are more closely related to humans than they are to gorillas 

(Ruvolo 1997; Chen and Li 2001; Bradley 2008). Because of a number of derived traits 

seen in bonobos relative to chimpanzees (Lieberman et al. 2007; Wobber et al. 2010a; 

2010b), it is hypothesized that chimpanzees provide a more useful behavioral model for 

the last common ancestor that we shared with the genus Pan than bonobos do 

(Pilbeam 1996; Wrangham and Pilbeam 2001; Pilbeam and Young 2004). Although the 

role of chimpanzee/bonobo referential models for understanding human evolution has 

been questioned recently (Sayers and Lovejoy 2008; Lovejoy 2009; Lovejoy et al. 

2010), there is still a consensus that research of living apes can provide rich 

comparative data on which to base inferences about the socio-ecological, life-history 
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and cognitive traits of the last common ancestor of Homo and Pan (Robson and Wood 

2008; Foley and Gamble 2009; Jolly 2009; Hawkes 2010; McGrew 2010; Whiten et al. 

2010; Hare 2011). Investigating the energetic costs of reproductive effort in male 

chimpanzees will therefore provide insight to the ancestral condition of the lineage 

leading to the genus Homo and thus allow a better understanding of the derived 

features of human male life history. 

Energy availability, acquisition and allocation are central issues for the study of 

human evolution as well as for investigations of modern human reproductive biology 

and life history (Leonard and Robertson 1992; Aiello and Wheeler 1995; Leonard and 

Robertson 1997; Marlowe 1999a; Kaplan et al. 2000; Bribiescas 2001; Marlowe 2001; 

Aiello and Wells 2002; Aiello and Key 2002; Panter-Brick 2002; Ellison 2003; Kramer 

and Ellison 2010; Wrangham and Carmody 2010). The importance of energy for female 

reproduction is widely acknowledged (Ellison 2008). Conversely, male reproduction is 

typically viewed as being less dependent on energy. Male fecundity is much more 

resilient to changes in energy availability and testicular function is only impaired under 

severe food shortages (Bribiescas 2001; 2006). Even though energy still plays a role in 

somatic mating effort through the building and maintenance of muscle tissue (Bribiescas 

2006), little attention has been paid to establishing how inter-male differences in energy 

intake can affect their fitness outcomes in the context of behavioral mating effort. This 

can be partially explained by the increased importance of male parental effort in the 

genus Homo, which has become a more central aspect of male reproductive effort than 

direct mating competition (Bribiescas et al. in press). Accordingly, much of 

anthropological theory is concerned with the social significance and indirect effects of 
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acquisition of food by men (usually through hunting) on fitness (Hawkes 1991; Marlowe 

1999b; Bliege Bird et al. 2001; Marlowe 2001; Gurven and Hill 2009; Hawkes et al. 

2010; Codding et al. 2011). Meat is provided, exchanged and shared for a variety of 

social rewards but the caloric significance of meat for the hunters’ own body condition 

and the way this might enhance their reproductive success more directly than 

provisioning mates and offspring is not considered explicitly. Nevertheless, there is 

evidence from the ethnographic literature to suggest that men may actually feed better 

than women, e.g. they are subject to fewer food taboos than women, and thus, caloric 

gain in itself may be a strong influence on male foraging strategies (Collier and Rosaldo 

1981; Spielmann 1989; Speth 1990; Kelly 1993; Pate 1997; 2006). Re-directing the 

focus of current anthropological research towards a more explicit consideration of the 

caloric importance of meat and other ‘male’ foods for the hunters themselves would 

contribute to a more complete understanding of male foraging and reproductive effort in 

extant foragers. Examining how energy constrains male reproductive effort in 

chimpanzees would inform models of the ancestral condition, against which the derived 

features of human male life history can be better appreciated. 

 

C-peptide of insulin 

A key element of this research project is the use of non-invasive collection of 

urine to assess individual energetic balance of male chimpanzees by measuring their 

levels of urinary C-peptide (UCP) of insulin. 

C-peptide of insulin provides an accurate integrated measure of insulin secretion, 

which in turn reflects the energetic balance of the organism (Sherry and Ellison 2007; 
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Deschner et al. 2008; Emery Thompson and Knott 2008; Emery Thompson et al. 2009; 

Higham et al. 2011). Thus in captive bonobos, within-individual variation of levels of C-

peptide mirrored changes in body mass even over periods as short as several days 

(Deschner et al. 2008). In wild orangutans C-peptide was positively correlated with 

calculated estimates of individual caloric intake (Emery Thompson and Knott 2008). In 

wild chimpanzees C-peptide levels were likewise positively correlated with monthly 

indices of dietary quality (Emery Thompson et al. 2009). Furthermore male 

chimpanzees at Ngogo, which feed better than those at Kanyawara (Potts et al. 2011) 

had higher levels of C-peptide in their urine than males at Kanyawara (Emery 

Thompson et al. 2009).  These field studies incorporated behavioral and physiological 

samples from periods of high and low food availability spanning at least one year, and 

indicate as expected that better feeding conditions were associated with higher C-

peptide values. They therefore suggest that C-peptide values provide an effective index 

of energy balance in wild apes. 

Food, energy expenditure their effects on insulin and C-peptide 

A recent study of rural Gambian women shows a complex relationship between 

energy intake and expenditure, on the one hand, and urinary C-peptide excretion, on 

the other (Reiches 2011). Individuals had lower levels of fasting UCP production both 

during periods when their food intake was low and also when energy expenditure was 

high, even if no change in body mass occurred (Reiches 2011). This suggests UCP can 

be conceived of as a marker not only of stored energy reserves but also of energy 

throughput (flux). Surprisingly, however, no metric of body composition or changes in 

body composition between seasons predicted declines in UCP during that study. 
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Individuals who lost weight had similar UCP levels to individuals who gained weight 

within one sampling season (Reiches 2011) and weight gain was positively correlated 

with UCP levels in only one of the three sampling seasons. While some cultural dietary 

practices in the population during one of the study seasons may have confounded the 

outcomes of some of the analyses, what is clear is that UCP responds to different 

combinations of factors in ways that cannot always be easily explained. 

The effect of diet quality on insulin production is also established in wild primates. 

Baboons that regularly foraged on human rubbish at safari lodges in Kenya had 

significantly higher insulin levels than adjacent baboon groups that fed only on naturally 

available foods (Kemnitz et al. 2002). Baboons that foraged for human food left-overs 

not only had higher energy intake but also reduced levels of activity (Altmann and 

Muruthi 1988). 

The nutritional composition of meals ingested affects UCP production even under 

iso-caloric conditions with carbohydrate and protein content having generally the 

strongest effect (Hoogwerf et al. 1986; Wolever and Bolognesi 1996). Nevertheless 

studies of human subjects have shown that 24-h energy intake (kcal) is significantly 

positively associated with 24-h UCP production (Galgani et al. 2010). 

Energy expenditure and C-peptide  

Insulin production is not solely dependent on the amount and quality of food 

ingested. The first evidence that C-peptide levels may be used to assess energetic 

costs of activity in primates comes from a rhesus macaque study, conducted under 

controlled conditions in a captive setting (Wolden-Hanson et al. 1993). Physical activity 

and food intake of obese and non-obese macaques were monitored, along with 
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sampling of serum insulin and C-peptide. Even though food intake did not differ 

between the two experimental groups, non-obese monkeys were much more active. 

Their serum insulin and C-peptide levels were significantly lower than those of obese 

subjects (Wolden-Hanson et al. 1993), suggesting that even if two animals consume 

approximately the same amount of food, those that are more physically active will have 

lower insulin and C-peptide production. Ideally, such a study should be replicated with 

healthy non-obese subjects and examine whether physical activity, under identical food 

intake, has the same negative impact on C-peptide production. Nevertheless, these 

findings provide further indication that UCP may be sensitive to changes in energetic 

expenditure, all other things being equal. 

The only study to date that has examined the relationship between behavioral 

activity (rather than just food intake) and UCP excretion in free-living, non-obese 

primates involved rhesus macaques on Cayo Santiago Island (Higham et al. 2011). 

Restlessness (the rate of changing behaviors) and traveling time were negatively 

correlated with male UCP levels during the non-breeding season, while copulation 

behavior affected UCP negatively during the breeding season (Higham et al. 2011). 

Even though these findings at first seem to suggest that UCP reflects the increase of 

energetic expenditure during the breeding season for males who engaged most in 

prolonged copulations, an alternative explanation is also plausible. Males that copulated 

most (generally, high-ranking males) also fed less than lower-ranking males during the 

breeding season. The reverse was true during the birth season – high-ranking males 

fed more on high-energy monkey chow than low-ranking males and had higher UCP 

levels. Considering the possible confounding effect of food intake on UCP production, 
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copulatory behavior (which was also negatively correlated with feeding time) may not be 

the main cause for low UCP levels during the breeding season. Thus while, undoubtedly 

this finding demonstrates significant cumulative energetic deficit in male macaques 

during their breeding period, whether UCP reflects energetic expenditure rather than 

loss of energy intake, or more likely a combination of the two, is difficult to say. In this 

respect, a multivariate statistical approach may help evaluate the relative contribution of 

different factors. 

Sources of ‘random’ variation in UCP measurements 

There are many factors that may contribute to inter-individual differences in 

insulin and UCP production, beyond variables of interest such as food intake and 

energetic expenditure on physical activity. I refer here to such factors as ‘random’ 

because they are associated with the characteristics of each individual and thus do not 

help to explain overall patterns in UCP production that we are interested in such as 

overall effects of dominance rank, of seasonal changes in food availability, or of exertion 

during periods of intense mating competition. 

Individuals differ from one another in their resistance to the action of insulin. A 

study of human subjects who were healthy and non-diabetic showed that insulin-

resistant individuals had higher UCP production per unit of energy ingested, relative to 

insulin-sensitive individuals (Galgani et al. 2010). Differences in individual sensitivity to 

insulin are particularly pronounced between endurance trained and untrained subjects 

(even after controlling for body mass and percentage of body fat). Endurance trained 

subjects had lower fasting insulin levels and they also secreted significantly less insulin 

in response to a standard insulin sensitivity test (hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp 
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procedure) (King et al. 1987). The effects of training and physical exercise on insulin 

sensitivity are well known (Henriksson 1995) and even moderate differences in levels of 

physical activity in non-laboratory conditions can contribute to lower levels of fasting 

insulin production in human subjects who reported to be more physically active 

(Regensteiner et al. 1991; Kriska et al. 2001). 

Additional variation in measurements arise from the inter-individual differences in 

renal uptake and clearance of C-peptide. Approximately 25% of circulating C-peptide is 

filtered in the kidneys (Zavaroni et al. 1987). After most of that amount is converted to 

amino-acids, only about 15% is excreted in urine with inter-individual variation 6 - 24% 

(Zavaroni et al. 1987). This means that two individuals secreting the same amount of 

insulin may differ in the amount of C-peptide excreted and measured in the urine. 

All these issues are difficult to address completely in a field study of wild 

subjects. As one possible approach for accounting for some of the variation in UCP 

measures I applied linear mixed model analysis, which specify the identity of the 

chimpanzees in our sample as a random effect. 

 

Thesis aims 

The overall aim of this thesis is to test the hypothesis that energy matters for 

male reproductive success in chimpanzees. My approach is to investigate the effect of 

behaviors associated with male competition for dominance status and for access to 

females on male energetic condition. Specifically, I address the following questions: 

1. Do males incur foraging costs during periods of mating competition? 

2. Does aggressive behavior restrict the aggressor’s feeding activity? 
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3. Does aggressive behavior have a negative impact on the aggressor’s energy 

balance? 

4. Do high-ranking males incur greater costs during periods of mating 

competition than lower-ranking individuals? 

5. What explains the previously reported negative association between high 

dominance rank and UCP levels? 

To assess the reliability of using UCP measures to describe male energetic 

balance on a daily scale I also examine diurnal variation in UCP levels and carry out 

analysis relating to the questions above at several different temporal scales. 

 

Overview of thesis content 

Before addressing the central hypothesis of my study, in the next two chapters, I 

discuss some methodological issues related to the use of urinary C-peptide (UCP) as a 

measure of energy balance in wild primates. My first study of UCP was conducted on 

wild bonobos (Ch. 2) and the second deals with the data collected during my research 

on male chimpanzees (Ch. 3). 

In Chapter 2, I present a study of bonobo diet and energetics at Kokolopori in the 

Democratic Republic of Congo that documents previously unrecognized monthly 

variation ripe fruit consumption among wild unprovisioned bonobos. I show that UCP 

was higher during a period of high ripe fruit consumption, relative to a period of low fruit 

consumption. Conversely, cortisol levels were higher during the period of low ripe fruit 

consumption. This result extends previous findings on the relationship between diet and 

UCP levels in wild chimpanzees and orangutans (Sherry and Ellison 2007; Emery 
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Thompson and Knott 2008; Emery Thompson et al. 2009) and captive bonobos 

(Deschner et al. 2008). It also supports the negative association between dietary quality 

and morning cortisol levels previously reported for wild chimpanzees (Muller and 

Wrangham 2004b). 

In Chapter 3 I use a data-set of 690 male chimpanzee urine samples, collected 

over an 11-month period from 12 different males to examine diurnal variation in UCP 

production in relation to feeding effort and ripe fruit intake. Although UCP production 

does not show the circadian rhythms, which are typical of testosterone and cortisol 

production in this species (Muller and Lipson 2003), extensive research on the 

dynamics of insulin and C-peptide production in humans suggests that it is sensitive to 

transient changes in energy intake. Given that in studies of wild primates urine samples 

are collected opportunistically and it is not always feasible to sample individuals multiple 

times over a day, it is important to examine how diurnal variation in UCP levels may 

affect assessment of individual energy balance via singe spot-samples of urine. The 

analyses showed that when multiple urine samples were obtained per day, diurnal 

patterns in UCP levels can be discerned. UCP levels peak in late morning to around 

noon, reflecting the high intake or ripe fruit by chimpanzees early in the morning. 

Awareness of the effect that variation in feeding activity across the day has on UCP 

levels should encourage a more careful use of UCP data in primatology, particularly 

when relatively few urine samples are available per individual per unit of time. 

Chapter 4 examines foraging constraint of mating effort in male chimpanzees. I 

used detailed behavioral data on male feeding activity to assess the impact of the 

presence of mating opportunities on male energy intake. Consistent with predictions, 
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males spent less time feeding when parous (highly attractive) estrous females were 

available. The reduction in feeding time was a result of shorter rather than fewer feeding 

bouts suggesting that males may need to interrupt their feeding more frequently during 

periods when mating competition is occurring. Aggression rate of focal males and their 

copulation rate had a significant negative effect on male feeding time providing further 

support for the claim that mating competition constrains male feeding. 

Chapter 5 focuses on using UCP to measure the energetic costs of male 

aggressive behavior in the context of status and mating competition. While the analysis 

in Chapter 4 confirmed that males fed less when parous females were in estrous, the 

data did not reveal any significant differences in amount of ripe fruit during the same 

periods. Although total feeding time has previously been shown to correlate well with 

estimated caloric intake of males at our study site (Pokempner 2009), I wanted to test if 

the reduction in male feeding during periods of mating competition resulted in lower 

levels of UCP. We found that several factors were responsible for reduced UCP levels 

in males during periods of mating competition. Males were more aggressive and they 

formed large parties. Both factors had a negative impact on male UCP and this 

explained why in matched comparisons males had lower energetic balance on days 

with parous females in estrus. I also found that independently of the presence of mating 

opportunities, non-fig fruit (high quality foods at Kanyawara) abundance had a positive 

effect on male aggression rates. Taken together with data showing that males had lower 

UCP on days when they were more aggressive, these results support the hypothesis 

that male chimpanzee aggressive behavior can have a significant impact on energy 

balance and that habitat-wide food availability can constrain aggressive competition. 
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These findings thus explain why high-ranking male chimpanzees who are also 

consistently the most aggressive individuals have lower UCP levels overall. 

Maintenance of rank in this species incurs significant energetic costs because of the 

increased demand of agonistic competition. 

Finally, in Chapter 6 I draw together the results from this study and discuss their 

significance for research on male reproductive strategies in primates.
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ABSTRACT 

We compared the feeding ecology of the Hali–Hali community of bonobos (Pan 

paniscus) at Kokolopori, a new field site in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 

between two periods 5 months apart. During the first study period (SP1), bonobos relied 

heavily on the dry seeds of Guibourtia (Caesalpiniaceae), mostly eaten from the ground. 

The second period (SP2) was characterized by high consumption of ripe tree fruit. 

Terrestrial herbaceous vegetation (THV) contributed little to the diet in either study 

period. The low amount of ripe fruit and the high reliance on seeds in the diet during 

SP1 were associated with high cortisol production and low levels of urinary C-peptide in 

females, suggesting nutritional stress. However, female gregariousness was not 

constrained during the fruit-poor period, probably because high seed abundance on the 

ground ameliorated scramble feeding competition. This is the first description of 

extensive seed predation by bonobos. It suggests that bonobo feeding ecology may be 

more similar to that of chimpanzees than previously recognized. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

Primates have two major types of relationship with tree seeds. First, they 

disperse them (Idani 1986; Tsuji et al. 2010; Lambert 2011). Second, they prey on them 

(Norconk et al. 1998). Seed predation by great apes is little studied. While its nutritional 

significance is not well known, some evidence suggests that among primates, tree 

seeds are principally eaten as part of a broadening of a mainly frugivorous diet during 

periods of fruit scarcity (e.g. Ateles: Wallace 2005). Despite similar patterns having 

been observed for some chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) populations (Suzuki 1969), tree 

seeds need not necessarily be regarded as fallback foods (Harrison and Marshall 

2011), as their nutritional value may be high (Suzuki 1969; Rogers et al. 1990). For 

example, in Budongo, Uganda, during periods when chimpanzees fed on Cynometra 

alexandrii seeds, females tended to have high levels of ovarian hormones, suggestive 

of a positive energetic balance (Emery Thompson 2005). The significance of seed 

eating may therefore depend on the particular tree species and the ecological context of 

the period during which they are eaten. Here we report that bonobos at a new field site, 

at Kokolopori, Democratic Republic of the Congo, ate tree seeds extensively during a 

period when they ate few ripe fruits. Since bonobos have not been previously observed 

to rely on seeds for a major portion of their seasonal diet, we consider why Kokolopori 

bonobos ate seeds, and the socio-ecological consequences of seed eating. 

We rely on direct observations to quantify dietary composition and 

gregariousness. To obtain preliminary data on whether bonobos at Kokolopori 

experienced energetic stress as a result of changes in diet composition, we use urinary 

C-peptide of insulin. The level of this molecule, produced during the activation of pro-
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insulin, has been shown to correlate significantly with dietary quality and energy intake 

in wild chimpanzees, orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus), black-and-white colobus monkeys 

(Colobus guereza) , and free-ranging rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta), and with 

changes in body weight in captive bonobos and two macaque species (M. mulatta  and 

M. fascicularis) (Sherry and Ellison 2007; Deschner et al. 2008; Emery Thompson and 

Knott 2008; Emery Thompson et al. 2009; Harris et al. 2010; Girard-Buttoz et al. 2011; 

Higham et al. 2011). It is therefore a promising new tool for assessing energetic 

condition in wild primates that fits the aims of our study. Since cortisol has often been 

used in primate field studies to evaluate levels of physiological stress brought about by 

ecological factors, social factors, or a combination of the two (Emery Thompson et al. 

2010), we also use glucocorticoid production to determine whether physiological stress 

increased or decreased during a period of seed predation compared to a period of ripe 

fruit eating. 

METHODS 

Study site and subjects 

A.V.G. conducted field work at Kokolopori, Democratic Republic of the Congo, 

during two study periods, SP1 and SP2.  SP1 was 8th November to 20th December 

2006; SP2 was 18th June to 26th July 2007. Observations were based at Nsondo Camp 

(0°12’N, 22°51’E), which was set up by A.L.L. and lies within Kokolopori Bonobo 

Reserve approximately 30 km to the east of the bonobo study site at Wamba. The study 

subjects were members of the Hali–Hali bonobo community. We observed and 

identified a total of eleven adult and adolescent members of the Hali–Hali community (3 

males, 5 mothers, and 2 nulliparous females in both periods, plus one further 
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nulliparous female in 2007). Additionally ca. 5 juveniles and 5 infants were seen on a 

regular basis although they were not fully identified. Long term observations by A.L.L. 

suggest that the ca. 21 individuals seen in this study represent the entire Hali–Hali 

community, but this awaits confirmation. 

Data collection 

Feeding behavior 

We recorded the feeding of bonobos using instantaneous party scan sampling at 

15-min intervals(Altmann 1974). If any food was eaten by any of the bonobos in sight on 

the sampling point, we noted the name of the food and the vegetative part eaten. For 

each feeding scan, we also noted whether party members fed on the ground, in the tree 

canopy, or both. We identified plants with the help of local field assistants and 

information from Wamba (Idani et al. 1994), and verified identities of the main food 

species against herbarium specimens at Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew and the Harvard 

University Herbaria. Daily diet composition was calculated as the percent of scans in 

which bonobos in the party fed on a particular food item from the total number of 

feeding scans recorded on that day. Dietary scores produced with this method were 

highly correlated with data on individual food intake obtained by the focal sampling of 

chimpanzee behavior at Kanyawara (Gilby et al. 2010). To maximize the sample size of 

observations lasting for at least half of the daylight hours, only observations ≥ 6 h in 

duration were used in this analysis (range 6–12.75 h). In SP1 we collected 16 

observation days that satisfied this criterion (mean ± SEM hours per day: 10.2 ± 0.5 

h/day). SP2 yielded 39 observation days (11.4 ± 0.2 h/day). The data-set on dietary 

intake thus comprises 608 observational hours spread over 55 days. 
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Party composition 

We noted party composition continuously, including all independent individuals 

leaving or joining parties. Party size refers to the number of adults and adolescents 

travelling together within 50 m of each other, or arriving at the same feeding location 

within 15 min. We defined feeding locations in the following manner. An arboreal 

feeding location was a single tree; two or more trees with adjacent crowns allowing 

continuous feeding; or a grove of trees each of which was within 50 m of each other and 

in which bonobos were feeding concurrently. A terrestrial feeding location was the area 

under a tree crown; under adjacent crowns; or under the crowns of trees within the 

same grove (for items such as seeds that fell from trees); or as a patch of herbs 

separated by less than 50 meters from neighbouring patches. We calculated mean daily 

party size using party counts made following all new fission or fusion events on days 

when we were confident that the entire party had been observed. There were 58 parties 

recorded in this way on 34 days (24 in SP1, 10 in SP2). Observation times on the days 

for which we report mean party size varied between 50 min and 12 h (mean ± SEM 

hours per day: 5.6 ± 0.6 h/day). We refer to the proportion of individuals in a given party 

from the total community as the relative party size (Boesch 1996). 

Urine sampling and analysis 

We collected first-morning urine voids on disposable plastic bags or pipetted 

urine off vegetation when it was clear that the urine came from only one individual. We 

collected urine samples at dawn when bonobos urinated from their nests.  We sampled 

from midstream using a 1-2 m long stick with an attached disposable plastic bag at the 

end whenever possible, and when not, we pipetted urine off vegetation if it was certain 
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that only one individual urinated in that place. Collecting chimpanzee urine from the 

forest foliage in this manner does not affect results of hormonal analyses (Muller and 

Wrangham 2004b). We stored urine samples on filter paper within 24 h of collection 

(usually within 12 h), following the protocol described by Knott (1997).  We kept urine 

samples in airtight containers with silica gel for up to 3 months in the field, and then in a 

freezer (-20°C) at the Primate Reproductive Ecology Laboratory at Harvard University. 

A.V.G. and M.E.T. carried out the subsequent hormonal analysis at the same facility, 

with each set of samples assayed approximately 6 months after collection. We assayed 

urinary C-peptide with commercially-available radioimmunoassay kits (DSL Labs, 

Webster, TX) following previously-described protocols (Sherry and Ellison 2007; Emery 

Thompson and Knott 2008; Emery Thompson et al. 2009). Intra-assay coefficients of 

variation (CV) for replicated filter paper samples were 11.8% and 6.9% for low and high 

samples, respectively, and inter-assay CVs were 4.1% and 11.1%.  C. Munro at the 

University of California, Davis provided enzyme-immunoassay reagents for cortisol 

assays.  Cortisol protocols followed Muller et al. (2007) and Kahlenberg et al. (2008). 

Intra-assay CVs were 5.4 and 9.5% for low and high samples, respectively, and inter-

assay CVs were 13.3% and 9.6%. Assay sensitivities were approximately 10 pg/ml for 

C-peptide and 300 pg/ml for cortisol. We standardized all hormonal values for 

concentration by using creatinine measurements. While cortisol shows circadian 

variation in secretion (Muller and Lipson 2003; Anestis and Bribiescas 2004), there was 

no need to time-adjust the cortisol values because all urine samples for this study were 

first-morning voids collected within a narrow time-window (5:00 – 6:20 am). 

Data analysis 
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We analyzed data on dietary composition and party size with Mann–Whitney U-

tests using each observation day as a unit of analysis. We log-transformed all endocrine 

data and tested them for differences between study periods with a two-sample t-test 

assuming unequal variance. Since we collected urine very early in the morning while 

visibility was poor, we could not normally record individual identity, despite being able to 

assign to age–sex class. We therefore present our results for adults by sex. We 

conducted all tests using two-tailed probabilities in PASW Statistics 18 with a 

significance level of 0.05. 

RESULTS 

Feeding ecology 

Ripe fruit accounted for over half of all feeding observations (53.6%, Table 2.1). 

Terrestrial herbaceous vegetation (THV) and young arboreal leaves comprised only 

minor portions of the diet. Tree seeds were an important component of the diet, 

particularly during SP1 (57.3%; Tables 2.1, 2.2). Bonobos at Hali–Hali were also seen 

to feed on meliponine honey, dead wood, truffles, colonial spiders, and the tissue of a 

holoparasitic plant (Chlamydophytum aphyllum). They once attempted to catch a scaly-

tailed flying squirrel (Anomaluridae), but we did not see meat consumption. To our 

knowledge, holoparasitic plants (Georgiev et al. 2010) and colonial spiders are new 

dietary records for bonobos. 

Bonobos spent less time eating ripe fruit pulp in SP1 (28.5%) than in SP2 

(71.3%, Mann–Whitney, z = 4.9, N1 = 16, N2 = 39 days, P < 0.001, Table 2.2). They also 

consumed a smaller number of different fruit species in SP1 (6) than in SP2 (24; Tables 

2.1, 2.2). By contrast, the contribution of dry seeds to the diet was higher in SP1 
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(57.3%) than SP2 (18.5%; z = - 3.9, P < 0.001). There were no significant differences 

between study periods in the dietary contribution of either THV (z = - 1.6, P = 0.12) or 

young arboreal leaves (z = - 1.7, P = 0.09). 

Across all observation days, the daily dietary proportions of fruit and dry seeds 

were inversely correlated (Spearman ρ = - 0.8; N = 55 days; P < 0.001). A weaker but 

similar correlation occurred between the daily dietary proportions of ripe fruit and THV 

(Spearman ρ = - 0.41; N = 55; P = 0.002), whereas there was no correlation between 

the consumption of THV and young arboreal leaves (Spearman ρ = 0.12; P = 0.4) or 

between ripe fruit and young arboreal leaves (Spearman ρ = - 0.07; P = 0.6). 
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Table 2.1. Diet of the Hali–Hali bonobos during the four study months (Nov–Dec 2006 
and June–July 2007). Only days with ≥6 observation hours are included. All named 
plants are trees unless noted otherwise 

Food type/species Family 

Monthly dietary contribution 
Total 
(%) 

(% of feeding observations) 
Nov-

06 
Dec-
06 Jun-07 Jul-07 

Ripe fruit   27.4 30.1 55.7 76.5 53.6 
Uapaca sp. Euphorbiaceae 0 0 17 13.3 9.4 
Sanitria trimera Burseraceae 0 0 16.6 13.3 9.3 
Pycnanthus 
marchalianus Myristicaceae 0 0 12.6 11.3 7.6 

Dialium sp. 1 Caesalpiniaceae 24.4 15.3 0 0.3 7.2 
Annonidium mannii Annonaceae 0 0 1.6 13 5.2 
Oxyanthus unilocularis 
(vine) Rubiaceae 0 0 0.4 5.9 2.3 

Dialium sp. 2 Caesalpiniaceae 1.8 8.2 0 0 1.9 
Garcinia punctata (?) Guttiferae 0 0 0.8 3.1 1.4 
Ficus spp. (2 spp.) Moraceae 1.2 4.4 0.8 0 1.3 
Other 19 spp.   0 2.2 5.9 16.1 8 
Dry seeds   67.7 56.8 28.5 15.9 36 
Guibourtia demeusei Caesalpiniaceae 64.6 55.2 0 0 21.7 
Leonardoxa romii Caesalpiniaceae 0 0 26.1 7.6 9.8 
Brachystegia laurentii Caesalpiniaceae 2.4 1.1 1.2 3.1 2.1 
Gilbertiodendron 
dewevrei Caesalpiniaceae 0 0 0.4 3.1 1.3 

Parkia bicolor Mimosaceae 0 0.5 0.8 2 1 
Acacia sp. Mimosaceae 0.6 0 0 0 0.1 
Terrestrial 
herbaceous 
vegetation (5 spp. of 
herbs, 1 tree sapling; 
petioles and pith) 

  2.4 5.5 10.3 0.6 4.4 

Young arboreal leaves   1.2 7.7 1.2 3.1 3.2 
Leonardoxa romii Caesalpiniaceae 0 2.7 1.2 2 1.6 
Scorodophloeus zenkeri Caesalpiniaceae 0 4.9 0 0.6 1.2 
Other 3 spp.   1.2 0 0 0.6 0.4 
Fungi (truffles)   0 0 2.4 2 1.4 
Dead wood (vine)   0.6 0 0.8 1.7 0.9 
Unknown food item   0 0 1.2 0 0.3 
Honey (meliponine)   0 0 0 0.3 0.1 
Plant parasitic tissue 
(Chlamydophytum 
aphyllum) 

Balanophoraceae 0.6 0 0 0 0.1 

N 15-min feeding 
scans observed   164 183 253 353 953 
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Table 2.2 Dietary quality, gregariousness and endocrine profiles of the Hali–Hali 
bonobos during the two study periods. N 1 and N 2 refer to the sample size for SP1 and 
SP2, respectively. Significant differences between study periods are indicated with an 
asterisk (*). See text for details on statistics 
 

Measures 

SP1 (Nov–
Dec 2006) 

SP2 (June–
July 2007) 

Mean (SEM) Mean (SEM) 

Dietary characteristics (N 1 = 16; N 2 = 39 days with more than 6 direct 
observational hours) 
 Number of ripe fruit species eaten 6 24 
 Mean daily ripe fruit consumption (%)* 28.5 (5.1) 71.3 (3.3) 
 Mean daily dry seed consumption (%)* 57.3 (7.9) 18.5 (2.3) 
 Mean daily THV consumption (%) 5.9 (2.9) 3.9 (1.5) 
 Mean daily arboreal leaf consumption (%) 7.9 (3.0) 2.3 (0.8) 
Gregariousness measures (N 1 = 24; N 2 = 10 days with mean party size) 
 Mean adult party size 5.9 (0.3) 5.8 (0.6) 
 Mean female party size 4.2 (0.2) 4.4 (0.6) 
 Mean male party size 1.7 (0.1) 1.5 (0.1) 
 Mean relative adult party size (%) 59.3 (2.8) 53 (6.2) 
 Mean relative female party size (%) 60.1 (3.1) 54.7 (7.3) 
 Mean relative male party size (%) 57.4 (3.8) 48.3 (4.4) 
Endocrine measures 
 Urinary C-peptide levels: males, females, 
unknown samples (pg/mg Cr), N1 = 43; N2 = 44 

1049.0 
(177.0) 

1603.6 
(328.2) 

 Mean female C-peptide levels (pg/mg Cr)*, 
N1 = 17; N2 = 26 624.2 (84) 1306.2 

(254.2) 
 Mean male C-peptide levels (pg/mg Cr), N1 = 4; 
N2 = 6 594.7 (165.1) 1657.1 

(542.3) 
 Cortisol levels: males, females, juveniles and 
unknown samples (ng/mg Cr)*, N1 = 23; N2 = 41 196.2 (32.2) 75.5 (6.5) 

 Mean adult female cortisol levels (ng/mg Cr)*, 
N1 = 16; N2 = 24 213.3 (41.1) 69.8 (8.7) 

 Mean adult male cortisol levels (ng/mg Cr), 
N1 = 4; N2 = 6 157.2 (49.4) 87.2 (10.7) 
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One species of seed dominated the diet during SP1. Guibourtia demeusei is a swamp-

forest upper-canopy tree that produces seeds in dry dehiscent single-seed pods. In 

early November of SP1, Guibourtia seeds were available in trees, but few had fallen to 

the ground. At this time, bonobos ate Guibourtia seeds in the tree crowns. During 

November the seeds matured and fell in large numbers to the ground, where bonobos 

continued to eat them. As a result, ground foraging was much more common overall 

during SP1 than arboreal foraging for bonobos eating Guibourtia seeds (79.7% of 207 

feeding observations with ground foraging vs. 20.3% for arboreal or mixed 

ground/arboreal). During SP1, Guibourtia alone comprised 57% of all feeding 

observations. By contrast, during SP2, no Guibourtia seeds were recorded in the diet, 

though dry seeds of four other tree species still comprised 18.5% of the diet (Table 2.1). 

Gregariousness of Hali–Hali bonobos 

The number of adults per party averaged 5.8–5.9 in both study periods (Table 

2.2). There was no significant difference between study periods in mean party size 

(Mann–Whitney, z = - 0.4, N1 = 24, N2 = 10 days, P = 0.7), relative party size (z = - 1.1; 

P = 0.3), female party size (z = 0.153; P = 0.9), relative female party size (z = - 0.9; P = 

0.4), male party size (z = - 1.3; P = 0.2) or relative male party size (z = - 1.4; P = 0.2). 

Physiological status 

Data from females indicated substantial differences in both C-peptide and cortisol 

status between study periods. In SP1, during the period of heavy seed consumption, C-

peptide levels (624.2 pg/mg Cr) were relatively low, averaging 47.8% of those in SP2 

(1306.2 pg/mg Cr, t = - 2.5, df = 36, N1 = 17, N2 = 26 samples, P = 0.02, Table 2.2), 

indicating decreased energy balance in SP1. By contrast, cortisol levels in SP1 (213.3 
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ng/mg Cr) were relatively high, averaging 305.6% of those in SP2 (69.8 ng/mg Cr; t = 

3.9, df = 26, N1 = 16, N2 = 24, P = 0.0006). Similar absolute differences occurred in 

male urines, but these were not statistically significant, presumably due to the small 

sample size (Table 2.2). 

DISCUSSION 

We observed bonobo behavior and physiology during two 2-month periods 

characterized by markedly distinct dietary composition. Yet, in both periods, tree seeds 

(mostly from Caesalpiniaceae) were an important part of the diet, occurring in between 

15.9 and 67.7% of monthly scans. Tree seeds have not been reported to occupy such a 

large part of bonobo diets. Our study therefore extends the range of diet types known 

for bonobos. Chimpanzees have been previously recorded eating tree seeds (especially 

Caesalpiniaceae) at high concentrations in some months (Wrangham 1975; Goodall 

1986; Reynolds 2005). At Budongo, the seeds of Cynometra alexandrii are described as 

being one of the ‘‘important foods’’ during a dry season lasting between December and 

March, a period characterized by a scarcity of fruiting figs (Sugiyama 1968). Sugiyama 

(1968) argued that the pattern of use of C. alexandrii seeds shown by the Budongo 

chimpanzees was similar to the reliance of savannah chimpanzees on the hard seeds of 

other Caesalpiniaceae trees during dry months (Suzuki 1969), and could thus be an 

important fallback food that buffers them against food shortages in some years. This 

interpretation fits well with our observations of seed eating by the bonobos during the 

months of November and December at Kokolopori, and should be explored further 

when long-term data on feeding ecology at Hali–Hali become available. Another 

unexpected finding was that the consumption of tree fruit by the bonobos varied twofold 
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between the two study periods. This raised the question of whether seasonal fruit 

shortages occur regularly at Hali–Hali, a topic that requires future phonological 

observations. In summary, our observations on seed eating and variance in ripe fruit 

intake between different months indicate a closer similarity in the plant diets of bonobos 

and chimpanzees then previously recognized. 

If either ripe fruit or seeds are preferred to the other, we expect that the preferred 

items should be more beneficial and associated with a more positive energy balance 

and less physiological stress. Our finding that ripe fruit diets were associated with high 

C-peptide and low cortisol therefore suggest that fruits were a more beneficial food item 

than tree seeds. The fact that our urine samples could not be identified to individual 

means the physiological data are preliminary, but our results clearly suggest that ripe 

fruits are preferred and that tree seeds are eaten when ripe fruits are scarce. 

Bonobo females tend to be more gregarious than chimpanzee females (Furuichi 

2009). One of the explanations proposed for this species difference is that bonobos 

have more seasonally stable and abundant fruit supplies than chimpanzees do (White 

and Wrangham 1988; Chapman et al. 1994; Hohmann et al. 2006). Another is that 

bonobos have greater access to THV than chimpanzees, allowing them to forage in a 

regime of low scramble competition (Wrangham 2000). The herbs available to bonobos 

have also been shown to be low in fiber and high in protein relative to similar plant foods 

in chimpanzee habitats (Sommer et al. 2010). Our data, however, show that even 

though ripe fruit was not eaten at uniformly high levels all year, and even though THV 

contributed little to the diet, gregariousness in the study community did not change. 

None of the prior explanations is therefore easily applicable to Kokolopori bonobos. 
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Nevertheless, because bonobos often fed on tree seeds collected from the ground, 

scramble competition was apparently low, allowing female gregariousness to remain 

high. Our observations thus suggest that the mechanisms allowing bonobos to forage in 

relatively stable parties are more variable than previously considered. 

Despite the short duration of this investigation, the contrast in dietary composition 

between our two study periods, together with the fact that extensive seed eating has not 

yet been recorded at other sites, suggests that much ecological variation in bonobos 

remains to be described and explained. Establishing multiple conservation areas across 

the DRC where bonobos are protected by involving the local community, as is the case 

at Kokolopori, can be expected to improve not just the survival prospects for bonobos 

but also our ability to understand the range of their ecological and behavioral 

adaptations.
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CHAPTER 3 

Diurnal variation in urinary C-peptide production in wild chimpanzees: 

the effect of feeding schedules and ripe fruit consumption 

 

ABSTRACT 

Urinary C-peptide (UCP) of insulin is being increasingly used in studies of 

wild non-human primates for non-invasive assessment of individual energetic 

status, nutritional condition or energy balance. Clinical research on human 

subjects fed on standard modern diets shows a clear relationship between food 

intake and increase in UCP levels that can be measured on the scale of hours. 

However, the extent to which such short-term variation in UCP production applies 

to primates subsisting on wild foods is unknown. Because carbohydrate and 

protein consumption causes an immediate rise in C-peptide production in 

humans, I hypothesized that changes in the hourly proportion of feeding time and 

dietary composition across the day should result in changes in UCP in wild 

primates, too. Analyses of 690 urine samples collected from 12 male 

chimpanzees during an 11-month study period in Kibale National Park, Uganda 

showed systematic trends in hourly variation of UCP levels. Using observation 

days on which at least 4 urine samples were collected per male (an average of 5 

urine samples per male per day), I found significant differences between fasting 

and non-fasting UCP levels. The choice of sampling window therefore affects 

estimates of ‘average’ daily energetic status. Diurnal variation in UCP levels was 

best explained by the hourly changes in ripe fruit intake: ripe-fruit feeding time 
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(but not total feeding time) was most strongly associated with UCP levels at a 2 

hour time lag. These findings highlight the importance of repeated sampling of 

UCP levels across the day. The results show that UCP is a sensitive marker of 

energetic balance not just on a long-term (i.e. months, seasons) but also on a 

short-term scale (i.e. hours and days). 

 

INTRODUCTION 

C-peptide of insulin has been widely used in human medical studies to 

assess pancreatic function and insulin production (Brandenburg 2008). 

Developments in its non-invasive assessment from urine have been an important 

advance in clinical practice and research (Galgani et al. 2010; Besser et al. 2011; 

Bowman et al. 2011). Studies of obesity in animal models such as the rhesus 

macaque, Macaca mulatta (Wolden-Hanson et al. 1993), also contributed to the 

recognition that urinary C-peptide (UCP) can be a biomarker with applications 

beyond the clinical setting. Following its use in anthropological studies on human 

subjects outside the laboratory (Ellison and Valeggia 2003), this technique was 

extended to studies of wild and free-ranging primates. In such settings, UCP 

offers important advantages for measuring individual condition and physiology 

under variable ecological and social circumstances, particularly when invasive 

monitoring such as capture for obtaining body weight data and blood is not 

appropriate (Sherry and Ellison 2007; Emery Thompson and Knott 2008; Emery 

Thompson et al. 2009; Harris et al. 2010; Georgiev et al. 2011; Higham et al. 

2011). 
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The key benefit of UCP sampling is that it offers a measure of insulin 

production – the hormone responsible for glucose uptake from the bloodstream 

and the creation of energy reserves in the body (Havel 2001). Field studies of 

great apes have shown that when multiple urine samples are collected from 

individuals over relatively long periods of time (e.g. weeks and months), average 

UCP levels are higher during times when high-energy food (e.g. ripe fruit) 

dominates the diet of the study subjects (Emery Thompson and Knott 2008; 

Emery Thompson et al. 2009; Georgiev et al. 2011). The same pattern has also 

been shown among folivorous monkeys even though their high-quality food is not 

fruit but young tree leaves (Harris et al. 2010). UCP measurement has also been 

proven useful in inter-group comparisons with chimpanzees living in a more 

productive habitat maintaining higher average UCP levels than those living in 

forests that are poorer in food trees (Emery Thompson et al. 2009). Experiments 

in captivity have demonstrated that UCP levels track changes in body mass, 

decreasing during periods of dietary restriction and increasing when food supply 

is restored (Wolden-Hanson et al. 1993; Deschner et al. 2008; Girard-Buttoz et 

al. 2011). UCP has also been used to monitor the deteriorating condition of male 

rhesus macaques engaging in endurance rivalry during the mating season: 

males who spent most time in ejaculatory copulation had the lowest levels of 

UCP (Higham et al. 2011). UCP levels were also negatively correlated with 

individual travel time and with restlessness, measured as the rate of change in 

behavioral activities (Higham et al. 2011). 
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Despite these recent advances in the application of UCP to field studies of 

primate behavior and ecology, an outstanding methodological problem is the lack 

of knowledge about the effect that diurnal patterns of feeding behavior may have 

on UCP levels measured in spot-samples (i.e. one-off measurements). This is an 

important issue because different sampling regimes may lead to divergent 

conclusions regarding an individual’s ‘average’ energetic status and nutritional 

condition. In studies of wild primates, where it is often unfeasible to obtain 

multiple samples from the same individual on the same day, mapping the 

relationship between UCP production and diurnal changes in feeding behavior is 

essential for the interpretation of such data. 

Insulin production and a subsequent rise in UCP are tightly related to food 

intake and digestion in humans. Insulin (and C-peptide) production begins even 

before any food has been ingested (Woods et al. 1977). This ‘cephalic phase’ of 

insulin secretion is associated with anticipation of immediate feeding and 

ingestion. Most of the insulin, however, is produced during the ‘gastro-intestinal 

phase’ when insulin is released in response to the absorption of nutrients from 

the digestive tract (Nelson 2000). Studies that have tracked insulin and C-peptide 

production in human subjects over 24 hours show that immediately following a 

meal, levels of these hormones increase dramatically, after which they decrease 

gradually over a period of up to several hours (Kruszynska et al. 1987; Simon et 

al. 1987; Daly et al. 1998). Because of such variation in insulin and C-peptide 

secretion over the course of a day, the choice of sampling protocol (i.e. when and 

how often to sample) is important. 
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In view of these data from human research it is puzzling that no significant 

patterns in diurnal UCP variation have so far been identified in field studies of 

primates. This could be for several reasons. First, primate foods may not trigger 

the same insulin spikes as human foods do. Human food is calorically richer, 

easier to digest and poorer in fiber that the average primate diet (Wrangham 

2009; Wrangham and Carmody 2010; Carmody et al. 2011) and will likely lead to 

a more pronounced spike in insulin production than uncooked wild plant foods. 

Second, primate digestion may differ from human digestion in such a way as to 

flatten out any peaks of insulin over time. Ingesta retention time and digestive 

efficiency among primates vary in relation to diet quality (Clauss et al. 2008) and 

such variation in digestive physiology as documented for humans and 

chimpanzees (Milton and Demment 1988) could in theory affect the temporal 

pattern of insulin secretion. Third, animals in the wild forage more continuously 

than humans in clinical settings or captive primates, who have set feeding times 

(Girard-Buttoz et al. 2011). Fourth, field sampling coverage may be insufficient to 

detect any peaks in UCP production. Finally, single urine voids may integrate C-

peptide production over a period of several hours prior to urination and thus 

make detection of short-term changes in CP levels difficult. 

A logistical problem in primate field studies is the unpredictability of 

obtaining urine samples from subjects. As a result, a typical dataset used in such 

studies includes samples collected at different times of the day during different 

periods and from different individuals. Human studies show that fasting UCP 

levels are well correlated with 24-h UCP production and total estimated energy 
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intake (McDonald et al. 2009; Galgani et al. 2010) but a similar validation has not 

been yet performed with primate subjects. Most studies have used only first-

morning voids to measure UCP and have thus avoided addressing the problem 

of diurnal variation in UCP levels, but there are also some that have examined it 

(Table 3.1). 
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In a restricted-feeding and re-feeding experiment with captive bonobos, 

Deschner et al. (2008) found that UCP levels measured in the morning before 

any food was eaten (8-8:30 h) did not differ significantly from UCP measured in 

the afternoon (at around 14:00 h, or about 4 h after the bonobos had their main 

meal of fruits and vegetables). The authors therefore concluded that urinary C-

peptide in primates is not a good measure of short-term changes in nutrient 

supply. Conversely, a similar feeding experiment on captive rhesus and long-

tailed macaques showed that fasting UCP levels were significantly lower than 

non-fasting (Girard-Buttoz et al. 2011). Girard-Buttoz et al. (2011) also suggested 

that the difference between fasting and non-fasting samples may be less 

substantial among wild animals since they do not have a fixed feeding schedule, 

they feed more continuously and their food is not as calorie-rich as that of the 

captive subjects they studied. Field studies have shown that UCP does not follow 

a distinct circadian pattern of production (Emery Thompson et al. 2009; Harris et 

al. 2010), unlike cortisol and testosterone, for example, which are at their highest 

levels early in the morning and decline linearly with time of day (Muller and 

Lipson 2003). How UCP production varies in relation to feeding schedules 

however is not known. Thus studies that use UCP to characterize energetic 

condition of individuals do not apply an adjustment for time of collection even if 

some of the samples in the dataset are not at fasting (baseline) levels (Emery 

Thompson et al. 2009; Harris et al. 2010; Higham et al. 2011). Such an approach 

would yield reliable estimates of UCP production when multiple urine samples 

are available and averaged for each individual on a daily scale or if not – across 
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a larger time frame (e.g. weeks, months or seasons). However, comparisons 

between individuals and periods based on daily spot-samples (i.e. single urine 

voids) collected at variable times may be problematic particularly if we do not 

understand the temporal relationship between food intake and UCP production 

among naturally foraging animals. 

In this study I examined diurnal variation in UCP levels in wild male 

chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes, and test the hypothesis that diurnal changes in 

UCP production are related to feeding activity. Secondarily, I predicted that 

consumption of energy-rich ripe fruit explains more of the diurnal variation in 

UCP levels than feeding time in general. I first explored a large urine dataset 

collected over an 11-month period from 12 different males to assess variation in 

mean hourly UCP levels across the day. I then restricted the analysis to a subset 

of the data – days for which at least 4 urine samples were collected from the 

same individual – to examine how the time of sampling may affect our estimate 

of male energetic balance on each of the sampled days. I also evaluated the 

correlation of hourly feeding time and hourly ripe fruit feeding time with 

subsequent changes in UCP production within a subset of high-intensity urine 

sampling days for which behavioral activity data was also available. Establishing 

the time lag of UCP excretion in relation to behavioral events is crucial for 

appropriate interpretation of such data and the design of suitable sampling 

protocols (Heistermann 2010). I also illustrate the importance of understanding 

diurnal UCP variation by examining it during periods of different levels of ripe fruit 

availability. I conclude by considering the practical implications of these findings 
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for future field studies that rely on UCP as a measure of energetic status among 

primates and other mammals. 

 

METHODS 

Study site & subjects 

I studied the Kanyawara chimpanzee community in Kibale National Park, 

Uganda between August 2009 and June 2010. Over a period of 15 years the 

median annual home range of the Kanyawara chimpanzees was 16.4 km2 

(Wilson et al. 2012), encompassing mixed semi-deciduous primary forest with 

interspersed patches of swamps and regenerating forest (Chapman and 

Wrangham 1993). Subjects of this study were 12 male chimpanzees: 9 of them 

were considered adult at the start of the study (≥ 15 years old), and three were 

late adolescent (one of these turned 15 during the study, and two remained 14 

years old throughout the study). Ages are known to the nearest months for 

individuals born since 1987 or were estimated by Richard Wrangham at the start 

of his long-term observations. The Kibale Chimpanzee Project has studied the 

chimpanzee community at Kanyawara continuously since 1987 without 

provisioning the animals. 

Behavioral data 

To quantify male feeding time, I followed focal subjects from nest to nest 

and recorded their behavior via continuous focal sampling (Altmann 1974) to the 

nearest second. Focal follows were at least 8 h in duration or, if shorter, 

concluded with the chimpanzee making a night-nest. Mean duration of direct 
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observations during focal follows with at least 4 urine samples was 10.4 ± 0.3 h 

(range: 6.6 – 11.8, N=23 follows of 11 males). The species name and the food 

type (ripe fruit, unripe fruit, young leaf, pith, seeds, bark, flowers, meat, honey) 

were noted for all items eaten when the focal subject was in sight. Total duration 

of the 23 follows was 239.5 h. During 11.5 h (4.8%) of this time the focal subject 

was not clearly visible and was recorded as ‘time out’. On average, males spent 

44.8% of the time they were in sight feeding and were out of view for 4.6% of 

total follow time. 

To calculate the monthly ripe fruit consumption scores for observation 

months I analyzed a total of 12,742 feeding records (15-min instantaneous 

scans) collected on 331 days between July 2009 and June 2010 in the home-

range of the Kanyawara chimpanzees. Long-term KCP field assistants collect 

these data on a daily basis when they follow a party of chimpanzees (Wrangham 

et al. 1996; Emery Thompson and Wrangham 2008a). If at least one individual in 

the party under observation is feeding, the food eaten is noted. If more than one 

food type is eaten within the same party, the food eaten by most of the 

individuals in sight is scored. While this method of recording feeding behavior 

overestimates individual feeding time collected by continuous focal sampling, it 

provides a comparable index of dietary composition when used to describe the 

proportion of fruit in the diet of the chimpanzees over a given time period (Gilby 

et al. 2010). 

Urine sampling & analysis 
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KCP field assistants and myself collected chimpanzee urine samples 

opportunistically during observations in the field either by placing a plastic bag 

under a urinating individual or collecting urine off vegetation after the event. 

Samples were collected only if they had not been contaminated with feces and, 

for vegetation samples, if it was clear that no other chimpanzee had urinated in 

the same spot recently. Any debris in the samples was removed with a pipette 

each evening in a field laboratory. All samples were frozen at -20C° the same 

evening in a propane freezer (i.e. within a maximum of 14 h from time of 

collection). They were transported on ice-packs to University of New Mexico 

where Melissa Emery Thompson conducted all laboratory analyses. UCP assays 

were performed using the Millipore™ Linco RIA kit, with all samples assayed at 

an initial dilution of 1:2. Sensitivity of the assay was approximately 100 pg/ml. 

Intra-assay coefficient of variation (CV), measured as the average CV of 

duplicate determinations, was 7.1%. Inter-assay CV (N=15) was 10.4% for low 

samples and 5.0% for high samples. C-peptide concentrations were indexed via 

creatinine concentration measured in triplicate with the Jaffe reaction (Taussky 

1954). Eleven urine samples with low creatinine values (< 0.05 mg/ml) were 

discarded from analysis because of the risk of obtaining over-inflated C-peptide 

values. I consider all urine samples collected at before 7 am to be at fasting or 

baseline levels. In most cases these samples were collected at or near the night-

nest upon awakening. These samples are a conservative estimate of UCP levels 

before any feeding has taken place on the day of observation (i.e. immediately 

after the overnight fast; chimpanzees do not usually feed at night). 
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Data analysis 

Behavioral data 

To calculate hourly feeding times I converted the continuous focal 

sampling data on chimpanzee activity to 1-min instantaneous scans. Hourly 

feeding time was then calculated as the percentage of scans during one hour in 

which a chimpanzee was seen feeding. When examining seasonal differences in 

diurnal variation of UCP levels, I used the median monthly ripe fruit consumption 

score (57.8%) during the study period to divide months into high- and low- fruit 

consumption months. Six months of the study period were classified as high ripe 

fruit consumption months and five - as low. 

Urine data 

The analyses in this study consider a dataset of 695 urine samples 

collected between 1 August 2009 and 30 June 2010. I carried out analysis at 

several levels (Table 3.2). First, I examined variation in hourly mean UCP 

production in the full dataset (Dataset A) with and without 5 extreme outliers. 

Second, I also examined hourly variation in UCP levels within a subset of these 

data comprising 46 male-days (unique male-day combinations) for which at least 

4 urine samples were collected (Dataset B). Within these 46 male-days I 

narrowed analysis to 28 male-days (Dataset C) for which at least 4 urine samples 

were collected and one of them was collected very early in the morning (between 

6:00 and 7:59 h depending on time of waking of the male) and was thus at 

fasting (baseline) levels of UCP. Finally, I examined the relationship between 

male feeding behavior and subsequent changes in UCP levels in a subset of 23 
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male-days (Dataset D), for which at least 4 urine samples collected together with 

matching continuous focal data. Details of urine sampling effort within each of the 

datasets are shown in Table 3.2. To account for inter-individual differences in 

UCP levels, I present the hourly variation in UCP as mean of male means for 

Datasets A and B. In the analyses that compare matched-samples within days, I 

use each day as an independent data point. 
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In the full dataset of 695 urine samples (Table 3.2) there were 5 outliers 

with UCP concentration more than 5 SD of the sample mean (Table 3.3, Figure 

3.1). These outliers come from urine samples collected before noon from the 3 

youngest males in the community (15-16 years old) during the months of 

November and December 2009. I first considered the implications of these 

outliers for diurnal variation in UCP production. I plotted male mean UCP 

concentration by hour with and without these outliers to examine how they 

affected the data (Fig 3.2). From the graph we can see that the outliers have a 

strong effect on the pattern such that they contribute to a distinct peak in UCP 

concentrations at 10 am. Because of the large magnitude of these outliers I 

consider that they represent either a laboratory error or a pattern that is untypical 

of most of the study subjects most of the time. While the samples have not been 

re-analyzed to rule out laboratory error, to be conservative in the present 

analyses, I removed the outliers from the final dataset. Note however that 

retaining them would have increased the likelihood of identifying significant 

differences between fasting (baseline) levels of UCP and non-fasting (after 

feeding had taken place), even if such differences were not significant across the 

larger sample. Removing them was therefore a conservative approach given the 

predictions I was testing. 

I carried out statistical analyses in SPSS 19 (© IBM Corporation) and used 

two-tailed tests throughout. I log-transformed data only when conducting 

parametric tests 
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Table 3.3. Outliers removed from analysis and criteria for exclusion. 

 
Outlier ID Hour UCP (pg/mg Cr) Outlier/SD 
ESDec10 8 70014.08 11.93 
ESDec09 10 65779.41 11.21 
ESDec09 10 48266.67 8.22 
PBDec20 6 44247.25 7.54 
TJNov06 11 33573.91 5.72 
 
Highest UCP value retained in analysis: 
PGDec17 8 23351.85 3.98 

 
 

 
Figure 3.1 Boxplot of urinary C-peptide (UCP) concentrations in the full dataset 
(N=695 samples). Note the 5 extreme outliers (asterisks). 
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RESULTS 

Dataset A: Diurnal UCP variation across the 11-month study period 

Figure 3.2b shows the hourly mean of male mean UCP levels in the 

dataset containing 690 urine samples collected at mean intensity of 2.2 samples 

per male-day. Mean fasting (baseline) UCP levels (from urine samples collected 

6:00 – 6:59 h) were significantly lower than those achieved during the peak hour 

of UCP production as identified from the plot (between 10:00 and 10:59 h), 

(related samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test: z=2.51; N =12 males; P = 0.012). 

From 11:00 to 15:59 h UCP concentrations remained relatively stable. They 

decreased sharply after 16:00 but then gradually began rising through 18:59 h 

(Figure 3.2b). 

While these results suggest considerable variation in UCP levels over the 

course of a single day, the hourly UCP measures in this analysis are derived 

from a large dataset (samples collected on 188 different days over an 11-month 

period) and for many of these days only one urine sample per male was obtained 

(mean sampling intensity 2.2). Dataset A therefore does not control for within-

individual diurnal variation. To address this problem I next examine diurnal 

patterns of UCP production within a subset of the data comprising only days of 

high-intensity urine sampling. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 3.2 Hourly variation in urinary C-peptide (UCP) production. Values are 
means of male means (± SEM). (a) dataset with 5 extreme outliers (N=693 urine 
samples); (b) Dataset A: all urine samples except outliers (N=688). Two urine 
samples are not shown on the figure because they were the only ones collected 
after 19:00 h. 
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Datasets B & C: Diurnal UCP variation on intensely sampled male-

days 

In the full 46-male-day data set there was considerable fluctuation in UCP 

levels over the course of a day (Dataset B, Figure 3.3a). Within this dataset I 

identified 28 male-days on which there were at least 4 urine samples available, 

with the first sample collected very early in the morning (i.e. at approximately 

fasting levels between 6:00 and 7:59 h, Dataset C in Table 3.2, Figure 3.3b)
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 3.3 Diurnal variation in urinary C-peptide (UCP) production within (a) 
Dataset B, high-intensity sampled days (N=46 days; 267 urine samples) and (b) 
Dataset C; 28 intensely sampled days (N=167 urine samples). Values are mean 
of male hourly means ± SEM. 
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Using dataset C (28 days on which a fasting urine sample was available) I 

compared energetic balance between estimates that used (1) a first-morning 

spot-sample measurement, (2) the mean of all non-fasting samples, and (3) the 

mean of all urine samples collected on that day. UCP measured in fasting (first-

morning) samples were correlated with both mean UCP non-fasting samples (rs = 

0.58, N = 28, P = 0.001, Figure 3.4a) and full-day mean UCP levels (rs = 0.66, N 

= 28, P < 0.001, Figure 3.4b). Nevertheless, there were significant differences 

between these three measures of energetic balance in matched comparisons 

(Friedman test: χ2=7.143, df=2, P=0.028). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons 

showed that UCP levels in the fasting samples were lower than those calculated 

from the non-fasting urine samples (z = -2.673, Padj = 0.023). The differences 

among the other pairwise combinations were not significant (Figure 3.5). These 

data show that there is sufficient variance in UCP levels within a day that multiple 

samples are needed to obtain a reliable daily estimate. To explain the variation in 

hourly UCP levels I next consider their relationship to changes in individual 

feeding activity.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.4 Relationship between fasting urinary C-peptide (UCP) levels 
(measured in a spot-sample) and (a) mean non-fasting levels calculated from all 
other urine samples collected on the same day; and (b) mean levels calculated 
from all samples on the same day (N=28 male-days). 
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Figure 3.5 Mean urinary C-peptide (UCP) production estimated from sampling at 
different time-scales within a dataset of high-intensity sampled male-days (N=28 
male days). UCP levels in first-morning samples were significantly lower than 
mean non-fasting levels. Differences in the remaining pair-wise comparisons 
were not significant (see text for details). 

 

Dataset D: Hourly changes in urinary C-peptide (UCP) production in 

relation to feeding schedule and to ripe fruit intake 

The dataset of high-frequency urine days included matching continuous 

focal sampling observations for 23 male-days. On average for each male-day I 

obtained 6.5 urine samples (SEM 0.67; range: 4 – 19; total 149 urine samples, 

Table 3.2). There was considerable variation in mean hourly UCP with a distinct 

peak between 12 and 13 h (Figure 3.6). From time of awakening, male UCP 

levels increased linearly between 6 and 13 h (linear regression of hourly UCP 

levels (log-transformed) on time of day (hour): Adj. R2=0.87, df=6, P=0.001). 
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After 13 h UCP dropped precipitously but not in a linear fashion (Adj. R2=0.19, 

df=5, P=0.22). 

 

 
 

Figure 3.6 Hourly variation in urinary C-peptide (UCP) production on the 23 male-
days for which both intense urine sampling and focal observations were available 
(Dataset D). Error bars are ±SEM. 
 

I compared the variation in hourly UCP levels in this data set to the 

variation of hourly total feeding time and ripe fruit feeding time. Ripe fruit are rich 

in carbohydrates and their consumption should result in higher insulin and UCP 

production. Figure 3.7 shows the hourly percentage of time that male 

chimpanzees spent feeding on any food (a) and on ripe fruit in particular (b). 

Feeding tended to be high in the morning within the first few hours after waking 

up, followed by a decrease around noon. In the afternoon feeding increased in 
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the hours before construction of night nests (Figure 3.7a). In contrast, feeding on 

ripe fruit specifically was mostly restricted to the early hours of the day and 

decreased from around 11 am onwards (Fig 3.7b).
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.7 Hourly variation in urinary C-peptide (UCP) production (circles; error 
bars are ± SEM) in relation to mean hourly male (a) total feeding time (white 
bars) and (b) ripe fruit feeding time (filled bars). Data are from 23 male-days with 
intensive urine sampling and continuous focal observations. 
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I examined the relationship between ripe fruit consumption and UCP 

production on an hourly basis with different time lags.  

I predicted that ripe fruit consumption would be significantly associated 

with UCP levels and that the association would be strongest when comparing 

feeding time in one hour with UCP levels in the hours following that hour. 

Because the exact time lag at which this relationship would emerge is not know, I 

examined the relationship between ripe fruit feeding time and UCP levels at 

different intervals (during the same hour; with a 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 6- and 7-h lag). 

Table 3.4 summarizes the results from this analysis and indicates that the 

association between ripe fruit consumption and UCP levels is strongest at a 2-h 

time lag (Table 3.4, Figure 3.8). 

In contrast, total time spent feeding was a poor predictor of changes in 

hourly UCP levels at any of the time lags examined. There were no significant 

associations between hourly feeding time and hourly UCP levels (Table 3.5).
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Table 3.4. Relationship between hourly average ripe fruit feeding time (%) and 
average urinary C-peptide (UCP) production in the dataset of intensely sampled 
focal follows (N=23 focal follow days). Data were log-transformed before 
performing the regression. Ripe fruit feeding time was compared with UCP levels 
at different times relative to the behavioral observation on feeding (with a 1-h 
step lag). 
 

  
 

Linear regression 
Time lag N (hours) Adj. R2 P-value 
On the hour 13 0.24 0.051 
1-h time lag 12 0.33 0.03 
2-h time lag 11 0.456 0.013 
3-h time lag 10 0.443 0.021 
4-h time lag 9 0.36 0.051 
5-h time lag 8 0.072 0.261 
6-h time lag 7 -0.15 0.659 
7-h time lag 6 -0.228 0.803 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Relationship between ripe fruit feeding time (log-transformed 
percentage) and hourly UCP production with a 2-h time lag (log-transformed 
pg/mg Cr). 
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Table 3.5. Relationship between hourly average feeding time (%) and average 
urinary C-peptide (UCP) production in the dataset of intensely sampled focal 
follows (N=23 focal follow days). Data were log-transformed before performing 
the regression. Feeding time was compared with UCP levels at different times 
relative to the behavioral observation on feeding (with a 1-h step lag). 
 

    Linear regression 
Time lag N (hours) Adj. R2 P-value 
On the hour 13 0.045 0.24 
1-h time lag 12 -0.037 0.46 
2-h time lag 11 -0.108 0.88 
3-h time lag 10 -0.005 0.36 
4-h time lag 9 0.295 0.075 
5-h time lag 8 0.397 0.056 
6-h time lag 7 -0.121 0.58 
7-h time lag 6 -0.18 0.65 

 
 

Seasonal differences in UCP diurnal variation 

The effect of ripe fruit consumption on male UCP production was 

particularly clear when comparing diurnal variation in samples collected during 

months of high- and low ripe fruit consumption. Using the full dataset of urine 

samples (N=690) I plotted the hourly male means by fruit consumption season 

(Figure 3.9). Overall, males had higher mean daily UCP levels during months of 

high ripe fruit consumption (daily male means of hourly means, Wilcoxon test: z = 

2.3; N = 11 males; P = 0.021). The difference between seasons was also 

significant when comparing UCP levels matched by hour of the day (Wilcoxon 

test: z = 2.34; N= 13 hours; P = 0.019). The inter-seasonal difference in UCP 

levels in samples collected between 6:00 and 7:59 was not statistically significant 

(Wilcoxon: z = 1.69; N = 11 males; P = 0.091) but comparing only samples 

collected from 6:00 to 6:59 showed higher fasting UCP levels during the high ripe 

fruit consumption months (Wilcoxon: z = 2.07; N = 9 males; P = 0.038). During 
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high fruit consumption UCP showed a clear peak between 9:00 and 9:59 h, while 

during low fruit consumption months such a morning peak was not visible (Figure 

3.9). During low fruit consumption months UCP levels peaked between 14:00 

and 14:59 h but the mean UCP levels achieved were lower than the morning 

peak of high fruit consumption months. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Hourly urinary C-peptide (UCP) production variation by season. 
Values are means of male means (± SEM). 
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The difference in male UCP levels was stronger when we categorized 

observation months according to the importance of Ficus sur to monthly dietary 

intake. In a previous analysis of male UCP production at Kanyawara, 

chimpanzees showed their highest UCP levels during a month in which F. sur 

was a particularly important dietary item (Emery Thompson et al. 2009). We used 

the median monthly F. sur consumption score (1.45%) to separate observation 

months into low (N=6) and high (N=5) levels of consumption. Males had 

significantly higher mean levels of UCP during periods of high F. sur 

consumption (Wilcoxon test: z = -2.9; N = 12 males; P = 0.004). Males also had 

significantly higher hourly UCP levels during such months (z = -3.2; N = 13 

hours; P = 0.001, Figure 3.10). 

 
Figure 3.10 Hourly urinary C-peptide (UCP) production variation during months of 
high and low consumption of Ficus sur. Values are means of male means (± 
SEM).
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To assess if the morning UCP peak during high ripe fruit consumption 

months can be attributed to chimpanzees feeding more on ripe fruit at this time of 

the day, relative to low ripe fruit consumption months, we examined the diurnal 

variation of feeding behavior in a large party-level data set of feeding records 

collected during the same study period. Figure 3.11 shows that despite the 

distinct peak in UCP production in high ripe fruit consumption months, the 

feeding effort allocated to ripe fruit is broadly similar in high and low ripe fruit 

consumption months. Mean hourly contribution of ripe fruit to dietary intake was 

highly correlated between high and low ripe fruit consumption months (rs=0.94; N 

= 14 hours; P < 0.001) showing that ripe fruit intake rises and falls throughout the 

day similarly in both seasons. Mean hourly ripe fruit feeding times were also 

highly correlated between the two types of season (rs=0.895; N = 14 hours; P < 

0.001). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.11 Ripe fruit consumption by time of day. Data are from 15-min scan 
samples of party activity (N=18,917 party scans over an 11-month period). (a) 
Contribution of ripe fruit to hourly feeding time; (b) Proportion of ripe fruit feeding 
time from total hourly observation time. 
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DISCUSSION 

In this study I show for the first time that urinary UCP is a sensitive marker 

of short-term (on the scale of hours) changes in energy intake in wild non-human 

primates. Previous studies have revealed that average UCP levels measured 

over the course or weeks and months track changes in energy intake both in the 

wild and in captive diet restriction experiments (Deschner et al. 2008; Emery 

Thompson and Knott 2008; Emery Thompson et al. 2009; Harris et al. 2010; 

Girard-Buttoz et al. 2011). The only two previous studies that examined UCP 

production in relation to the timing of meals within a single day reached 

conflicting conclusions. Deschner et al. (2008) did not find difference between 

fasting and non-fasting bonobo urine samples, while Girard-Buttoz et al. (2011) 

showed that fasting UCP levels were lower than non-fasting in two species of 

macaque. In a dataset of 23 full-day observations on male chimpanzees, for 

which I obtained an average of 6.5 urine samples per male per day I found 

significant positive relationship between hourly ripe fruit feeding time and UCP 

levels. The association was strongest when hourly ripe fruit feeding time was 

matched with UCP levels measured with a 2 hour time lag. Additionally, there 

was significant variation in mean hourly UCP levels across a larger dataset, 

spanning urine measurements made during an 11-month study albeit at a lower 

sampling intensity (2.2 urine samples/male-day). This study also demonstrated 

that fasting UCP levels in male chimpanzees were significantly lower than mean 

non-fasting levels. 
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Establishing the presence of any time-dependent patterns in the 

production of hormones and biological markers used in field or captive studies is 

a major methodological concern in behavioural endocrinology (Whitten et al. 

1998; Heistermann 2010). I suggest that the reason that such a diurnal pattern 

has not been reported in earlier studies of UCP is that the present dataset is the 

first to contain days with high-intensity sampling (up to a mean of 6.5 urine 

samples per individual per day). Previous studies that tested for diurnal variation 

in UCP levels had lower sampling intensity (1-2 samples per individual per day, 

Table 3.1) and as a result any existing patterns might have been obscured. 

Additionally, the primary concern in previous analysis was detecting a circadian 

rhythm similar to that of urinary testosterone and cortisol, which decline linearly 

with time of day. In the field urine samples are collected opportunistically and 

obtaining multiple samples on the same day can be precluded by various factors 

such as the animal’s behavior or its use of dense habitat as well as by 

precipitation. Additionally, the laboratory costs of analyzing large number of 

samples can be high. The difficulty in obtaining multiple samples on the same 

day is supported by the fact that ≥ 4 urine samples were obtained on only 14.3% 

of the total 321 male-days on which at least one urine sample was collected. This 

study therefore provides an important advance in our understanding of UCP 

dynamics in wild subjects subsisting on a natural diet. 

A previous study that found time of sampling to be important for UCP 

measurement was a captive food restriction experiment on rhesus and long-

tailed macaques. Urine samples collected in the afternoon, several hours after 
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their subjects were given their main meal of the day had higher UCP levels than 

fasting urine samples collected early in the morning (Girard-Buttoz et al. 2011). 

Because this study was conducted in captivity where animals received food at a 

predetermined time rather than foraging more continuously throughout the day, 

and the food itself was more calorie-rich than most natural primate foods, the 

authors suggested that UCP variation would be less pronounced across the day 

in wild subjects (Girard-Buttoz et al. 2011). The current study, conversely, 

indicates that even though chimpanzees do not forage at fixed times, there was 

sufficient variation in the distribution of foraging effort across the day to cause 

significant peaks and troughs in the daily UCP profiles of the sampled individuals. 

Insulin production and thus C-peptide excretion in the urine do not reflect 

absolute caloric content but rather depend on the type of foods consumed. UCP 

is a particularly good marker of dietary carbohydrate intake (Buyken et al. 2006). 

Studies in human subjects have shown that, when caloric content is held 

constant, consuming meals high or low in carbohydrate and protein leads to, 

respectively, higher or lower UCP production (Hoogwerf and Goetz 1983). Given 

this, I predicted that hourly variation in UCP production in chimpanzees is related 

to time spent eating ripe fruit specifically, rather than total feeding time. Ripe fruit 

eaten by the study subjects at Kanyawara are rich in carbohydrates, are their 

preferred food (Wrangham et al. 1996; Conklin-Brittain et al. 1998; Wrangham et 

al. 1998; Conklin-Brittain et al. 2006) and have significant impact on female 

reproduction (Emery Thompson and Wrangham 2008a). An earlier long-term 

study has already shown that monthly measures of ripe fruit consumption predict 
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male UCP levels in this study community (Emery Thompson et al. 2009) but the 

extent to which this bio-marker could be used to monitor short-term changes in 

energetic status has not been appreciated until now. The fact that UCP levels 

reflect changes in nutrient intake on the scale of hours will allow greater time-

resolution in studies of primate energetics, provided sufficient urine sampling 

intensity can be achieved. 

An alternative explanation for the observed pattern in UCP production in 

relation to ripe fruit feeding is however also possible. In humans given identical 

meals three times a day, despite plasma glucose levels experiencing similar 

increases after each meal, the level of plasma insulin rose much higher after the 

morning meals but not after subsequent meals (Malherbe et al. 1969). Other 

studies, including one of captive vervet monkeys, Cercopithecus aethiops, (Meis 

et al. 1983), have also documented that insulin response varies with time of day 

even when identical meals are ingested (Jarrett 1972; Ahmed et al. 1976; Mejean 

et al. 1988; Kalsbeek and Strubbe 1998; Peter et al. 2010). Thus, the peak of 

UCP production in our data observed in the later morning and around noon may 

not be just a result of differing fruit consumption across the day but may also 

incorporate lower insulin responsiveness to caloric consumption later in the day.  

These findings have several important methodological implications. First, 

studies that want to use UCP to measure short-term changes in behavior (on the 

scale of days, rather than months) should aim for high-intensity sampling 

coverage. Characterizing the ‘average daily energetic status’ of an individual 

cannot be made reliably from a single urine sample. In the absence of behavioral 
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data on the foraging activity of the focal animals on the day in question, the only 

urine sample that can reliably be compared to a sample collected from another 

individual or from the same individual at a different time periopds is the first 

morning urine sample (at fasting levels). Thus whenever practical, the collection 

of such samples should be a priority. 

All this is not to say that studies that do not control tightly for time of 

sample collection cannot be useful for understanding the energetics of primate 

behavior and ecology. Large datasets, with randomly sampled UCP levels from 

many individuals on multiple days at different times of the day can reveal 

meaningful biological patterns in the data, given a low ‘signal-to-noise ratio’ 

(Goyman and Trappschuh 2011). It is, however, worth emphasizing the 

importance of thorough exploratory analysis to assess the ‘randomness’ of 

sampling in regards to individual representation across time-blocks and across 

conditions of interest (e.g. age-sex class, reproductive state, social rank, food 

availability periods, mating vs. non-mating periods, dry vs. wet seasons). 

Establishing the range of variance within- and between individuals and conditions 

will help not just establishing the adequacy of sampling effort in specific datasets 

but can also be essential for a sound interpretation of results. It is difficult to give 

any specific guidelines, given that the diurnal patterns identified in the datasets 

presented here differ from one another depending on which dataset is used (i.e. 

peaks of UCP are at 9, 11 or 12 hours depending on the subset of samples 

plotted: Figs. 3.2, 3.3, 3.6). Patterns in feeding behavior and UCP response may 

also vary between populations or between dietary regimes. Fasting UCP levels 
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seem the least ambiguous measure because we can be sure that during the 

night the animals have not been feeding (in most cases) and thus such urine 

samples can be compared to each other both at the inter- and intra-individual 

level. Because feeding patterns differ from one day to another, it would be also 

difficult to rely on average species or population-level activity data to generate 

time-windows, which will be comparable across individuals in all circumstances. 

The best recommendation that emerges from this study is that the more urine 

samples obtained from each individual study subject per day, the more accurate 

the assessment of its energetic condition via UCP would be. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Estrous females and male feeding behavior in chimpanzees: foraging 

constraints of mating effort in a promiscuous non-seasonally breeding 

primate 

 

ABSTRACT 

In many vertebrates male-male competition for mating opportunities leads to 

energetic costs, through extra energy expenditure, reduced energy intake or 

both. Polygynous and promiscuous mammals with high breeding seasonality can 

be so strongly affected that males cannot persist in maximal reproductive efforts 

for long durations and suffer high mortality. In contrast, our understanding of 

such costs is limited and contradictory in species without breeding seasonality. 

Since males in such species face a trade-off between temporary loss of condition 

and future ability to compete I investigated how mating effort influences feeding 

behavior in chimpanzees – a promiscuous non-seasonal breeder. On days when 

parous females were in estrus all males fed less. Feeding time was negatively 

correlated with the frequency of aggressive behavior and copulations, and the 

total reduction in feeding time observed in the presence of parous females in 

estrus was not compensated by increased reliance on foods of higher quality. 

Increased mating effort therefore appeared to be responsible for reduced food 

intake. The magnitude of these feeding costs was not related to male dominance 

rank even though high-ranking males obtained more copulations. I discuss 

several possible explanations for a lack of a rank-related scaling of foraging 
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constraints as they apply to the specific circumstances of estrous female 

availability and fecundity during this particular study period, and in the broader 

context of the mating system of chimpanzees. I suggest that chimpanzees 

illustrate how lack of breeding seasonality, the existence of a stable male 

dominance hierarchy maintained at all times, male-male bonding and indirect 

long-term sexual coercion of females by males may contribute to a relatively low-

cost mating effort that allows year-round reproductive effort over many years of a 

male’s reproductive career. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The conflicting energy allocation demands of reproduction and self-

maintenance in many male animals are most obvious during periods of mating 

competition (Stearns 1992; Andersson 1994). At such times males often sacrifice 

feeding time in order to engage in behaviors more directly related to increasing 

their paternity success, notably aggression, courtship, mate-guarding and 

copulation (Winter 1976; Clutton-Brock et al. 1982; Mace 1989; Poole 1989; 

Westneat 1994; Alberts et al. 1996; Chuang-Dobbs et al. 2001; Komdeur 2001; 

Matsubara 2003; Mysterud et al. 2004; Willisch and Ingold 2007; Pelletier et al. 

2009; Ancona et al. 2010; Higham et al. 2011). Reduced feeding time is known to 

lead to a lower intake of energy and to contribute to loss of body mass during 

breeding periods, particularly among those males that compete most intensively 

(Bercovitch and Nurnberg 1996). The case is particularly well illustrated among 

extremely polygynous southern elephant seals, Mirounga leonina, who cease 
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feeding altogether during their breeding season: alpha males expend more 

energy than subordinates and their body mass predicts their tenure on the 

beach, as well as their mating success (Galimberti et al. 2007; Crocker et al. 

2012). The ability of males to meet such energetic costs of reproduction may 

thus underlie the particular mating strategies they adopt and in turn their lifetime 

fitness. The magnitude and intensity of male-male competition and the 

associated costs of such competition are also known to affect male life 

expectancy. In species with more intense male-male mating competition males 

die younger than females, while in species with less severe competition males 

and females have similar mortality schedules (Clutton-Brock and Isvaran 2007; 

Bronikowski et al. 2011). Studying the constraints that mating effort places on 

male feeding behavior is therefore useful for assessing the strength of sexual 

selection, particularly in species whose low or moderate sexual dimorphism 

would suggest that intra-sexual competition for reproduction is relatively relaxed 

(Plavcan and van Schaik 1992). Quantifying the inter-individual variation in short-

term costs of male mating effort also helps to interpret differences in male life-

history traits across taxa. 

In this study I test the hypothesis that mating effort constrains male 

feeding time in a promiscuous primate, the chimpanzee. Chimpanzees are an 

interesting case for several reasons. On the one hand, behavioral observations 

reveal intense intra-sexual competition for reproduction. Males are more 

aggressive when highly attractive (parous) females are in estrus (Tutin 1979; 

Emery Thompson and Wrangham 2008b), they engage in mate-guarding to 
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prevent other males from copulating (Watts 1998) and higher-ranking males, the 

alpha male in particular, are responsible for most copulations and fertilizations in 

all studied populations (Goodall 1986; Boesch et al. 2006; Inoue et al. 2008; 

Wroblewski et al. 2009; Newton-Fisher et al. 2010). Males also behave 

aggressively towards estrous females and they are successful in constraining 

their choice of mates via sexual coercion, at least in some populations (Muller et 

al. 2011). 

On the other hand, moderate reproductive skew among males (Kutsukake 

and Nunn 2009) and the moderate levels of sexual body dimorphism in 

chimpanzees (Plavcan 2004), relative to other primates and mammals in general, 

indicate that levels of competition are not as extreme as those seen in many 

species with seasonal polygynous mating. Furthermore, chimpanzee male life 

history patterns differ importantly from those in species that engage in 

energetically costly mating competition during distinct breeding periods. Male 

rhesus macaques, Macaca mulatta, for example have a highly seasonal period of 

reproduction during which males feed less, engage in energetically exertive 

multiple-mount ejaculatory copulations and lose condition in proportion to the 

effort expended (Bercovitch and Nurnberg 1996; Bercovitch 1997; Higham et al. 

2011). Even though male rhesus are able to prepare for the mating season by 

storing fat during the birthing period when no females are in estrus, the intensity 

of their reproductive effort has been suggested as an explanation for the higher 

levels of male mortality during the breeding, relative to the birthing season 

(Hoffman et al. 2008). Male chimpanzees have a shorter life span than females 
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(Hill et al. 2001) but otherwise do not suffer increased mortality during a specific 

period of the year, perhaps because females do not display estrus synchrony. 

Females may come into estrus at any time of the year (Goodall 1986; Emery 

Thompson and Wrangham 2008a; Matsumoto-Oda and Ihara 2011) and periods 

of intense mating competition are usually brief, focused on the female’s peri-

ovulatory period lasting ca. 5 days (Deschner et al. 2004; Emery Thompson 

2005; Emery Thompson and Wrangham 2008b). Alpha male chimpanzees are 

able to maintain their high rank and high levels of reproductive effort over many 

years despite the apparent physiological costs associated with their status such 

as increased testosterone and cortisol levels (Muehlenbein et al. 2004; Muller 

and Wrangham 2004a; Muller and Wrangham 2004b). A recent study has in fact 

concluded that alpha chimpanzee males live longer than non-alpha males 

(McCarthy et al. 2011) thus questioning the notion that maintaining high 

dominance rank and high reproductive effort and success in this species is 

traded off at high energetic and physiological costs. This apparent inconsistency 

leads to the prediction that mating effort among male chimpanzees is not as 

costly as among other primates and mammals. One reason that this might be so 

could be their lack of breeding seasonality. 

Data from other non-seasonally breeding primate species seem to support 

such an interpretation. Mating effort does not consistently constrain foraging in 

chacma baboons, Papio ursinus, (Weingrill et al. 2003; Henzi et al. 2010) and 

has only a slight effect on male feeding behavior among yellow baboons, Papio 

cynocephalus: their feeding bouts were shorter when consorting with estrous 
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females but total feeding time was not affected (Alberts et al. 1996). The 

evidence of foraging constraints among high-ranking males is more consistent in 

seasonally breeding primates (Matsubara 2003; Higham et al. 2011). Yet high 

reproductive success may also come at little energetic cost even among 

extremely seasonal breeders. Sifaka males, Propithecus verreauxi, guard 

estrous females and manage to sire almost all infants in their groups despite the 

presence of other males but no costs of doing so have been detected:  during 

periods of mate-guarding their feeding was not constrained and there was only a 

trend for increased rates of aggression (Mass et al. 2009). At the other extreme 

are African elephants, which are non-seasonal breeders in the sense that there 

are some females coming into estrus and conceiving during every month of the 

year (Poole et al. 2011). Despite the potential year-round availability of mating 

opportunities, elephant bulls do not maintain reproductive effort year-round. Bulls 

come into breeding condition during distinct periods of musth lasting from days to 

several weeks at sporadic intervals among young males and 2-5 months on an 

annual basis for old males (Poole 1987). During musth they feed less, travel 

more and lose weight. Weight loss increases with musth duration and bulls that 

were in poorer condition terminated musth quicker (Poole 1989). Maintaining 

reproductive effort year-round is evidently too costly for male elephants, unlike 

for male chimpanzees. 

In summary, male chimpanzees offer an interesting opportunity for 

examining costs of mating effort in a non-seasonally breeding mammal that is 

able to maintain reproductive effort year-round continuously for multiple years (as 
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shown by the long duration of alpha tenures). Accordingly, in this study I test four 

predictions related to the consequences of mating effort for energy intake in male 

chimpanzees. My predictions are: first, that male mating effort constrains feeding 

behavior; second, that male aggressive and mating behavior are the proximate 

causes of reduced feeding time in mating contexts; third, that males are not able 

to compensate the reduction in overall feeding time on mating days by focusing 

their foraging effort on high-quality food (ripe fruit); and fourth, that high-ranking 

males experience greater reduction in feeding time due to the greater proportion 

of copulations they manage to perform. 

 

METHODS 

Study site & subjects 

The Kanyawara chimpanzee community inhabits the north-western edge 

of Kibale National Park, Uganda (Isabirye-Basuta 1988). During a period of 

fifteen years, they ranged over a total of 41 km2 with an annual median home 

range of 16.4 km2 (Wilson et al. 2012). The territory of the Kanyawara 

chimpanzees is a mix of mostly primary unlogged forest, with areas of partly 

logged forest, papyrus swamps and former pine plantations (Chapman and 

Wrangham 1993; Struhsaker 1997). Since 1987 Wrangham and colleagues of 

the Kibale Chimpanzee Project (KCP: http://kibalechimpanzees.wordpress.com/) 

have been conducting a long-term continuous study of the Kanyawara 

chimpanzees (Wrangham et al. 1991). During this study (August 2009 – June 

2010) the community numbered 49 - 50 individuals, all fully habituated to human 
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observers. My subjects were 9 adult and 3 late-adolescent males (aged between 

14 and an estimated 55 years at the start of observations; median and mean 

age: 31.5 ± SE 3.9 years). One of the adolescents turned 15 (the criteria for 

being considered adult) during the study. Ages were determined either from 

actual birth records or based on estimates at the beginning of long-term 

monitoring by KCP in 1987 made by Richard Wrangham and colleagues.  

Behavioral observations 

I quantified male foraging behavior from continuous focal observations 

(Altmann 1974). I recorded chimpanzee activity with the CyberChimps behavioral 

sampling software developed and customized by Paco Bertolani. This program 

ran on a Samsung i200 smart phone and allowed changes in focal activity to be 

noted to the nearest second. Feeding behavior consisted of handling, ingesting 

and chewing food items while stationary. If a focal subject continued chewing a 

wadge while walking, this was noted as travel. During feeding sessions, the 

onset and termination of each feeding bout was recorded to the nearest second, 

whenever possible. Using these data I calculated daily feeding time (proportion 

from observation time), ripe fruit contribution to diet (proportion from feeding 

time), mean daily feeding bout duration (min) and the total number of bouts per 

day. 

Ideally, each focal follow started when the target left his night-nest, but if a 

desired focal target was not seen at the sleeping site, a session was initiated at a 

later time upon first encounter. I observed focal subjects until they made a nest in 

the evening, were lost during the day, or were lost shortly before nesting in the 
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dark. I restricted analyses to follows that were either complete nest-to-nest 

observations or at least 8 h long. The median duration of focal follows in the 

data-set was 11.57 h (mean 11.03 ± SD 1.42 h; range: 6.7–12.9 h, N=85 days). 

The choice of a focal individual was semi-random because a pre-determined 

target was not always located on the day of the follow, and sampling was flexible 

to allow observations of males that were seen less regularly. 

Party composition & female reproductive state 

Previous research has shown that chimpanzees feeding in larger foraging 

groups (parties) tend to spend less time feeding (Bygott 1974; Wrangham and 

Smuts 1980; Pandolfi 2004). To control for this possible confounder on male 

feeding time I recorded the number of adult and adolescent individuals within 50 

continuous meters of each other at 15-min intervals. Mean daily party size is the 

average number of individuals recorded during all 15-min scans on that day. I 

noted the reproductive state of all cycling females by assigning a score to the 

ano-genital swelling (1 = deflated; 2 = partially swollen; 3 = fully swollen, swelling 

tense and shiny). Only fully tumescent females are considered as ‘estrous’ 

because it is during this stage of their cycle that they are most attractive to males 

and the likelihood of mating is highest (Emery and Whitten 2003; Deschner et al. 

2004; Emery Thompson 2005; Emery Thompson and Wrangham 2008b). 

Females differ in their attractively as mating patterns depending on their parity. 

Young, nulliparous females are at the onset of their reproductive careers and 

have not produced any offspring yet. Because their cycles tend to be less fertile, 

they do not excite much male mating interest. In contrast, older, parous females 
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(those that have produced at least one infant) are highly attractive and incite 

intense mating competition (Muller et al. 2006). I classify days on which at least 

one parous female was in estrus as ‘parous mating days’, days on which at least 

one nulliparous female (but not a parous one) was in estrus as ‘nulliparous 

mating days’ and days on which neither type of estrous female was seen as ‘non-

mating days’. In practice whenever a parous female was in estrus males 

remained with her for a significant part of observations and often for the entire 

day. Classifying days into mating and non-mating days provides a reliable 

estimate of current opportunities for mating. 

Aggression & sex 

During focal follows I recorded all agonistic and sexual interactions 

involving the target male (Martin and Bateson 2007). Aggressive behaviors noted 

were: vocal and non-vocal displays, charges, chases and physical attacks (slaps, 

hits, kicks and bites). Only male-female copulations were considered sexual 

interactions. Rates for both types of behavior were calculated per hour of 

observation time for each focal follow. Supplementary ad libitum and all-

occurrences (Martin and Bateson 2007) data on aggression and copulations 

were collected by KCP field assistants during the entire study period. These data 

were used to calculate the dominance hierarchy and the overall mating success 

of the 12 focal males because they presented a larger, more comprehensive 

record of the interactions of my study subjects. 

Food availability & dietary quality 
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At Kanyawara consumption of ripe fruit, and drupes in particular, is a 

robust index of dietary quality and positive energy balance (Emery Thompson et 

al. 2007b; Gilby and Wrangham 2007; Emery Thompson and Wrangham 2008a; 

Emery Thompson et al. 2009). I used a monthly score for non-fig fruit (NFF) 

consumption to describe dietary conditions and preferred food abundance. This 

NFF-score was calculated as the mean monthly percentage of feeding records 

(15-min party scans) during which drupes were consumed in all chimpanzee 

parties observed during that month by KCP field staff and myself (N = 12,742 

feeding scans observed on 331 days during this study). This dietary score at 

Kanyawara correlates significantly with fruit availability measured twice a month 

on phenology transects (Wrangham et al. 1996). It also correlates with focal 

estimates of dietary composition (Emery Thompson 2005; Gilby et al. 2010) and 

is thus a useful measure of both habitat-wide fruit availability and individual fruit 

intake. Controlling for dietary quality is necessary in all analyses because 

chimpanzees tend to spend more time feeding during periods of ripe fruit scarcity 

(Knott 2005) and this may mask the effect of mating effort on male feeding time if 

females are more likely to come into estrus during periods of high dietary quality 

as has been shown for this study population (Emery Thompson and Wrangham 

2008a). 

Dominance hierarchy 

I used pant-grunt exchanges and decided dyadic agonistic interactions to 

assign male dominance ranks. I analyzed all interaction data with MatMan 1.1 

(Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, The Netherlands) to arrange the 
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males in a 12x12 matrix according to their rank (de Vries et al. 1993). This 

method for constructing dominance hierarchies, which is known as the I&SI 

method (de Vries 1998), minimizes the number of inconsistencies in the pattern 

of dyadic wins and losses. The use of this method is only possible for linear 

hierarchies. I therefore first conducted a test of linearity in MatMan 1.1. Based on 

535 decided dominance interactions among the Kanyawara males observed from 

August 2009 through June 2010, the corrected Landau’s index of linearity was 

h’= 0.83, indicating that the male dominance hierarchy was significantly linear (P 

< 0.0001). After reordering the matrix, there was only one inconsistent 

relationship involving the former alpha male (MS). Even though the I&SI method 

only provides a rank order, rather than a rank score as calculated by the 

Batchelder, Bershad & Simpson (BBS) method (Jameson et al. 1999), it makes 

fewer assumptions and produces more robust results (de Vries and Appleby 

2000). The 12 males observed during this study were assigned ranks 1 through 

12, with 1 being the highest (alpha) position and 12 – the lowest. This means that 

in analyses ‘a negative effect of dominance rank’ should be read as ‘a positive 

effect of high dominance rank’ (i.e. that high-ranking males score higher than 

lower-ranking males on the variable in question). 

Data analysis 

To examine the effect of presence of estrous females on male feeding 

behavior I used linear mixed effects models (LMM) in R version 2.13 (R 

Development Core Team 2011) with the ‘lmer’ function of the lme4 package 

version 0.999375-39 (Bates et al. 2011). LMM allow to control for pseudo-
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replication resulting from the repeated observations on the same subjects and 

also permit unequal sampling of subjects across experimental or observational 

conditions (Zuur et al. 2009). Time spent feeding (proportion from daily 

observation time), ripe fruit feeding time (proportion from daily observation time) 

and ripe fruit contribution to daily dietary composition (proportion of ripe fruit 

feeding time from total daily feeding time) were logit-transformed prior to analysis 

to address the fact that values were bounded by 0 and 1 (Warton and Hui 2011). 

Feeding bout durations (min) and number of daily feeding bouts were log-

transformed to achieve normal distribution. I controlled for repeated observation 

of the same 12 males by specifying the identity of focal subjects as a random 

effect in the model. To account for the possible temporal auto-correlation of 

consecutive observations on the same individuals I included an auto-correlation 

term as a fixed effect in the models (R-code for the derivation of this term written 

by Roger Mundry). This auto-correlation term was derived following Barelli et al. 

(2011). First, I ran the full models with maximum likelihood estimation and 

obtained residuals from it. Second, for each data-point, I calculated the weighted 

average of the residuals of all other data points, with the weight being equal to 

time lag to the other data points-1. Time lag between observations was measured 

in days. 

I used maximum likelihood estimation (ML) for evaluating full model fits 

against the null model (consisting only of the random effect and the auto-

correlation term) with the likelihood ratio test (function ‘anova’ in R). The following 

fixed effects were considered: male dominance rank (z-transformed ordinal rank), 
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monthly dietary quality (% non-fig fruits in the diet), mean daily party size, 

presence of estrous females (and whether they were parous or nulliparous) and 

the interaction between rank and estrous female presence. Additionally, one 

model included male rates of aggression and mating behavior (act/hr) as 

predictor variables. I report fixed effect estimates from the full models using 

restricted maximum likelihood estimation (REML). Following Barelli et al. (2011) 

we used a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation (Baayen 2008) with the 

function ‘pvals.fnc’ from the R package languageR (Baayen 2011) to obtain 

reliable P-values for all fixed effects in the models. Likelihood test for fixed effects 

in mixed models are potentially unreliable especially when the number of cases 

per level of the random effect (e.g. male identity) is low (Bolker et al. 2008) and 

the MCMC simulation offers an improved confidence in interpreting the results. 

Non-parametric analyses were performed in SPSS 19 (© IBM Corporation). All 

tests were two-tailed. Figures show raw data values. 

 

RESULTS 

Mating patterns 

Estrous females were available on 33 of 85 full-day focals. On 12 of those 

days only nulliparous females were available and on 21 days, one of the estrous 

females was parous. The average daily number of females observed on estrous 

days was 1.15 (std 0.69) and the average daily number of parous females was 

0.53 (SD 0.45). All mating observations were confined to multi-male parties (i.e. 
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no consortship data were collected although two consortships were inferred to 

have taken place during the study period). 

KCP observers noted a total of 696 copulations during the entire study 

period between fully swollen (estrous) females and the 12 focal males (129 with 

nulliparous and 567 with parous females). When all females were considered, 

the lowest ranking male (12th rank) copulated most (106 copulations; 15.3% of all 

copulations), out-performing even the alpha male who copulated 105 times and 

obtained 15.1% of all copulations. When we consider only parous females 

however, the alpha male was responsible for most matings (103 copulations; 

18.2%) and there was a significant negative correlation between rank and the 

percentage of matings with parous females obtained (rs = -0.67, N = 12, P = 

0.027, Figure 4.1). Despite the fact that only one parous female was in estrus at 

a time the alpha did not monopolize mating with her. Subsequent observations 

by KCP field staff showed that only one of the parous females conceived during 

this study period. However, this conception occurred during a time when she was 

continuously absent from the main group of male chimpanzees that we followed. 

Because one of the adult males was absent during the same time and they 

returned together we consider that the conception occurred during a consortship. 

None of the behavioral observations reported on here cover her likely time of 

conception. All days on which I observed male mating effort therefore are 

considered non-conceptive mating periods. 
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Figure 4.1 Relationship between dominance rank and the relative mating 

success (% copulations obtained by each male from the total number of 

copulations with estrous females observed; 696 copulations) of males at 

Kanyawara (Aug 2009 – June 2010). 

 

Male feeding behavior: general description 

During the 85 focal follows in this data-set, males spent a mean of 39.9% 

(± SE 1.3) of daily observation time feeding (range: 13.4 – 78.0%). They fed on 

ripe fruit for a mean of 24.9% (± 1.4) of daily observation time (range: 2.1 – 

70.5%) and ripe fruits accounted for a mean of 62.9% (± 2.4) of daily feeding 

time (range: 3.7 – 100%). 

The mean daily party size of focal males was 7.2 independent individuals 

(± 0.5; range: 1 – 15.4). As expected, mean party size was larger on estrous 

days (estrous days: 10.6 ± 0.6; non-estrous days: 5.1 ± 0.4; Mann-Whitney U 
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test: z = 5.8, N = 85, P < 0.001). This difference was due to the increased mean 

number of males in the party, which nearly doubled on estrous days (estrous 

days: 6.4 ± 0.3; non-estrous days: 3.3 ± 0.5; MWU test: z = 5.8, N = 85, P < 

0.001).  

I expected that several factors, in addition to the presence of estrous 

females, would affect male feeding time. Males spent less time feeding in larger 

parties (rs = -0.3, N = 85, P = 0.005). Feeding time was also negatively 

associated with monthly dietary quality (rs= -0.282; N = 85; P = 0.009). 

Additionally, mean daily party size was positively associated with monthly dietary 

quality (rs = 0.38, N = 85, P < 0.001). Thus in order to distinguish which of these 

variables affect male feeding time most, in all further multivariate analyses I 

controlled for gregariousness and availability of preferred fruit species. 

Foraging constraints 

From the explanatory variables considered in the LMM (log-likelihood ratio 

test, LRT: χ2 = 24.63, df = 7, P = 0.0008) the one that contributed most to 

explaining variation in male feeding time was the presence of parous estrous 

females. On days when at least one such female was present, males spent less 

time feeding (Figure 4.2). None of the other variables considered had a 

significant effect on male feeding time. The interaction between male rank and 

presence of estrous females was also not significant (Table 4.1) suggesting that 

the effect of parous estrous female presence did not differ among males at 

different position in the dominance hierarchy (Fig 4.3). 
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Figure 4.2 Male feeding time on days with and without estrous females. Raw 
data are shown. In comparison to days on which no females were in estrous 
(NONE), males fed for significantly less time in the presence of parous estrous 
females (PF) but not when only nulliparous females were present (NPF). 
Boxplots show the median (thick line), the interquartile range of the data (the 
box), 1.5 times the interquartile range of the data (whiskers) and any outliers 
(circles). 
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Table 4.1 LMM analysis of factors affecting male daily feeding time (logit-

transformed % of daily observation time). 

 Estimate SE PMCMC 

Intercept -0.088 0.057 0.120 

Parous females -0.200 0.075 0.009 
Male dominance rank 0.063 0.033 0.064 

Nulliparous females -0.123 0.072 0.112 

Monthly dietary quality (%NFF) -0.001 0.001 0.195 

Nulliparous females * Rank -0.069 0.063 0.276 

Mean daily party size 0.004 0.008 0.615 

Parous females * Rank -0.015 0.061 0.850 

Auto-correlation term 0.062 0.023 0.007 
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Figure 4.3 The reduction of feeding time on days when parous females were in 

estrus (gray bars) applied similarly to all males regardless of their dominance 

rank (interaction rank*parous females: N.S.; see Table 4.1). 

 

The reduction of male feeding time on days when parous females were in 

estrus was explained by the males feeding in shorter bouts rather than having 

fewer bouts over the course of the day. The full model for mean daily bout 

duration was significant when tested against the null (LRT: χ2 = 15.07, df = 7, P = 

0.04). Two factors affected male feeding bout duration. Males in larger parties 

had longer bouts. When parous estrous females were present however, males 

fed in shorter bouts (Figure 4.4). None of the other terms considered in the model 

contributed to explaining the variation in the data (Table 4.2). In contrast, the 

model for daily number of feeding bouts was not significant when tested against 
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the null (LRT: χ2 = 2.94, df = 7, P = 0.9). Thus, none of the factors considered 

affected the number of daily feeding bouts. 

 

Table 4.2 LMM analysis of factors affecting mean daily duration of male feeding 

bouts (log-transformed minutes). 

  Estimate SE PMCMC 

Intercept 0.822 0.052 0.0001 

Parous females -0.153 0.059 0.011 
Mean daily party size 0.015 0.006 0.028 
Male dominance rank 0.055 0.038 0.091 

Nulliparous females * Rank -0.086 0.049 0.101 

Nulliparous females -0.068 0.055 0.258 

Parous females * Rank 0.030 0.049 0.638 

Monthly dietary quality (%NFF) 0.000 0.001 0.928 

Auto-correlation term -0.034 0.018 0.128 
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Figure 4.4 Mean daily duration of male feeding bouts in the presence and 
absence of parous females. Raw data are shown. In comparison to days on 
which no females were in estrous (NONE), male feeding bouts were significantly 
shorter in the presence of parous estrous females (PF) but not when only 
nulliparous females were present (NPF). 
 
 

Proximate causes 

To determine the proximate causes of the observed reduction of male 

feeding time in the presence of estrous parous females, I examined the effects of 

aggression and mating behavior in a separate model. I considered these to be 

the most likely proximate factors affecting feeding time, since the rates of these 
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are an important component of male mating effort. I constructed a LMM, in which 

instead of using the presence of estrous females to quantify male mating effort, I 

examined the effect of male rates of aggression given and received, and of 

copulation rates with any females (whether fully swollen or not). I also included 

male rank in the model, since high-ranking males tend to be more aggressive, 

which could confound the effect of aggression on feeding time. This full model 

had a significantly better fit to the data when tested against the null (LRT: χ2 = 

30.92, df = 6, P < 0.0001). After accounting for mean daily party size, monthly 

dietary quality and male rank (all non-significant effects, Table 4.3), male rates of 

aggression given and copulation rates had a negative effect on male daily 

feeding time (Figure 4.5). Rates of aggression received did not influence male 

feeding time (Table 4.3). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.5 The effect of two measures of mating effort on male feeding time. 
Rates of aggression given (a) and copulation rates with any females (b) were 
associated with a significant decrease in male feeding time. Regression line is 
shown for illustrative purposes only. See Table 4.3 for results of LMM analysis. 
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Table 4.3 LMM analysis of proximate effects on male feeding time. No 

differentiation made between mating with parous and nulliparous females. 

  Estimate SE PMCMC 

Intercept -0.062 0.054 0.246 

Copulation rate (with all females) -0.446 0.174 0.011 
Aggression given -0.079 0.032 0.017 
Male dominance rank 0.042 0.031 0.148 

Aggression received -0.180 0.152 0.216 

Monthly dietary quality (%NFF) -0.001 0.001 0.302 

Mean daily party size 0.005 0.007 0.458 

Auto-correlation term 0.061 0.021 0.004 
 

 

To further elucidate the relationship between mating behavior and male feeding 

time, I examined the effect of copulation rates with parous and nulliparous 

females in a separate model (LRT: χ2 = 20.06, df = 7, P = 0.0001). Rates of 

aggression given were still associated with a significant decrease in male feeding 

time, but the effects of copulation rates with females were no longer significant. 

Between the two measures of mating behavior, however, rates of copulation with 

parous females approached statistical significance in their negative impact on 

male feeding (Table 4.4) 
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Table 4.4 LMM analysis of proximate effects on male feeding time. The effect of 

rates of copulation with parous and nulliparous females are considered 

separately. 

  Estimate SE PMCMC 

Intercept -0.053 0.055 0.321 

Aggression given -0.083 0.032 0.016 
Copulation rate (parous females) -0.396 0.211 0.051 

Copulation rate (nulliparous females) -0.221 0.140 0.133 

Male dominance rank 0.042 0.031 0.158 

Aggression received -0.197 0.155 0.191 

Monthly dietary quality (%NFF) -0.001 0.001 0.320 

Mean daily party size 0.004 0.007 0.569 

Auto-correlation term 0.061 0.022 0.007 
 

 

Dietary compensation 

Since chimpanzees utilize a variety of foods, a reduction in total feeding 

time might represent maintenance of the same caloric intake if males increase 

feeding time on ripe fruit, their preferred and highly nutritious food. To test this 

possibility I examined the effect on ripe fruit feeding time of the same factors 

described earlier. I constructed two models to assess the prediction that males 

compensate for their reduced feeding time when parous females are in estrous 

by focusing their foraging on ripe fruit. The first model used the proportion of time 

spent feeding on ripe fruit (from daily observation time) as a response variable, 
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while the second used the contribution of ripe fruit to daily dietary intake 

(measured in time spent feeding). Neither of these was significantly better than 

the null model in explaining variation in the response variables (time spent 

feeding on ripe fruit, LRT: χ2 = 6.96, df = 7, P = 0.43; ripe fruit dietary 

contribution, LRT: χ2 = 9.1, df = 7, P = 0.25).  

In sum, these results show that male chimpanzees do not engage in 

behavioral compensation on mating days: males did not increase the quality of 

their food intake by concentrating their foraging effort on ripe fruit when faced 

with the time-constraints of mating effort (Figure 4.6). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.6 Ripe fruit consumption was not affected by the presence of estrous 
females: (a) time spent feeding on ripe fruit (% from daily observation time) and 
(b) ripe fruit daily dietary contribution (% from daily feeding time). Raw data are 
shown. 
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DISCUSSION 

This study provides the first evidence that mating effort constrains male 

foraging in chimpanzees. In the presence of a parous estrous female males 

reduced their feeding time by an average of ca. 26% relative to days on which no 

females were in estrus. This result held after controlling for the effects of 

scramble feeding competition (as assessed by mean daily party size), availability 

of preferred fruit (mean monthly non-fig consumption score) and male social 

status (ordinal dominance rank). Increased rates of aggressive and sexual 

behavior were significantly associated with reduced feeding time among males, 

providing a proximate explanation for the reduction of male feeding time on days 

on which parous females were in estrus. There was no evidence that changes in 

dietary composition helped to offset the reduction in energy intake inferred from 

activity budget data: ripe fruit feeding time did not increase when mating effort 

constrained total time available for feeding. Taken together these results suggest 

that mating effort involved substantial energetic shortfalls in a promiscuous non-

seasonally breeding primate, even without accounting for a concomitant increase 

in energy expenditure due to the higher rates of male aggression during periods 

when highly attractive females were in estrus. 

The scale of these short-term costs of mating effort is particularly striking 

since none of the parous females towards which males directed mating effort 

conceived during the periods behavioral data were collected. Because male 

chimpanzees show sensitivity to a female’s current fecundity (Emery Thompson 

and Wrangham 2008b) we can expect that reproductive competition for parous 
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females during conceptive cycles would have even greater impact on male 

feeding time than this study showed. The effect of the availability of multiple 

highly fecund females on male activity budgets also remains an important 

question for future studies. During this study only one parous female was in 

estrus at any one time and she was thus the focus of attention of all the males in 

the mating party. If multiple females are in estrus simultaneously, a situation 

similar to what is seen among seasonal breeders, male feeding time can either 

be constrained further (because their effort is multiplied by the number of females 

available for mating) or the feeding constraints of mating effort might be reversed 

(because male attention is split among different females and there is less 

opposition from other males). The chimpanzee mating system therefore may yet 

offer further insight into how breeding seasonality mediates levels of male-male 

competition and into the proximate causes of the costs of male mating effort in 

different reproductive contexts. 

Documenting the costs or benefits of chimpanzee consortships also 

remains an important challenge for further study. While males may not have to 

incur feeding constrains when alone with an estrous female as much as they do 

in multi-male mating parties, the fact that they are trying to avoid being seen by 

other members of their community means they have to spend time in areas of the 

territory which are peripheral and likely poor in fruiting trees. Forming a 

consortship with an estrous female, a strategy that provides a male with the 

highest level of paternity certainty, may also prove to be the most metabolically 

costly form of mating effort. 
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While the effect of estrous parous female presence on male feeding time 

was negative and significant across all males, there was no evidence that high-

ranking males were more constrained in their foraging than lower-ranking 

individuals during mating periods. The alpha male in particular did not decrease 

his feeding time at all (Figure 4.3), even though he did feed less than lower-

ranking individuals overall (as suggested by the near significant effect of male 

rank in LMM analysis, Table 4.1). This is puzzling given that high-ranking males 

are generally more aggressive than lower-ranking males, particularly so during 

periods when mating opportunities are available (Chapter 5) and this study 

showed that rates of aggression are negatively associated with feeding time. 

Furthermore, during this study, and as found in general, high-ranking males 

obtained more copulations with parous females than lower-ranked individuals, 

the alpha male particularly so (Figure 4.1). This suggests that the tactics for 

securing copulations employed by high-ranking males were more cost-effective 

in securing copulations or that these data are atypical of chimpanzee mating 

patterns in general. I will thus discuss five possible explanations for the similar 

magnitude of foraging constraints across the dominance hierarchy shown in this 

study. 

First, the lack of the predicted relationship between male rank and feeding 

time during mating periods may be explained by the quality of the estrus cycles I 

observed. It is possible that competition for matings did not reach its maximal 

possible intensity during this study period since none of the data on mating effort 

come from periods that led to a conception. If males were competing over a 
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fecund female, which were to conceive, high-ranking males might increase their 

effort more and it is only at such times that they would incur greater reduction in 

their feeding time, similar to what has been reported in seasonal breeders 

(Higham et al. 2011). The scenario in which the males were aware of the current 

fecundity of females and did not compete very intensely during the period of this 

study however fails to explain the observation that feeding costs were significant 

only when parous females were in estrus, and not nulliparous. The increased 

rates of aggression on parous days among high-ranking males (Chapter 5) also 

suggest that males did not disregard the potential conceptive value of the 

matings they obtained, even though no infants were eventually produced. A 

longer study, which would quantify the foraging costs of male mating effort during 

conceptive cycles, will help resolve this question. 

Second, high social status may allow males to secure matings at a lower 

opportunity cost, while lower-ranking individuals have to incur proportionately 

higher costs (reduced feeding time) for obtaining a smaller mating share with 

highly attractive parous females. The existence of long-term dominance relations 

among males, which are maintained even outside periods of direct mating 

competition might account for this observation. At the same time the fact that 

high-ranking males tended to feed less overall, regardless of the presence of 

mating opportunities suggests that high-ranking males continuously invest in 

status competition and maintenance at the cost of feeding effort. This may be a 

strategy to dissipate costly reproductive effort over a longer time-frame so as to 

reduce the negative impact of extreme food limitation and increased energy 
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expenditure, which can have a dramatic effect on both body condition and 

patterns of mortality among seasonally breeding species such as the rhesus 

macaque (Bercovitch and Nurnberg 1996; Hoffman et al. 2008; Higham et al. 

2011). Maintaining relatively low-cost but continuous reproductive effort may be 

one way for high-ranking male chimpanzees to maintain their social status for 

multiple years and sometimes for over a decade. This will be particularly 

beneficial from the perspective of an alpha male in a primate with slowly 

reproducing females such as the chimpanzee (Emery Thompson et al. 2007a). 

Third, the relative benefits to the high-ranking males of incurring extremely 

high costs may not be as large in chimpanzees, as in other species. A life-history 

perspective can explain inter-specific differences in reproductive strategies 

among non-seasonal breeders. Even though estrous females are available year-

round, the allocation reproductive effort differs drastically between male 

chimpanzees and elephants, for example. The energetic costs of musth (the 

breeding condition) in elephants are so high that bulls are not able to maintain it 

for long. Old males manage several months at a time and as a result they enjoy 

considerable reproductive benefits. However, from the elephant males’ point of 

view the annual musth period can only work (in terms of fitness outcomes) if 

there are enough females in estrus at the time when they happen to come into 

musth. Since musth periods are not synchronized among males, and some 

estrus females are available in most weeks of the year (Poole et al. 2011) the 

timing of this male reproductively active period is important. During any given 

week of the year there are more estrus females available for fertilization to a 
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male elephant, in comparison to a male chimpanzees (e.g. 0-10 confirmed 

elephant conceptions per week, median = 1, at Amboseli, Kenya: Poole et al. 

2011 vs. 0 - 1 confirmed conceptions per week, mean = 0. 02; median = 0, at 

Kanyawara, Uganda: this study). Hence a high-cost strategy of male effort can 

be beneficial for elephants when sufficient number of females is available in the 

population but chimpanzees need to ‘spread out’ their mating effort to adjust over 

the long-term to the much lower number of females available for fertilizing at any 

given time in their communities. The fact that two so different male strategies 

(elephant musth vs chimpanzee mating year-round) have evolved in mammals 

that are both very long-lived and have females who do not show distinct breeding 

seasonality suggests that multiple factors can shape the optimal strategy a male 

can adopt for maximizing his reproductive success. 

Fourth, male-female relations can also affect the relative costs that high-

ranking males incur during mating competition. A factor that may help explain 

why the male chimpanzees who obtained most copulations during this study did 

not feed less than the other males when competing is that male chimpanzees 

systematically dominate and direct aggression towards females even when they 

are not in estrus (Muller et al. 2007). Such male-female aggression acts as 

indirect and long-term sexual coercion and effectively limits female mate choice 

during their peri-ovulatory periods (Muller et al. 2009; Muller et al. 2011). This 

aggressive conditioning of females may allow high-ranking males to be more 

efficient in their mate-guarding behavior and obtain high mating rates without 

suffering extreme reductions in their feeding time. To test this hypothesis, it may 
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be useful to consider male costs of reproduction in species in which males do not 

practice sexual coercion. Unlike chimpanzees, rhesus macaques are a female-

philopatric species and females can exert significant impact on male reproductive 

success via their mating preferences (Manson 1992). When females show 

preference towards lower-ranking males, higher-ranking males direct aggression 

towards them but that does not alter the females’ choice (Manson 1994). If this 

pattern of interactions during macaque breeding seasons is common enough it 

may help explain why male feeding time is negatively associated with male rank 

(i.e. high-ranking males feed less) in rhesus macaques during their breeding 

season (Higham et al. 2011) but not among male chimpanzees (this study). 

Differences in reproductive strategies between and within species, in addition to 

breeding seasonality, may thus also affect how the variation in costs of mating 

effort within and between individual males. 

Finally, male-male relations can further contribute to explaining cross-

species variation in costs of male mating effort. In species where dominant males 

incur higher costs of mating effort than subordinates such as rhesus and 

Japanese macaques (Matsubara 2003; Higham et al. 2011) there is a distinct 

lack of male-male bonding and cooperation. Conversely, male chimpanzees are 

highly social and cooperate extensively (Muller and Mitani 2005) even when 

competing for mates (Watts 1998; Duffy et al. 2007). To some extent the 

existence of such affiliative relationships may allow the intensity of competition to 

be toned down among chimpanzees, relative to species without male-male 

bonding. 
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Further studies of the costs of male mating effort in this species in a 

variety of contexts as outlined above will help resolve these remaining questions. 

Comparative analyses of the relationship between costs of mating effort on the 

one hand, and sea sonality of reproduction, male and female mating tactics as 

well as the prevalence of male-male bonding will allow testing some of the ideas 

raised here in a broader mammalian perspective. 
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CHAPTER 5 

The energetic costs of sex and violence: urinary C-peptide analyses 

of mating effort and dominance competition in male chimpanzees 

 

ABSTRACT 

Male-male mating competition in many polygynous and highly sexually 

dimorphic species that do not mate promiscuously incurs significant energetic 

costs. As a result male reproductive success is strongly dependent on energy 

status. The degree to which energy may constrain reproductive effort in 

promiscuously mating species is less appreciated, partly because detecting 

energetic costs of aggression and mating effort may be difficult if such costs do 

not produce noticeable changes in body mass. In this study I test the hypothesis 

that male competitive dominance is energetically constrained in chimpanzees, a 

species in which aggression plays an important role in obtaining status and 

access to females, and yet the energetic impact of agonism is unknown. Using 

behavioral observations and non-invasive measurements of urinary C-peptide 

levels (UCP) I show that male energy balance was negatively affected by 

aggressive behavior and time spent traveling. Males in large parties have lower 

UCP levels. Because parous estrous females attracted large parties and caused 

an increase in male aggression rates, males had low UCP levels during periods 

of mating competition. Abundance of high-quality food in the habitat allowed 

males to increase energetic allocation to aggressive behavior, independently of 

the presence of estrous females. In sum, I provide several lines of evidence in 
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favor of the argument that energy balance is important for male intrasexual 

competition in a promiscuous primate. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Male reproductive effort, even in the absence of paternal care, can be 

costly (Post and Greenlaw 1982; Key and Ross 1999; Ellison 2003). A significant 

proportion of such costs result from mating effort, in the form of increased 

metabolic demands of male-male aggression (Clutton-Brock et al. 1979; Marler 

and Moore 1991) or display effort (Vehrencamp et al. 1989), as well as the 

constraints imposed by different mating tactics on male feeding behavior (Alberts 

et al. 1996; Pelletier et al. 2009; Brivio et al. 2010; Chapter 4). These 

reproductive costs are expected to mediate the relationship between male 

condition (individual quality) and reproductive success (Wilson and Nussey 

2010). The strength of that relationship will depend on the severity of such costs. 

In this study we measure the energetic costs of male-male competition in 

chimpanzees to test the hypothesis that male competition in this species has a 

substantial effect on individual energy balance and thus that male competitive 

ability is constrained by access to energetic resources and by physical condition. 

Male condition is particularly important in highly polygynous species, in 

which contest is the main mode of mating competition. In pinnipeds and 

ungulates with such mating systems male competitive ability is tested in 

numerous challenges and fights. Males who are in the best condition (defined by 

their size and/or energy reserves) tend to win most of these contests and 
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maintain their mating effort the longest (Clutton-Brock et al. 1982; Galimberti et 

al. 2007). Thus, such males succeed in siring the greatest number of offspring 

(Fabiani et al. 2004). High degree of polygyny is however not the only type of 

mating system in which male condition has a major impact on reproductive 

success. Condition is also a key determinant of male fitness in black bears, 

Ursus americanus, which are solitary but nevertheless compete over females 

when they locate them (Kovach and Powell 2003). Likewise males in species 

living in multi-male, multi-female groups engage in ‘endurance rivalry’ for 

copulations over extended mating seasons (e.g. rhesus macaque, Macaca 

mulatta: Bercovitch 1997; Higham et al. 2011). Male condition also matters in 

species with a scramble competition mating system: among male North 

American red squirrels, Tamiasciurus hudsonicus, energy expenditure increases 

during mating seasons and is at its highest when such periods coincide with high 

food abundance (Lane et al. 2010). 

There are two main reasons why male condition declines during periods of 

male-male competition: male feeding is reduced, and rates of aggression 

escalate. Feeding is compromised because finding and monitoring fertile females 

places a time-constraint on the males’ ability to feed uninterrupted. Aggression 

escalates because aggressive interactions are the main way in which male 

conflicts are resolved, dominance hierarchies are established or maintained and 

ultimately, access to fertile females is negotiated. Aggressive behavior is 

physically exerting. It carries significant metabolic costs in a variety of species as 

shown by increased oxygen consumption (Briffa and Sneddon 2007). Together, a 
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reduction in energy intake because of constrained foraging and/or an increase in 

energy expenditure on aggression explain the loss of male body mass in many 

different species during their respective breeding seasons, regardless of the type 

of mating system involved (Clutton-Brock et al. 1979; Komdeur 2001; Matsubara 

2003; Isaac 2005; Low 2006; Pelletier et al. 2006; Galimberti et al. 2007; Pelletier 

et al. 2009; Sailer and Fietz 2009; Schubert et al. 2009; Ancona et al. 2010; 

Huchard et al. 2012). In sum, superior body condition often allows males to 

invest more energy in male-male contest competition for both status and 

receptive females. 

Ecological conditions may therefore play an important role in determining 

the outcome of male-male competition. When direct competition over feeding 

resources can result in improved nutritional state, animals tend to become more 

aggressive if hungry and during periods of food shortage (Ducey and Heuer 

1991; Janson and Vogel 2006). Conversely, animals tend to reduce their 

aggressive interactions when energy resources are limited and direct competition 

cannot improve access to food. This applies both to intra-group and inter-group 

aggression in primates, as shown in experimental studies of food-deprived 

captive and free-ranging rhesus macaques (Southwick 1967; Loy 1970; Marsden 

1972). Experimentally-restricted access to carbohydrates led to a significant 

decrease in aggressive behavior and overall activity among Argentine ant, 

Linepithema humile, colonies (Grover et al. 2007) and in territorial defence in 

blue-throated humming-birds, Lampornis clemenciae (Powers and McKee 1994). 

Conversely, territorial defence in cooperatively breeding pied babblers, Turdoides 
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bicolor, increased after food-supplementation even outside their breeding season 

(Golabek et al. 2012). These experimental studies demonstrate an important link 

between energy status and competitive behavior. 

Additional support for the hypothesis that males have limited resources to 

invest towards mating effort comes from studies that demonstrate that males 

selectively compete for females who are of higher reproductive value. Male 

mating preference for females with greater reproductive potential has been 

demonstrated among primates (Alberts et al. 2006; Muller et al. 2006; Parga 

2006; Emery Thompson and Wrangham 2008b; Gomez et al. 2012) and 

ungulates (Preston et al. 2005; Mainguy et al. 2008). High-ranking males in many 

species tend to focus their mating effort on more fertile females and this allows 

lower-ranking males to sire offspring with less desired females (Newton-Fisher et 

al. 2010). While such patterns in mating and reproductive skew are open to 

different interpretations and are likely mediated by a number of factors (Clutton-

Brock 1998; Henzi et al. 2010), they also invariably involve prioritising energy 

expenditure towards those mating opportunities most likely to produce maximum 

fitness returns. 

Against to the hypothesis that male mating effort is energetically 

constrained, there are some studies that have failed to identify an increase in 

male costs during periods of mating competition. Dominant male sifakas, 

Propithecus verreauxi, for example, do not incur foraging costs when mate-

guarding and show only a slight increase in their agonistic behavior (Mass et al. 

2009). Although these males have higher levels of glucocorticoids during the 
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mating season (Fichtel et al. 2007), whether that results from increased energy 

expenditure is not clear. Similarly, no evidence was found that male mating effort 

carries energetic costs among moustached tamarins, Saguinus mystax (Huck et 

al. 2004). During consortships males did not become more aggressive, nor did 

they reduce their feeding time. They were however more conspicuous while 

following receptive females, potentially increasing their vulnerability to predators 

(Huck et al. 2004). Male Alpine ibex, Capra ibex, improve their survivorship 

during the breeding season by significantly reducing aggressiveness (Willisch 

and Neuhaus 2010). Time spent in agonistic interactions and the number of 

fights were lower during the rutting period and subordinate males were reluctant 

to challenge dominants. A pre-established and stable dominance hierarchy thus 

allowed a reduction of the energetic costs of male mating effort (Willisch and 

Neuhaus 2010). 

Finally, there are also studies that argue against an ecologically-mediated 

model of male competitive ability. Variation in ripe fruit availability did not affect 

intragroup agonism among spider monkeys (Asensio et al. 2008) or inter-group 

aggression in blue monkeys (Lawes and Henzi 1995). Similarly, although 

boundary patrols in chimpanzees are energetically costly (Amsler 2010) there is 

no evidence that they are limited by ripe fruit shortages at Ngogo, Kibale National 

Park (Mitani and Watts 2005). Although these observations suggest that food 

scarcity does not necessarily restrain male agonism, it is worth noting that they 

do not rule out a link between food abundance and competitive dominance. The 

chimpanzees at Ngogo, an unusually large community numbering more than 150 
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individuals, enjoy stable year-round production of high-quality foods (Watts et al. 

2012), particularly in comparison to Kanyawara, some 10 km to the north (Potts 

et al. 2011). With such continuously high levels of food availability, chimpanzees 

at Ngogo may never have to restrain their competitive drive in order to save 

energy. Indeed, the Ngogo chimpanzees have been exceptionally successful in 

their inter-group interactions, killing many of their neighbors and annexing parts 

of their territory (Mitani et al. 2010). 

The experimental studies reporting a decrease in aggressive behavior 

during food limitation were carried out under extreme conditions that are 

uncommon in wild populations. For example, in one of these experiments a 

reduction in aggression among rhesus monkeys was noted only after food supply 

was cut from 75% of baseline levels to 50% (Southwick 1967). Under these 

conditions high-ranking males were always the first to feed and the lowest 

ranking individual obtained little to no food. One of these subordinate individuals 

lost 35% of its body mass and was removed from the experiment to be hand-fed 

back to health (Southwick 1967). In view of the data from Ngogo and other 

primate field studies (Lawes and Henzi 1995; Mitani and Watts 2005; Asensio et 

al. 2008), it is uncertain whether subtle variation in food abundance, as seen 

under natural foraging conditions, would have the same impact on male 

competitiveness. 

In summary, despite strong evidence from a variety of study systems 

supporting the importance of male condition for reproductive success and the 

pervasiveness of energetic costs of mating effort, there are also a number of 
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examples that suggest alternative low-cost male reproductive strategies. 

Significant inter- and intra-specific variation in mating costs, and thus in the 

importance of male condition for male reproductive success, probably exists and 

therefore needs an explanation. 

In this study we provide a test of the energy-constraint hypothesis in 

chimpanzees, a species, the social and mating systems of which allow the 

formulation of contradictory predictions about the importance of male condition 

for reproductive success. In favor of the energy-constraint hypothesis, male 

mating and reproductive success in chimpanzees is predicted relatively well by 

dominance rank (Boesch et al. 2006; Wroblewski et al. 2009; Newton-Fisher et 

al. 2010). Aggression plays a key role in achieving and maintaining high social 

status (Nishida 1983; de Waal 1986; Goodall 1986). Periods of mating 

competition are characterized by increased male-male and male-female agonism 

and aggressive sexual coercion of females is prevalent (Muller et al. 2011). High-

ranking males often engage in mate-guarding and such activities are suggested 

to carry important trade-offs in terms of reduced feeding time (Tutin 1979; Watts 

1998). Indeed, the presence of highly attractive (parous) females was associated 

with significant decrease in male feeding time and rates of aggression given were 

negatively associated with feeding time (Chapter 4). While the data on feeding 

suggests that costs apply equally across the dominance hierarchy, without taking 

energy expenditure into account it is not possible to rule out the alternative that 

significant differences in costs of mating effort exist between high and low 
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ranking males. Mating competition therefore is expected to incur significant 

energetic costs in this species and these costs could be rank-related. 

Preliminary support for the hypothesis that mating effort is costly to male 

chimpanzees also comes from a study of male cortisol production in relation to 

dominance status. The highest-ranking males who are most aggressive and most 

reproductively successful have significantly higher cortisol levels than their 

subordinates (Muller and Wrangham 2004b). However, although cortisol levels 

are associated with glucose mobilization, they can also be elevated by psycho-

social stress alone (Sapolsky 1994; Abbott et al. 2003; Creel and Sands 2003). 

Preliminary data from Kanyawara indicate that dominant males also have 

the lowest levels of urinary C-peptide (Emery Thompson et al. 2009). Urinary C-

peptide (UCP) is a measure of insulin production that provides a complementary 

measure of metabolic stress. Taken together, the cortisol and the UCP data 

suggest that high levels of aggression, typical of dominant males, carry 

significant energetic costs and that these costs may be particularly high during 

periods of mating competition. The exact relationship between male mating effort 

and UCP has not yet been established in chimpanzees, however. 

Finally, male chimpanzee hunting of colobus monkeys increases during 

periods of high dietary quality, after controlling for the confounding effects of 

male party size and presence of estrous females (Gilby and Wrangham 2007). 

This suggests that in periods of nutritional surplus, males would be more likely to 

expend energy on physically exerting and risky behaviours. A similar mechanism 

may thus also modulate male intra-specific aggression. 
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Against the energy-constraint hypothesis, chimpanzees do not breed 

during an extended mating season since estrus synchrony among females is low 

(Matsumoto-Oda et al. 2007). Compared to males of seasonally breeding 

species that engage in endurance rivalries for several months at a time and 

suffer high energetic costs (Higham et al. 2011), chimpanzee males may be 

better able to pace themselves over the shorter periods when sexual 

opportunities are available.  This would dissipate the costs of mating effort and 

thus limit their impact on condition. Additionally, although females do not come 

into estrus at the same time, they are more likely to do so during periods of high 

dietary quality (Emery Thompson and Wrangham 2008a). During such periods 

males may be able to sustain high mating effort despite any time constraints 

imposed on feeding activity by ingesting more calories per unit time than during 

periods when high-quality fruit are not available. So even though we found that 

males fed less when parous females were in estrus (Chapter 4), it is also 

plausible that their energy balance remained unaffected. 

Although aggression is key in obtaining and maintaining dominance rank 

in male chimpanzees, body size is not. There are no consistent differences in 

body mass among males of low and high rank (Pusey et al. 2005). Relatively 

small males may sometimes achieve alpha status by strategically building 

alliances rather than by the use of physical force alone (Riss and Goodall 1977; 

Goodall 1986; Foster et al. 2009). Maintaining alliances is important not just in 

status competition but also in securing access to estrous females (Watts 1998; 

Duffy et al. 2007). The high costs of mating competition observed in species with 
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weak to non-existent male-male bonding such as rhesus macaques (Higham et 

al. 2011) and southern elephant seals (Galimberti et al. 2007) may thus be 

reduced in species, in which male-male bonding, cooperation and even some 

reproductive tolerance are as important as they are in chimpanzees (Muller and 

Mitani 2005; Gilby and Wrangham 2008). 

In this study I examine the energy-constraint hypothesis by comparing 

male UCP production during periods of high and low male-male competition, with 

the prediction that UCP levels are lower on days with high agonistic engagement 

and specifically on days when parous estrous females are available. I further 

predict that high-ranking males will show greater energetic costs on such days 

due to their increased investment in agonistic competition. Alternatively, lower-

ranking males will suffer greater energetic costs on such days, if the social status 

of high-ranking males allows them to secure copulations at lower energetic cost. 

I also probe the relationship between UCP levels and male behavioral 

activity in order to establish the cause of differences in UCP levels on days with 

low and high male-male competition. I predict that (1) behaviors related to energy 

acquisition (i.e. feeding and, specifically, ripe fruit consumption) are positively 

associated with UCP, and that (2) behaviors leading to energy expenditure (i.e. 

travel and aggression) are negatively associated with UCP. Finally, I also 

examine the relationship between habitat-wide abundance of drupe (non-fig) fruit 

(rich in carbohydrates, high-quality food) and male rates of aggression. I predict 

that if male competitive ability is energetically constrained, males will increase 

their aggressive behavior during periods of high drupe fruit abundance – whether 
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that competition occurs for mates or for status. Conversely, if male-male 

aggression is important during periods of food scarcity, I expect that aggression 

would be negatively associated with drupe fig abundance. 

By analyzing the behavioral and physiological data at several levels (see 

Data analysis) I further evaluate the effect that different intensities of urine 

sampling have on the results and conclusions in studies that employ urinary C-

peptide (UCP) to assess the energetic balance of wild primates. 

 

METHODS 

Study site and subjects 

I studied male chimpanzees between Aug 2009 and June 2010 at the 

Kanyawara long-term site (Wrangham et al. 1996), Kibale National Park, 

Uganda. Nine adult (≥15yo) and 3 late-adolescent (14 yo) males were subject to 

behavioral observations and non-invasive urine sampling. The Kanyawara 

community is fully habituated to human observers and has been studied since 

1987, when the Kibale Chimpanzee Project was established (Wrangham et al. 

1991; Chapman and Wrangham 1993; Wrangham et al. 1996). The history of 

research at this site and the ecology of Kibale National Park are summarized by 

Watts (2012). 

Behavioral observations 

I recorded chimpanzee activity with the CyberChimps behavioral sampling 

software developed and customized by Paco Bertolani. This program ran on a 

Samsung i200 smart phone and allowed noting changes in focal activity to the 
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nearest second. I used continuous focal animal sampling (Altmann 1974) to 

record whether males were resting, feeding, traveling, or engaging in other 

behavioral activities. I also noted all aggressive interactions (vocal and non-vocal 

displays, charges, chases and physical attacks) and copulations, in which focal 

subjects were involved. Rates for both types of behavior were calculated per 

hour of observation time for each focal follow. 

I restricted analyses to focal follows that were either complete nest-to-nest 

observations or were at least 8 hrs long. The median duration of focal follows in 

the dataset was 11.57 hrs (mean 11.03 ± SD 1.42 hrs; range: 6.7–12.9 hrs, N=85 

days). The choice of a focal individual was semi-random because a pre-

determined target was not always located on the day of the follow and sampling 

was flexible to allow observations on chimpanzees that were rarely seen. 

Party size and female reproductive state 

I scored party size of the focal male throughout observations at 15-min 

intervals by recording the number of adult and adolescent individuals within 50 

continuous meters of each other. I noted the reproductive state of all cycling 

females by assigning a score to the tumescence of ano-genital swellings (1 = 

deflated; 2 = partially swollen; 3 = fully swollen, swelling tense and shiny). Only 

fully tumescent females are considered as ‘estrous’ because it is during this 

stage of their cycle that they are most attractive to males and the likelihood of 

mating is highest (Emery and Whitten 2003; Deschner et al. 2004; Emery 

Thompson 2005; Emery Thompson and Wrangham 2008b). All analyses 

involving focal behavior used party size scores recorded concurrently during the 
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focal follow by the same observer. Separately, in some additional analyses I also 

use mean monthly party size values derived from KCP records that were 

recorded following the same protocol but by multiple observers. 

Dominance hierarchy 

I calculated male dominance ranks in MatMan 1.1 (Noldus Information 

Technology, Wageningen, The Netherlands) (de Vries et al. 1993; de Vries 1998) 

based on 535 decided dominance interactions (pant-grunt exchanges, 

displacements, dyadic aggression) among the Kanyawara males recorded from 

August 2009 through June 2010 (see Chapter 4). The corrected Landau’s index 

of linearity was h’= 0.83, indicating significant linearity of the hierarchy (P < 

0.0001). In linear-mixed model analyses I entered male dominance rank as a z-

transformed score. 

Food availability and diet quality 

For the model examining effects on daily energetic balance I used focal 

data on ripe fruit intake to measure diet quality on the day of observation (% ripe 

fruit feeding time from total feeding time). The model for monthly C-peptide levels 

included the monthly proportion of ripe fruit in the diet observed throughout the 

home-range of the Kanyawara chimpanzees since this dietary metric has 

previously been show to have the greatest effect on male C-peptide variation at 

this study site (Emery Thompson et al. 2009). To examine how diet quality 

affected male rates of aggression, I calculated the percentage of non-fig fruit 

(NFF) in the diet on 13 days preceding focal observation and the day of focal 

observation (a 14-day index of NFF consumption). This behavioral measure of 
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preferred fruit consumption correlates strongly with data on food availability in the 

forest (Wrangham et al. 1996) and has strong effects on chimpanzee physiology 

and behavior at Kanyawara (Gilby and Wrangham 2007; Emery Thompson and 

Wrangham 2008a). To calculate the monthly-ripe-fruit and the 14-day-NFF 

consumption score I analyzed a total of 12,742 feeding records (15-min 

instantaneous scans) collected on 331 days between July 2009 and June 2010 in 

the home-range of the Kanyawara chimpanzees (Gilby et al. 2010). 

Urine sampling & analysis 

Urine samples were collected opportunistically by myself and Kibale 

Chimpanzee Project field assistants by either placing a plastic bag under a 

urinating chimpanzee or collecting urine off vegetation after the event. Samples 

were collected only if they have not been contaminated with feces. Samples were 

pipetted from vegetation only if it was clear that no other chimpanzee had 

urinated in the same spot recently. Any debris in the samples was removed with 

a pipette each evening in a field laboratory. All samples were frozen at -20C° the 

same evening in a propane freezer (i.e. within a maximum of 14 hrs from time of 

collection). They were transported on ice-packs to University of New Mexico 

where Melissa Emery Thompson conducted all laboratory analyses. C-peptide 

was assayed with commercially available kits. Briefly, assays were performed 

using the Millipore™ Linco RIA kit, with all samples assayed at an initial dilution 

of 1:2. Sensitivity of the assay was approximately 100 pg/ml. Intra-assay average 

coefficient of variation (CV), calculated as the average CV of duplicate 

determinations was 7.1%. Inter-assay CV (N=15) was 10.4% for low samples 
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and 5.0% for high samples. C-peptide concentrations were indexed via creatinine 

concentration measured in triplicate with the Jaffe reaction (Taussky 1954). 

Eleven urine samples with low creatinine values (< 0.05 mg/ml) were discarded 

from analysis because of the risk of obtaining over-inflated C-peptide values. 

In the full data-set of 695 urine samples (Table 3.3) there were 5 extreme 

outliers (with UCP concentration more than 5 times the standard deviation of the 

mean (see Chapter 3). These outliers come from urine samples collected before 

noon from the 3 youngest males in the community (15-16 years old) during the 

months of November and December 2009. After removing the outliers (Chapter 

3), the resulting data-set contained 690 urine samples. UCP values were log-

transformed for parametric analyses but not for non-parametric tests. 

Statistical analyses 

I used several approaches to analyze data. Because of the significant 

diurnal variation in UCP levels (Chapter 3), I first conducted a set of conservative 

tests, for which I averaged the greatest number of urine samples available to 

derive single means for each male. In analyses based on monthly mean UCP 

values I obtained those by averaging the individual male means for each month. 

In tests comparing male means I used matched-samples non-parametric tests 

(Wilcoxon signed rank test or Friedman test) and compared male mean UCP 

values under one of the conditions to the mean values of the same male under 

the other condition (e.g. days with or without parous estrous females). The 

sample size for such tests differs depending on how many males were observed 

in each of the observational conditions of interest. Spearman rank correlations 
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and simple linear or multiple regressions were used to analyze relationships 

between individual- or month-based variables. In cases of parametric testing, I 

log-transformed UCP values, when it was the response variable. Non-parametric 

and linear regression analyses were performed in SPSS 19 (© IBM Corporation). 

All tests were two-tailed. 

Although such a statistical approach is robust in the sense that it relied on 

a large set of urine samples to obtain mean male or mean monthly UCP values, it 

also had two major drawbacks: (1) it did not allow to control for confounding 

variables; and (2) averaging UCP values across males and months obscured 

much of the intra-individual variation in relation to changing socio-ecological and 

behavioral factors that I wanted to capture. Therefore, in the second stage of 

analyses, I conducted linear-mixed model analyses of UCP levels at the level of 

single-day focal observations and mean male-month values. 

I applied linear mixed effects models (LMM) in R version 2.13 (R 

Development Core Team 2011) using the ‘lmer’ function of the lme4 package 

version 0.999375-39 (Bates et al. 2011). Linear mixed effects models allow 

controlling for pseudoreplication resulting from the repeated observations on the 

same subjects and also permit unequal sampling of subjects across experimental 

or observational conditions (Zuur et al. 2009). I controlled for repeated 

observation of the same 12 males by specifying the identity of focal subjects as a 

random effect in the model. Because of possible autocorrelation in models, which 

used daily values of UCP as the response variable, I included an auto-correlation 

term as a fixed effect in such models (R code for the derivation of this term 
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written by Roger Mundry). This auto-correlation term was derived following 

Barelli et al. (2011). First, I ran the full models with maximum likelihood 

estimation and obtained residuals from it. Second, for each datum, I calculated 

the weighted average of the residuals of all other data points, with the weight 

being equal to time lag to the other data points-1. Time lag between observations 

was measured in days. 

I used maximum likelihood estimation (ML) for evaluating full model fits 

against the null model (consisting only of the random effect and the auto-

correlation term, where applicable) with the likelihood ratio test (function ‘anova’ 

in R). I report fixed effect estimates from models using restricted maximum 

likelihood estimation (REML). To obtain reliable P-values for the fixed terms 

within models I applied Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling (Baayen 

2008) with the function ‘pvals.fnc’ from the R package languageR (Baayen 2011). 

I simplified full models by dropping non-significant terms until only terms, which 

contributed to explaining significant variation, remained. After removing each 

non-significant term I evaluated the fit of the simplified model vs. the null and 

compared its AIC to the more complicated model. I continued model 

simplification until the value of the AIC of the simplified model was lower, relative 

to that of the previous, more complicated model. I report the non-significance of 

terms by adding them one a time to the final minimal model.  Because model 

simplification procedures can lead to an inflated rate of type I errors (Mundry and 

Nunn 2009; Forstmeier and Schielzeth 2011) I also report the total number of 
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terms included in the initial model before simplification was applied as well as 

indicate if any of the terms in this full model were significant. 

I carried out separate LMM analysis on three data-sets. In the first model I 

used monthly male average UCP values as the response term (N = 92 male-

months; all 690 urine samples). In the second and third model I restricted the 

analysis to days, for which focal behavioral data were also available. The second 

model contained all available male-days (unique male-day combination; N = 81). 

The third model was restricted to male-days, on which at least 3 urine samples 

were collected (N = 40 days). I did this because of the uncertainty in estimating 

mean daily UCP values based on single urine samples (Chapter 3). Therefore, in 

addition to testing the hypotheses of interest, in this study I also evaluate how 

different urine sampling regimes affect the outcome of analyses. 

 

RESULTS 
 

MALE-MALE COMPETITION AND UCP LEVELS 

Are periods with high levels of competition associated with reduced 

male energy balance? 

To assess the effects of male competitive investment on energetic 

balance I compared male UCP levels on days that differed in their relative 

engagement in aggressive and competitive interactions. I examined the effects of 

presence of estrous females and the effects of an overall increase in aggression 

rates, regardless of availability of mating opportunities. Because male dominance 
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rank is a measure of individual competitive ability, I also evaluated the 

relationship between male dominance rank and UCP levels. 

 
Males had lower UCP levels on days with high levels of aggressive 

competition 
 

I used the median rate of aggression given in this data-set (0.47 acts/hr; 

range 0 – 3.32 acts/hr) to divide the 81 male-urine days into two categories – 

days of high and low rate of aggression. Days with rates below the median were 

classified as low aggression days (40 days) while those with rates of aggression 

of 0.47 or higher, were considered high aggression days (41 days). I calculated 

mean male UCP levels across all days of high and low rate of aggression and 

used non-parametric statistics to test the difference. Males had lower UCP levels 

on high aggression days than on low aggression days (Wilcoxon test: z=2.31, N 

= 9 males, P = 0.021, Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 Urinary C-peptide (UCP) levels on days with high (≥0.47 acts/hr) and 

low aggression rates (<0.47 acts/hr). Statistical analysis was performed at the 

level of individual males (Wilcoxon test). Males had lower UCP levels on high 

aggression days. 

 

To examine the energetic consequences of being a target of aggression, I 

also compared mean male UCP levels on days with no, medium or high levels of 

aggression directed towards them. Splitting the dataset in three groups was 

needed because the number of days on which the focal males did not receive 

any aggression was high (44.4% days, N =81). Thus I compared male energetic 

status on days on which they were not targets of any agonistic acts (36 days), 

with days on which they were subjects of aggression at low levels (22 days: rate 

of aggression received 0.08 – 0.13 acts/hr) and high levels (23 days: 0.16 – 0.91 
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acts/hr). Differences in mean male UCP levels across the three conditions were 

not significant (Friedman test: z = 4.22, N = 9 males, P = 0.12, Figure 5.2). This 

suggests that agonistic interactions are more energetically costly for the 

aggressors rather than the victims. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Mean urinary C-peptide (UCP) levels on days, on which focal males 

received aggression at high rates, low rates and none (Friedman test). 
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Males had lower UCP levels on days when parous females were in estrus 

Using all urine samples collected during this study (N= 690 urine samples 

collected on 321 male-days) I calculated the mean male UCP levels on days 

without any estrous females (132 male-days), days when only nulliparous 

females were in estrus (71 male-days) and days when at least one parous 

female was in estrus (118 male-days). There were significant differences in mean 

male UCP levels across the three conditions (Friedman test: z = 10.4; N = 10 

males; P = 0.006). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons showed that male UCP levels 

were similar on days without any estrous females and days with nulliparous 

females (Padj = 1.0) and also on days with nulliparous and days with parous 

females in estrus (Padj = 0.076). However, UCP levels were significantly lower on 

days when parous females were in estrus, relative to days when no estrous 

females were available (Padj = 0.005, Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3 Male urinary C-peptide (UCP) in relation to presence of estrous 

females (Friedman test; 690 urine samples collected on 321 male-days). 

 

High-ranking males had lower UCP levels but only in the absence of 

estrous parous females 

Within the same data-set of 321 male-days, rank also had a significant 

effect on log-transformed mean UCP levels (Adj. R2 = 0.42; df = 11; P = 0.014) 

with the highest-ranking males having the lowest UCP levels (Figure 5.4). The 

relationship between rank and UCP levels was no longer significant when I 

examined UCP in three separate analyses: for days when no female was in 

estrus (Adj. R2 = 0.24, df = 11, P = 0.061); for days when only parous females 

were in estrus (Adj. R2 = 0.061, df = 11, P = 0.22); and for nulliparous days (Adj. 

R2 = 0.29, df = 9, P = 0.063). Note that the variance explained by male 
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dominance rank in the data was lowest for the days when parous females were 

in estrous (0.061). Given the nearly significant P-values for the other two 

categories of days, this result suggests that when parous estrous females are 

available all males have a similar energy balance and that any differences in their 

UCP levels are only apparent on days with no or very little mating effort and 

competition (i.e. when no or only nulliparous females are in estrous). Indeed, 

when I re-analyzed the data by grouping days without any estrous females and 

days when only nulliparous females were present into one category, the 

relationship between rank and UCP was significant (Adj. R2 = 0.37, df = 11, P = 

0.021, Figure 5.5). No such relationship was found on days when parous females 

were in estrous, as shown before. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Relationship between mean urinary C-peptide levels (UCP) and male 

dominance rank. Values are means of male daily means (N = 321 male-days; 

error bars = ±1 SEM). See text for statistics.
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Figure 5.5 Relationship between male dominance rank and urinary C-peptide 

(UCP) levels on days with and without parous estrous females. Values are 

means of male daily means (N = 321 male-days; error bars = ±1 SEM). See text 

for statistics. 

 

EXPLAINING VARIATION: 

What accounts low male energetic status during periods of intense 

mating competition? 

I expected that two distinct groups of factors might be responsible for the 

reduced male UCP levels during periods of mating competition: 1. Socio-

ecological factors (party size, presence of estrous females, individual dominance 

rank and food availability/diet); and 2. Behavioral activity factors (time spent 
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traveling, feeding, rates of aggression and copulation rates). I first examine these 

factors in relation to average male monthly UCP levels and then apply linear 

mixed modeling techniques to daily values of UCP to examine if different levels 

of analysis yield consistent results. 

 

SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL FACTORS AND MALE UCP LEVELS 

In bivariate linear regressions, male monthly log-transformed UCP levels 

were negatively associated with mean monthly party size (Adj. R2 = 0.323; F1,9 = 

5.77; beta = -0.625; P = 0.04) but not with the monthly number of days on which 

parous females were in estrus (Adj. R2 = 0.071; F1,9 = 1.76; beta = -0.404; P = 

0.217). There was a nearly significant trend, however, for a negative association 

between mean monthly UCP and the total number of days on which any females 

(either parous or nulliparous) were in estrus (Adj. R2 = 0.278; F1,9 = 4.86; beta = -

0.592; P = 0.055). UCP was not affected by monthly diet quality, measured as 

the contribution of non-fig fruit to the monthly feeding observations in the 

community (Adj. R2 = 0.219; F1,9 = 3.8; beta = -0.545; P = 0.083) or the total 

amount of ripe fruit in the monthly diet (Adj. R2 = -0.048; F1,9 = 0.54; beta = -

0.238; P = 0.480). The monthly contribution of fig fruit to the diet, however, had a 

significant positive effect on male UCP levels (Adj. R2 = 0.337; F1,9 = 6.07; beta = 

0.635; P = 0.036, Figure 5.6). 

To evaluate the effect of all these factors in concert, I carried out a 

multiple linear regression analysis including 6 predictor variables: mean monthly 

party size, ripe fruit score, non-fig fruit score, fig score, parous estrous females 
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score, and nulliparous estrous females score. These data were calculated from 

all KCP behavioral observations at Kanyawara for each month during which male 

urine samples were collected. Estrous female scores are the total number of 

days on which estrous females were observed in parties containing at least one 

male in a given month. 

The full model was not significant (Adj. R2=0.382; F5,5 = 2.24; P = 0.199). 

This may be due to the high covariance between some of the factors in the 

model (e.g. ripe fruit score = non-fig score + fig score). I carried out model 

simplification until the model fit became significant (Adj. R2=0.517; F3,7 = 4.56; P 

= 0.045). Mean monthly party size was the only term that significantly affected 

male monthly UCP levels (Table 5.1). 

 

Table 5.1 Factors affecting monthly variation in male UCP levels. 

 
beta P-value 

Constant 
 

<0.001 
Party size -1.84 0.015 
Ripe fruit score 0.72 0.078 
Parous female days 0.78 0.126 
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Figure 5.6 Relationships between monthly male UCP levels (means of male 

means) and a set of socio-ecological factors. Plots show bivariate correlations. 

Regression lines are for illustrative purposes only. See text for details. 

 

Male behavior and energetics in large parties 

To evaluate the cause of the negative relationship between mean party 

size and male UCP levels, I next considered how male activity patterns differed 

between days that they spent in relatively large parties, compared to days they 

spent in smaller ones. I split the focal data-set (N=85 follows) into two by the 
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median party size observed (6.66): days with small parties (<6.66; 42 days) and 

days with large parties (≥ 6.66; 43 days). 

Males in larger parties spent significantly less time feeding (Wilcoxon, z = 

2.4; N = 11 males; P = 0.016) but did not differ in the amount of time allocated to 

feeding on ripe fruit specifically (z = 0.178; P = 0.859). Males in larger parties 

were more aggressive (z = -2.312; P = 0.021); received aggression at higher 

rates (z = -2.943; P = 0.003); and spent significantly more time traveling (z = -

2.045; P = 0.041). Finally, males in larger parties had lower UCP levels (z = 2.49; 

P = 0.013). This finding parallels the observation that males had lower UCP on 

days when parous females were in estrus so it is important to establish if these 

two variables (presence of estrous females and party size) are confounded. 

The distribution of large vs. small parties across days without any estrous 

females, days with only nulliparous females and days with parous females was 

significantly different from random (χ2= 30.17; df = 2; P < 0.001). Larger parties 

were observed more often than smaller parties whenever a parous female was 

present (Figure 5.7). 
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Figure 5.7 Distribution of observations by party size and presence of estrous 

females in the focal dataset (N = 85 focal follows). 

 

I next examined the effect of party size on male UCP levels, independently 

of the presence of estrous females (i.e. considering only days without parous 

females). On days when males were in larger parties, their UCP level tended to 

be lower, almost significantly so (Wilcoxon test: z = 1.96; N = 8 males; P = 0.05). 

This suggests that beyond the effect of mating competition, being in a large party 

on itself can have a negative effect on male energy balance. Since almost all 

parties observed in the presence of estrous females were large, I could not test if 

greater party size has the same effect on male energy balance on days with 

mating competition. 

To establish the effect of mating competition on male energetic status I 

examined mean male UCP levels in large parties only. I compared large parties, 

in which there were no parous estrous females with large parties, in which at 
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least one parous estrous female was present. Mean male UCP levels did not 

differ among the two types of party (z = -0.561; N = 10 males; P = 0.575). I also 

compared mean UCP levels between parties without any estrous females (either 

parous or nulliparous) with parties with parous estrous females but did not find a 

difference in male UCP levels, either (z = 0; N = 8 males; P = 1.0). While this 

non-parametric analysis cannot control for other factors that may affect UCP 

levels (e.g. ripe fruit availability), it does suggest that the effects of parous 

estrous female presence were secondary to the costs of simply being part of a 

larger grouping of chimpanzees. 

 

Is the effect of party size on UCP masking the relationship between 

presence of estrous females and UCP levels? 

The strong effect of party size on monthly male UCP levels raises the 

question of what factors are responsible for the formation of large parties. In a 

multiple regression model (Adj. R2 = 0.884; F4,6 = 19.97; P = 0.001, Figure 5.8), 

the single factor that had a significant positive effect on mean monthly party size 

was the number of days on which parous females were in estrus during that 

month (Table 5.2). 
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Figure 5.8 Relationship between monthly number of days with parous estrous 

females and mean monthly party size at Kanyawara. See text for details. 

 

Table 5.2 Results from multiple linear regression examining the effects of socio-

ecological variables on chimpanzee party size at Kanyawara. 

 
beta P-value 

Constant 
 

0.808 
Parous female days 0.639 0.008 
Nulliparous female days 0.219 0.136 
Ripe fruit score 0.286 0.086 
Fig score -0.157 0.391 
NFF score was excluded from the regression model 
 
 
 

Factors affecting male daily party size: linear-mixed model analysis 

To confirm the results based on the analysis of mean monthly party size, I 

also carried out a linear mixed model analysis using the focal data set of 85 focal 

follows. I examined the effects of male dominance rank, dietary quality and the 
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presence of estrous females (none, nulliparous, or parous) on the party size of 

males at the daily level. The full model was significant when tested against the 

null (χ2 = 65.19; df = 4; P < 0.0001). Two factors affected party size of focal 

males: the presence of estrous females (Figure 5.9) and dietary quality (Figure 

5.10). The effect of parous female presence was particularly strong: mean daily 

party size increased by 5.6 individuals on average relative to days when no 

females were in estrous. The dominance rank of the focal male did not affect the 

mean daily number of individuals with whom he traveled (Table 5.3). 

 

Figure 5.9 Male party size on days with and without estrous females. N = 85 focal 

follows. 
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Figure 5.10 Relationship between dietary quality and party size of focal males. 

Regression line shows the bivariate relationship. See text for details on LMM 

analysis. 
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Table 5.3 Results from linear mixed model analysis of socio-ecological factors 

affecting the number of independent individuals focal males asssociated with on 

daily basis (their mean daily party size). N = 85 focal follows. 

 
Estimate SE PMCMC 

Intercept 3.532 0.66 0.0001 
Parous females 5.633 0.82 0.0001 
Dietary quality (14-day NFF 
score) 0.054 0.01 0.0002 
Nulliparous females 2.429 0.93 0.016 
Male rank -0.028 0.46 0.919 
Autocorrelation term -0.196 0.33 0.893 
    

 

On the basis of these two sets of analyses, I conclude that mating 

opportunities via increasing party size result in significant energetic costs for 

male chimpanzees. The strong correlation between monthly number of days, on 

which parous females were in estrus and mean monthly party size (rs = 0.86; N = 

11 months; P = 0.001), as well as the fact that the parous estrous female 

presence was the best predictor of mean monthly party size (see above) suggest 

that the regression model examining both factors may be affected by colinearity. 

To overcome this issue, I constructed an additional model of mean monthly UCP 

level. Instead of using mean monthly party size as one of the explanatory 

variables, I entered the standardized residuals of mean monthly party size from a 

regression of party size on parous females (i.e. the variance in mean monthly 

party size that was not explained by presence of estrous females). This model 

explained a significant amount of the variation in monthly UCP levels (Adj. R2 = 

0.52; F3,7 = 4.56; P = 0.045) and indicated that both the number of parous 
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estrous females and variation in party size affected male energetic condition 

(Table 5.4). 

 

Table 5.4 Factors affecting male monthly UCP levels 

 
beta P-value 

Constant 
 

0.001 
Residuals of party size -0.945 0.015 
Parous female days -0.797 0.029 
Ripe fruit score .722 0.078 

 

Linear-mixed model analysis of socio-ecological factors affecting 

male UCP levels 

To further evaluate the relationship between different socio-ecological 

factors and male UCP levels I also carried out linear-mixed model analysis. In the 

first set of analyses I used 92 mean monthly male UCP values as a response 

variable; in the second – I used 81 male-days on which I obtained at least 1 urine 

samples; and in the third – I used 40 male-days with a minimum of 3 urine 

samples from each of the males under observation. 

Model 1: 92 male-monthly means of UCP levels 

The 690 urine samples analyzed for this study were obtained on 321 

different male-days. For days on which multiple samples were obtained, I 

averaged their UCP values. These mean daily averages were then averaged for 

each male over the course of each month (mean number of male-days per male-

month = 3.47 +- SE 0.25; range: 1-13). In each month I sampled an average of 

8.36 males (SE +/- 0.66; range: 5-12). The number of male-months used in this 
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analysis is thus 92 (mean number of months per male = 7.67 ± 0.62; range = 3-

10). 

To assess the effect of mating effort on mean monthly UCP levels, I 

calculated the number of days in each month on which at least one parous 

female was in estrus. I included this as a predictor variable in a model, which 

also accounted for mean monthly party size, male dominance rank, and food 

availability, and also included the interaction between rank and presence of 

parous estrous females. The full model was significant when tested against the 

null (χ2 = 21.89; df = 5; P = 0.0005). Two factors from this model affected male 

UCP levels significantly: party size (estimate = -0.47; P = 0.001) and ripe fruit 

consumption score (estimate = 0.015; P = 0.01). Following model simplification, 

the optimal model (with the lowest AIC score) was also significant when tested 

agaisnt the null (χ2 = 21.81; df = 4; P = 0.0002). Apart from the signficant effects 

of the factors identified from the full model, after model simplification, the effects 

of male dominance rank also became significant. The number of days on which 

parous females were in estrus, however did not reach statistical significance in its 

effect monthly male UCP levels (Table 5.5). 

Table 5.5 Summary of Model 1 

Final model: Estimate SE PMCMC 
Intercept 2.9764 0.269538 0.0001 
Mean monthly party size -0.0473 0.013467 0.0008 
Monthly ripe fruit consumption score 0.0155 0.00581 0.0118 
Male rank 0.0747 0.036203 0.0394 
Parous estrous days 0.0147 0.008823 0.1034 

    Terms removed from the full model: 
   Interaction Rank * Parous estrous 

days -0.0013 0.004205 0.7486 
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One potential issue with this model, however, is the high correlation 

between mean monthly party size and number of days with parous estrous 

females described earlier. I thus constructed two separate models to evaluate the 

influence of party size and mating effort in more detail. 

The full model (Model 1a), which included male rank, parous estrous days 

and monthly ripe fruit score as fixed effects was significant when tested against 

the null (χ2 = 10.1; df = 3; P = 0.02). Male rank had a significant positive effect 

(high-ranking males having lower UCP leves) on UCP levels, while the number of 

parous females had a significant negative effect (Table 5.6). 

 

Table 5.6 Summary of Model 1a. 

Full model: Estimate SE PMCMC 
Intercept 3.3803 0.259833 0.0001 
Male rank 0.0819 0.036557 0.0334 
Parous estrous days -0.0108 0.005327 0.0496 
Monthly ripe fruit consumption score 0.0011 0.004396 0.8214 

 

The model which included rank, party size and ripe fruit score, to the 

exclusion of parous female days (Model 1b), was also significant when tested 

against the null (χ2 = 18.95; df = 3; P = 0.0003). Male rank and ripe fruit 

consumption score had significant positive effects on male UCP levels, and 

mean monthly party size a significant negative effect (Table 5.7) as shown in the 

previous model (Model 1, Table 5.5). 
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Table 5.7 Summary of Model 1b. 

Full model: Estimate SE PMCMC 
Intercept 3.0329 0.270057 0.0001 
Male rank 0.0768 0.036543 0.0376 
Mean monthly party size -0.0288 0.007695 0.0004 
Monthly ripe fruit consumption score 0.012 0.005469 0.0286 

 

Both of the models above are significant when tested against the null 

model for this data-set (i.e. they provide a good explanatory fit to the data). 

However, the model featuring mean monthly party size has a lower AIC score 

than the model with parous estrous days (37.8 vs. 46.7) indicating a better fit to 

the data. 

Model 2: 81 focal follow UCP means 

For this analysis I calculated mean daily UCP levels for focal males 

observed on 81 days. Mean sampling intensity was 3.21 ± 0.31 samples per 

follows (rage: 1 – 19) but on 27.2% of days only 1 urine sample was available per 

follow. 

I considered the effect of male daily party size, the presence of estrous 

females (nulliparous and parous), male dominance rank, monthly ripe fruit score 

(an index of fruit availability and dietary quality) and the interaction between male 

rank and presence of estrous females. The full model, containing all terms was 

significant, when compared against the null (χ2 = 18.33; df = 7; P = 0.01) but 

none of the factors that it contained reached statistical significance (all fixed 

effects PMCMC > 0.05). To evaluate which of the terms in this model contributed 

most to variation in daily male UCP concentrations I simplified the model. The 
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minimal model was significantly better than the null (χ2 = 15.28; df = 2; P = 

0.0005). Only daily party size had a significant negative effect on male UCP 

levels (Table 5.8). Dominance rank approached significance with a trend for 

higher-ranking males to have lower UCP levels (Table 5.8). One issue with this 

analysis, as before, is that mean daily party size of the focal males was much 

higher on days when estrous parous females were present in comparison to days 

when no females were in estrous (Wilcoxon test: z = 2.93; N = 11 males; P = 

0.003, Figure 5.11) and thus the strong negative association that appears to exist 

between male party size and daily UCP levels may in fact be masking the 

similarly strong negative impact of mating competion on days when parous 

females were in estrous. 

 
Table 5.8 Summary of Model 2. N = 81 focal follows. 
	  
Final model Estimate SE PMCMC 
Intercept 3.561 0.070 0.0001 
Party size -0.028 0.008 0.0006 
Rank 0.077 0.035 0.067 
Autocorrelation term 0.045 0.035 0.345 

    Terms removed from the full model: 
  Nulliparous estrous females -0.154 0.109 0.15 

Parous estrous females -0.080 0.112 0.473 
Monthly ripe fruit score 0.002 0.005 0.659 
Rank*Nulliparous females -0.066 0.100 0.511 
Rank*Parous females 0.015 0.094 0.895 
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Figure 5.11 Mean daily party size of focal males (±SEM) on days with and 

without parous females in the data-set used for urinary analysis (81 focal 

follows). Party size is defined as all independently traveling individuals (i.e. 

infants and juveniles excluded). 

 

I examined the effect of presence of estrous females on male UCP levels 

in a model that did not contain party size as a fixed effect to avoid problems of 

collinearity (Model 2a). The model included the following fixed effects: male 

dominance rank, presence of estrous females (none, nulliparous or parous), 

monthly ripe fruit score, and the interaction between male rank and presence of 

estrous females. This full model (Model 2a) was significant when tested against 

the null (χ2 = 14.2; df = 6; P = 0.027). The only significant fixed effect in this full 

model was that of presence of parous estrous females (estimate: -0.21± 0.09; P 
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= 0.04). To obtain a better fit of this model and to establish if any other factors 

have effect on daily male UCP levels, I applied model simplification. The final 

model was significantly better than the null (χ2 = 13.43; df = 3; P = 0.004). Two of 

the remaining factors had significant effect on male UCP levels: presence of 

parous and of nulliparous estrous females (Table 5.9; Figure 5.12). 

 

Table 5.9 Summary of Model 2a. N = 81 focal follows. 

Final model: Estimate SEM PMCMC 
Intercept 3.44 0.05 0.0001 
Parous females -0.22 0.08 0.0126 
Nulliparous females -0.21 0.11 0.0354 
Male dominance rank 0.08 0.04 0.0784 
Autocorrelation term 0.04 0.04 0.4832 

    Terms removed from the full model: 
Monthly ripe fruit score -0.0005 0.005 0.8838 
Interaction Rank * Nulliparous 
females -0.08 0.1 0.4598 
Interaction Rank * Parous females 0.01 0.1 0.8782 
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Figure 5.12 Mean daily UCP levels on days with and without sexual 

opportunities. N = 81 focal follows. Means show raw data; see text for statistical 

analysis. 

I evaluated how these two ‘alternative’ models (Models 2 and 2a) 

compared in their explanatory power in regards to mean male daily UCP levels 

by examining their AIC scores. The model containing party size as a fixed effect 

had a lower AIC score than the model containing presence of estrous females as 

a fixed effect (48.04 vs. 51.89) and thus was a better fit to the data. The 

difference in AIC values was relatively small. This set of analyses suggest that in 

the present data-set both party size and presence of estrous females have a 

negative effect on male UCP levels but the effect of party size is easier to detect. 

The close association between these two factors (high party size in the presence 
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of parous estrous females) makes it difficult to distinguish which of these social 

effects on male energetic condition is more important. 

Model 3: 40 focal follow UCP means 

Because of the high proportion of single-sample days in the previous data-

set (27.2% of the total of 81 focal follows), I restricted analysis to focal follows, on 

which at least 3 urine samples per male were obtained. The average sampling 

intensity within this reduced dataset was 5 samples per day ± 0.5 (range 3 – 19, 

N = 40). 

I performed the same analysis as with the previous dataset. The full model 

was significant when tested against the null (χ2 = 17.24; df = 5; P = 0.03). The 

only factor with a significant negative effect on male UCP was party size (P = 

0.01, Figure 5.13). After model simplification (χ2 = 10.15; df = 2; P = 0.006) the 

only factor with a significant negative effect on male UCP was still mean daily 

party size (Table 5.10). 

 

Table 5.10 Results from LMM analysis of factors affecting mean daily urinary C-
peptide (UCP; log-transformed pg/mg Cr) levels in male chimpanzees. Data set: 
40 male-days with at least 3 urine samples per day. 

 

Final model: Estimate SE PMCMC 
Intercept 3.1985 0.360281 0.0001 
Party size -0.0406 0.012596 0.0024 
Monthly ripe fruit score 0.0085 0.006185 0.1726 
Autocorrelation term 0.0467 0.046523 0.385 

    Terms removed from the full 
model: 

   Male rank 0.03 0.048509 0.5736 
Parous estrous females 0.032223 0.130746 0.8226 
Rank * parous females -0.1444 0.123515 0.2336 
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Figure 5.13 Relationship between mean daily party size of focal males and daily 
UCP levels. N = 40 days on which at least 3 urine samples were obtained. 
Regression line is for illustrative purposes. 
 

BEHAVIORAL ACTIVITY FACTORS AND MALE UCP LEVELS  

In this section, I examine the relationship between male activity and UCP 

levels to understand the proximate factors responsible for the negative 

association between male party size and the presence of parous estrous female 

on the one hand, and mean UCP levels on the other. 

Correlational analysis of the influence of behavioral activity factors 

on male UCP levels: N=12 males 

Within the focal dataset for which urine samples were collected (N=81 

focal follows), mean male UCP levels were not correlated with any of the 
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behavioral variables examined: daily travel time (rs = -0.39, N = 12 males; P = 

0.208); daily feeding time (rs = 0.329, P = 0.297); daily ripe fruit feeding time (rs  = 

0.196, P = 0.542); rate of aggression given (rs = 0.042, P = 0.897); rate of 

aggression received (rs = -0.238, P = 0.457); and copulation rate (rs = -0.34, P = 

0.28). Mean male UCP levels were not correlated with dominance rank in this 

dataset either (rs = 0.434, N=12 males, P = 0.159), but they were significantly 

and negatively associated with mean daily party size (rs = -0.601, P = 0.039; 

Figure 5.14). 

 

Figure 5.14 Relationship between mean male daily party size (number of 

independent individuals) and mean male urinary C-peptide (UCP) levels. N = 12 

males. Regression line is for illustrative purposes only. See text for statistics. 

 

I re-examined the relationships of the same variables with mean UCP 

levels in an extended dataset. I used the entire focal set of 85 focal follows to 
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calculate average male activity profiles. To calculate mean UCP levels, I used all 

urine samples collected during the study period (690 samples; 321 male-urine 

days). Within this dataset, there was no association between mean male UCP 

levels and daily travel time (rs = -0.413; N = 12 males; P = 0.183), rate of 

aggression given (rs = -0.077; P = 0.812), rate of aggression received (rs = -

0.028; P = 0.931) and copulation rate (rs = -0.476; P = 0.118). However male 

UCP levels were significantly and positively associated with total feeding time (rs 

= 0.657; P = 0.02, Figure 5.15) and ripe fruit feeding time (rs = 0.608; P = 0.036). 

While mean daily party size was no longer significantly correlated with mean 

UCP levels (rs = -0.448; P = 0.145), male rank was (rs = 0.692; P = 0.013). 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Relationship between mean male daily feeding time (%) and mean 

male urinary C-peptide (UCP) levels. N = 12 males. Regression line is for 

illustrative purposes only. 
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Linear mixed model analysis of the influence of behavioral activity 

factors on male UCP levels: N=81 focal days 

I used the full data-set of focal follows, for which at least one urine sample 

was collected (average sampling intensity: 3.2 +-0.3 samples/follow; days with 

27.2% of days with only 1 urine sample). I examined how focal activity affected 

mean daily UCP levels. The full model was significant when tested against the 

null (χ2 =23.31; df = 6; P = 0.0007). Two factors in this full model had a significant 

negative effect on mean daily UCP levels: rate of aggression given (P = 0.02, 

Figure 5.16) and time spent traveling (P = 0.03, Figure 5.17). After model 

simplification (χ2 = 21.81; df = 3; P = 0.00007) no other factor was shown to 

affect male UCP levels, apart from aggression given and travel time (Table 5.11), 

as already indicated by the full model. 

 
 
Figure 5.16  Relationship between male rate of aggression given and mean daily 
urinary C-peptide (UCP) levels. N = 81 focal follows. Regression line is for 
illustrative purposes. See text for details on statistical analyses. 
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Figure 5.17 Relationship between male travel time and mean daily urinary C-
peptide (UCP) levels. Regression line is for illustrative purposes. N = 81 focal 
follows. See text for details on statistical analyses. 
 
 

Table 5.11 Summary of LMM analysis of behavioral activity factors (N= 81 focal 

days). 

Final model: Estimate SE PMCMC 
Intercept 3.4569 0.186 0.0001 
Aggression given -0.1199 0.05 0.0198 
Feeding time 0.0045 0.003 0.1314 
Travel time -0.0158 0.007 0.0272 
Autocorrelation term 0.0038 0.034 0.7298 

    Terms removed from full 
model: 

   Aggression received -0.1885 0.202 0.4784 
Copulation rate 0.113636 0.2537 0.7032 
Ripe fruit feeding time -0.001988 0.003676 0.6284 
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Linear mixed model analysis of the influence of behavioral activity 

factors on male UCP levels: N=40 focal days 

The full model was significant when tested against the null (χ2 = 16.5; df = 

6; P = 0.011). The only term, which was significant in this model, was time spent 

traveling on the ground (P = 0.012). The more time males traveled per day, the 

lower their mean daily UCP levels were (Figure 5.18). After model simplification, 

the optimal model contained only travel time as a fixed term (Table 5.12). None 

of the other factors examined explained the variation in male daily UCP levels. It 

is worth noting, however that the variance in rates of aggression in this subset (N 

= 40 focal follows) is lower (0 – 1.73 acts/hr; mean = 0.54), relative to the full 

focal dataset with urine samples (N = 81 focal follows; 0- 3.32 acts/hr; mean = 

0.74).  

 

Table 5.12 Summary of LMM analysis of behavioral activity factors. N = 40 focal 

follows. 

Final model: Estimate SE PMCMC 
Intercept 3.8189 0.10521 0.0001 
Travel time -0.0306 0.00825 0.0018 
Autocorrelation term 0.077 0.04425 0.111 

    Terms removed from the full model: 
  Aggression received -0.404 0.351004 0.2384 

Aggression given -0.085639 0.09039 0.3612 
Ripe fruit feeding time -0.00295 0.003308 0.3858 
Feeding time -0.0008601 0.0043988 0.8536 
Copulation rate 0.0005033 0.3071172 0.9854 
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Fig 5.18 Relationship between male terrestrial travel time and mean daily urinary 

C-peptide (UCP) levels. Regression line is for illustrative purposes. See text for 

details on LMM analysis. Only days for which at least 3 urine samples were 

obtained are used (N=40). 

 

What factors affected male travel time? 

Because of the important effect of male travel time on male energetic 

condition, I considered the factors that explain variation in male travel time. 

I constructed a full model that contained the following fixed effects: male 

dominance rank, presence of estrous females (none, nulliparous or parous), 

mean daily party size, 14-day dietary score (% non-fig fruit score calculated from 

on the basis of feeding data 2 weeks prior to the day of focal observation 
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including the day of focal observation itself). This full model was significant when 

tested against the null (χ2 = 12.45; df = 5; P = 0.03) and only one of the fixed 

terms had a significant effect on male daily travel time (logit-transformed): the 

two-week index of dietary quality and abundance of high-quality fruits (P = 0.04, 

Figure 5.19). After model simplification, the result did not change and dietary 

quality in the two weeks preceeding observation was the most influential effect 

on male travel time – the higher the dietary index was, the more time males 

spent traveling (Table 5.13). 

 

Table 5.13 Summary of LMM analysis of factors affecting male travel time. N = 

85 focal follows. 

Final model: Estimate SE PMCMC 
Intercept -1.0344 0.05 0.0001 
Dietary quality (14-day NFF 
score) 0.0037 0.001 0.0016 
Autocorrelation term 0.0286 0.03 0.364 

    Terms removed from the full model: 
  Male party size 0.0064 0.007 0.3522 

Male rank -0.01688 0.024697 0.5624 
Nulliparous females 0.093522 0.0741 0.2442 
Parous females 0.026628 0.062853 0.6768 
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Figure 5.19 Relationship between food availability and male travel time. N = 85 

focal follows. Regression line is for illustrative purposes. Analysis was carried out 

on logit-transformed travel time (see text). 

 

Scarcity of high-quality fruit limited male aggression 

Finally, I tested the hypothesis that male competitive effort can be limited 

by food availability. The full model that I used to examine factors affecting male 

aggression rates (N = 85 focal follows) was significant when tested against the 

null (χ2=32.31, df=6, P<0.0001). The final minimal model was also significant 

when tested against the null (χ2=32.14, df=4, P<0.0001). Because male rank and 

the presence of parous estrous females were involved in significant interaction I 

do not report their independent effects (Table 5.14). 
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Table 5.14 Summary of LMM analysis for male rates of aggression 

Final model: Estimate SEM PMCMC 
Intercept 0.211 0.167 0.138 
Dietary quality (14-day NFF 
score) 0.011 0.003 0.001 
Autocorrelation term 0.066 0.066 0.253 
Male rank - - - 
Presence of parous estrous 
females - - - 
Interaction Rank * Parous 
females -0.612 0.183 0.001 
  

   Non-significant terms (removed): 
Party size 0.004 0.024 0.972 
Interaction Parous females * 
Dietary quality -0.003 0.008 0.703 

 

Male dominance rank and the presence of parous estrous females 

interacted significantly so that the highest-ranking males were more aggressive 

when parous females were in estrus (interaction rank*parous females: estimate= 

-0.6±0.183; P=0.001, Figure 5.20). Mean daily party size did not affect 

aggression rates but the dietary quality in the forest, measured over 14 days prior 

and up to the day of behavioral observations had a significant impact. When the 

abundance of non-fig fruits was high, male rates of aggression were higher 

(0.012±0.003; P=0.001, Fig 5.21). Importantly the effect of dietary quality was 

independent of the presence of estrous females, as the interaction between the 

two terms was not significant (estimate= -0.003±0.008; P=0.7, Figure 5.22). 

During times of nutritional surplus, males therefore allocated more energetic 

resources to aggressive competition. 
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Figure 5.20 A significant interaction between male dominance rank and presence 

of parous females affected male rates of aggression given. High-ranking males 

were more aggressive only when parous females were in estrous. 
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Figure 5.21 Relationship between dietary quality and male rates of aggression 

given. 
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Figure 5.22 Non-significant interaction between fruit availability and presence of 

estrous females on male aggression rates. The bar charts were calculated on the 

basis of monthly non-fig fruit consumption rather than the 14-day index used in 

analysis. High NFF (non-fig fruit) period are months with NFF contributing more 

than 40% to dietary intake, following Gilby and Wrangham (2007). 

 

DISCUSSION 

Dominance status confers significant fitness benefits to male primates 

(Majolo et al. 2012), including male chimpanzee (Boesch et al. 2006; Wroblewski 

et al. 2009; Newton-Fisher et al. 2010). In this study I show that male-male 

competition in chimpanzees, which is essential for obtaining high dominance 

rank and for improving access to reproductive opportunities, also carries 

significant energetic costs. 
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This study extends the findings that mating effort constrains male foraging 

in chimpanzees (Chapter 4) by showing that males also had lower levels of UCP 

on days when parous females were in estrus. Males had lower UCP levels on 

days on which they were more aggressive as well. Multivariate analyses of the 

causes of variation in male energetic status revealed several important 

predictors. Among socio-ecological factors, party size had a significant negative 

impact on UCP production. Among behavioral activity factors, increased travel 

time and increased rates of aggression also had a negative effect on UCP. Rate 

of copulation did not affect male energetic status, probably because of the short 

duration of chimpanzee intromission (mean = 7 seconds; KCP long-term data) in 

comparison to the prolonged mating behaviors in multiple-mount ejaculators such 

as rhesus macaques, where ejaculatory copulations have a significant negative 

impact on male UCP levels, even after controlling for male dominance rank 

(Higham et al. 2011). 

The effect of presence of estrous females in itself was more difficult to 

interpret in multivariate analyses. Because parous females were the main factor 

that accounted for the formation of large parties at Kanyawara, it was difficult to 

assess its independent effect on male energetic condition (i.e. parties containing 

parous estrous females were never small). When I examined the effects of male 

party size and the presence of parous estrous females in the parties of focal 

males in separate linear mixed models and in a multiple regression using 

residuals of party size scores I showed that although the models containing 

parous estrous females as a predictor variable had a lower explanatory power 
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than those incorporating party size as a predictor, the negative effect of parous 

females on male UCP was also significant. In summary, on days when parous 

estrous females were present, males traveled in larger parties, were more 

aggressive and fed less. These inter-related factors together contributed to the 

significant reduction of UCP levels that males experienced during periods of 

mating competition (Table 5.15). 
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How reliable are the urinary C-peptide (UCP) measures as indicators 

of the costs of male-male competition? 

Considering the fact that UCP is the key measure of energetic costs in this 

study, how confident can we be that these findings are meaningful in regard to 

the hypotheses and are not confounded by the significant inter- and intra-

individual variation in the production of this marker (e.g. Chapter 3)? To evaluate 

the proximate factors that account for variation in male UCP levels I made 

several predictions. First, I expected that UCP would be negatively correlated 

with behavioral measures of energy expenditure such as time spent traveling, 

rates of aggression given and copulation rates. Second, I also predicted that 

feeding time and ripe fruit feeding time should be positively associated with UCP 

levels. Crucially, I tested each of these predictions at the level of single-day focal 

follows by using linear mixed effects model (LMM) analyses that account for 

repeated observations of the same individuals and for temporal autocorrelation 

between successive observations. Because of the significant diurnal variation in 

UCP levels identified in Chapter 3, I conducted these analyses at two levels. The 

first LMM used all focal 81 follows, for which at least one urine sample per day 

was available. It supported the prediction for male aggression rates and travel 

time. Despite the fact that 27.2% of the focal observations in this dataset relied 

on a single urine sample to estimate ‘average daily energetic balance’ the data 

revealed a meaningful relationship between two of the predictors and UCP 

levels. To confirm that these findings were robust I also carried out the same 

analysis in a smaller dataset comprising of only 40 focal follows for which at least 
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3 urine samples per day were available. This dataset was expected to provide a 

more robust measure of ‘average daily energetic balance’ because each focal 

follow relied on multiple urine samples to derive an average UCP value for 

subsequent analysis. Travel time retained a significant negative effect on male 

UCP levels but aggression given did not. This can be explained by the reduced 

by half sample size of follows in the latter analysis, thus omitting much of the 

inter-follow variation in aggressive behavior that was present in the full 81-day 

focal dataset.  

The general concordance between these two LMM suggests that despite 

much variation in UCP output with time of day and other factors, given a large 

sample of observation days, even single-spot urine measures of UCP can prove 

valuable in evaluating inter- and intra-individual differences in energetic balance. 

These results show also that UCP is not simply a measure of energy intake but 

also correlates with behavioral measures of energy expenditure. This supports 

the role of UCP as an integrated measure of energy balance (Sherry and Ellison 

2007; Emery Thompson and Knott 2008; Emery Thompson et al. 2009). 

In addition, I analyzed UCP levels at the level of individual males. Average 

male UCP levels measured across all urine samples collected for each of those 

males during focal observations did not correlate with any of the behavioral 

factors examined. This discrepancy in results between the outcome of LMM 

analysis and correlation analyses indicates that averaging all urine samples 

within males masked important intra-individual variation that is accounted for by 

differences in male activity. 
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Taken together, these findings represent an important advance in the 

application of UCP to field studies of primate energetics. I demonstrated for the 

first time that UCP can be successfully used to quantify individual variance in 

energetic costs and benefits under wild conditions not only on the scale of 

weeks, months, or seasons as shown by previous research (Emery Thompson 

and Knott 2008; Emery Thompson et al. 2009; Georgiev et al. 2011; Higham et 

al. 2011) but also on a day-to-day basis. While one previous study was also 

successful in relating daily UCP measures obtained from single urine samples to 

daily food availability (Harris et al. 2010), the findings presented in this chapter 

expand significantly our understanding of UCP dynamics in relation to both socio-

ecological factors and physical activity. Logistical constraints on obtaining 

sufficient and frequent sampling coverage are likely to be the main limitation in 

the future use of UCP to monitor short-term changes in the energy balance in 

wild animals.  

 

Is male competitive ability in chimpanzees energetically 

constrained? 

For female chimpanzees, as for many other mammals, high-quality diet is 

essential for their reproductive function (Emery Thompson and Wrangham 

2008a). Females that feed better and maintain higher energy reserves are more 

fecund, produce offspring more frequently and their offspring have improved 

survivorship (Pusey et al. 1997; Emery Thompson et al. 2007b). Conversely, 

male fecundity is not constrained by energy availability (Muller and Wrangham 
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2005) and thus access to energy is expected to have a minor role for male 

reproductive strategies. Nevertheless, high-ranking males prefer to feed higher in 

the trees where fruit density and quality are greater (Kahlenberg 2006; Houle et 

al. 2007). Although males range more widely than females (Wrangham and 

Smuts 1980; Bates and Byrne 2009), when traveling alone they retain the 

ranging habits of their mothers throughout adulthood regardless of changes in 

their own social status (Murray et al. 2008). This long-term ranging area fidelity 

suggests that the foraging benefits that familiarity with the terrain may bring are 

of some importance to males, too (Murray et al. 2008). 

This study provides an explanation for the reasons males may benefit 

from increased foraging efficiency and identifies a mechanism, through which 

energy acquisition may improve their success in the competition for status and 

sex. The finding that male mating effort and aggressive behavior have a 

measureable and negative impact on male energetic balance, as assessed via 

UCP levels, indicates that male chimpanzee competitive ability is energy 

dependent. Those males who are successful in obtaining more energy quicker 

than their competitors are likely to become dominant and sire more offspring 

because they will be able to allocate more energy to aggressive competition. The 

positive association between non-fig ripe fruit abundance and male rates of 

aggression further supports the claim that when males have surplus energy, they 

are more likely to increase their competitiveness. 

The role of ecological variation in food availability for the expression of 

competitive behavior has additional implications beyond the level of individual 
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reproductive strategies. The aggressive inter-group interactions in chimpanzees 

and the expansion of their home ranges that may result from such interactions 

have important fitness consequences. Enlarging of the home range improves 

food availability in their territory and with that females increase their reproductive 

rate (Williams et al. 2004). If energy availability has a positive impact on male 

competitive ability not just at the individual but also at the community level, we 

could predict outcomes of inter-group contests among chimpanzees and 

territorial primates and mammals. Groups that inhabit territories richer in food 

may be able to invest more energy in aggressive dominance and eventually 

expand their territory at the expense of their neighbors. This is indeed happening 

with the Ngogo chimpanzees in Kibale (Mitani et al. 2010), which are not only the 

largest known community but also have access to particularly rich feeding 

resources throughout the year (Potts et al. 2011; Watts et al. 2012). The idea that 

nutrient access plays an important role in aggressive competition has found firm 

support in experiments with Argentine ants (Grover et al. 2007) but for species 

that are difficult to manipulate in laboratory conditions such as chimpanzees, 

testing such hypotheses may require further decades of behavioral and 

ecological observations at multiple field sites. 

Energetic costs of dominance: why do high-ranking males have 

lower UCP levels? 

The analyses in this study replicate the finding of Emery Thompson et al. 

(2009) that high-ranking males have lower UCP levels. Despite the different 

temporal scale on which urine sampling was carried out (over 11 months during 
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this study; over 8 years in the earlier study), the two studies concur: male 

dominance rank is associated with low energy balance. If we compare the activity 

profiles of males of different rank, there is only one behavior that is significantly 

associated with dominance – agonism. Neither male travel time nor mean party 

size were affected by the rank of the focal male. In Chapter 4 I also showed that 

while there was a trend for higher-ranking males to spend less time feeding, this 

effect was not significant. Ripe fruit intake was not related to rank, either. The 

only major difference in behaviors related to energy intake or expenditure was 

the rate of aggression that males engaged in – high-ranking males are the most 

aggressive. Given the effect of aggression rates on male UCP levels identified in 

one of the multivariate analyses, low energetic balance of dominant male 

chimpanzees is best explained as a result of the high metabolic costs of 

aggression. 

The effect of seasonal reproduction and fission-fusion grouping on 

the energetics of male-male competition in primates 

The costs of male-male competition in chimpanzees and their distribution 

across the dominance hierarchy reveal similarities but also important differences 

to what we know about the energetics of male reproduction in other primates. 

Like rhesus macaque males (Higham et al. 2011), male chimpanzees incur 

significant energetic costs when estrous females are available. Unlike in rhesus, 

however, the negative association between rank and UCP levels among male 

chimpanzees did not hold during mating periods. While dominant rhesus have 

higher UCP during the birth season, and lower UCP during the mating season 
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(Higham et al. 2011), in male chimpanzees this relationship was partially 

reversed. The negative association between rank and UCP levels was significant 

only when we considered urine samples collected on days without parous 

estrous females. When parous females were in estrus, the association between 

male rank and UCP was no longer significant. 

These results show that high-ranking male chimpanzees do not or cannot 

improve their energetic condition in the way that dominant rhesus are able to 

outsides periods of mating competition. On the other hand, while all males 

experience reduced energy balance during periods of mating competition, high-

ranking males did not incur greater costs than lower-ranking individuals. Yet 

overall, high ranking male chimpanzees have lower UCP levels than 

subordinates. In comparison to rhesus macaques which invest in mating and 

aggressive competition primarily during the breeding season and use the rest of 

the year to gain fat, high-ranking male chimpanzees exist in a perpetual state of 

‘endurance rivalry’. When estrous females are not available, aggression still has 

an important role in maintaining the dominance hierarchy and high-ranking males 

must constantly channel energetic resources towards agonistic behavior. This 

interpretation fits hormonal data showing that high-ranking male chimpanzees 

maintain higher levels of testosterone production, relative to subordinates at all 

times – a result of the inherent social instability of the fission-fusion organization 

of chimpanzee society (Muller and Wrangham 2004a). This pattern of mating 

effort suggests important differences in allocation of energy towards reproduction 

among primates with seasonal breeding, relative to those without a distinct 
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mating period. The lack of seasonal mating periods in chimpanzees, together 

with the fluid hierarchy in the context of fission-fusion grouping, creates unique 

pressure on males who strive to obtain and sustain high position within their 

communities. For chimpanzees therefore condition or ‘individual quality’ seems 

no less important than for seasonal breeders engaging in ‘endurance rivalry’ 

such as rhesus macaques. Only males that are able to maintain energetic 

investment towards reproductive effort year-round would be able to retain high 

rank for long periods of time. 

Reproductive energetics and life history theory 

Inter-species differences in the relative costs of mating effort and their 

temporal distribution may have important consequences for male life history 

trajectories. A central concept of life history theory is the trade-off between 

current reproduction and future survival (Stearns 1992). This trade-off is used to 

explain both sex-specific and inter-individual differences in survivorship. Costs 

incurred during reproductive effort are expected to contribute to increasing 

mortality among individuals at a later time. The magnitude of such costs thus 

may determine an individual’s lifetime fitness. Comparing species that exhibit 

differences in the temporal pattern of reproductive costs may also help explain 

differences in life-history parameters. For example, male rhesus macaques, 

suffer increased mortality during the breeding season (Hoffman et al. 2008) but 

whether this mortality is higher for those who allocated most to their reproductive 

effort is not known. Among other species there is evidence that trade-offs may 

only apply to those individuals who are not in prime condition. Often the most 
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reproductively successful males do not suffer decreased survival, despite their 

greater investment in current reproduction (McElligott and Hayden 2000; 

Galimberti et al. 2007). Such observations further underline the importance of 

male ‘quality’ for reproductive success. I suggest that among male chimpanzees 

the temporal distribution of costs of mating effort provides conditions under which 

the trade-off between current reproductive investment and future survival should 

not apply. This suggestion is supported by the fact that some males manage to 

maintain their alpha position in the dominance hierarchy for over a decade (e.g. 

Imoso at Kanyawara, 1997-2009) despite the potentially detrimental high levels 

of cortisol and testosterone that they maintain (Muller and Wrangham 2004a; 

2004b). Preliminary analysis of male chimpanzee longevity suggest that alpha 

males do indeed have longer life-span than lower-ranking individuals (McCarthy 

et al. 2011). An approach to the study of reproductive effort in male primates that 

unites the measurement of costs over the short term with data on survivorship 

over the long-term is an exciting prospect for future research on sexual selection. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Conclusions 

 

Aggressive behavior plays an important role in the life of male 

chimpanzees. My thesis research focused on one aspect of male aggression – 

the competition for dominance and mating opportunities and, specifically, the 

energetics costs that they incur. To understand why a certain behavior evolves 

and is maintained in a population or a species we must appreciate not only the 

benefits that it brings in terms of reproductive fitness but also understand the 

costs that are associated with it. Identifying those costs, in the case of my study 

system, will allow us to distinguish the factors that contribute to a male 

chimpanzee’s achieving high social rank and siring many offspring in his lifetime. 

Conversely, these costs will also help identify the reasons why some males 

never reach the alpha position and father fewer or no infants. 

To this end I used a combination of behavioral observations and non-

invasive measures of urinary C-peptide (UCP) of wild chimpanzees at 

Kanyawara, Kibale National Park, Uganda to assess the impact that male 

competition has on energy intake and expenditure. I specifically aimed to identify 

if the males who are generally more reproductively successful (high-ranking 

males and the alpha in particular) suffer energetic costs of higher magnitude than 

others in their group. 

The results of my study support the prediction that male competition for 

status and mating opportunities incurs tangible energetic costs. The data in 

support of the second prediction (that high-ranking males incur greater costs) is 
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less easy to interpret. The lack of significant interaction between dominance rank 

and presence of parous estrous females in the analyses of costs indicates that all 

males incur similar costs of mating effort. In that sense, high-ranking males do 

not incur greater costs during periods of mating competition than lower-ranking 

individuals. However, this conclusion changes when we consider the costs of 

male-male competition outside the mating context. 

From a previous study on the relationship between male rank and UCP 

levels in the Kanyawara community we know that high-ranking males have lower 

UCP (Emery Thompson et al. 2009). The data presented in this dissertation 

replicate this finding (Chapter 5) but also identify an important detail. Male UCP 

levels were negatively associated with high rank only when we considered 

urinary data collected outside the mating context. On days when parous estrous 

females were present the relationship between rank and UCP was no longer 

significant (Chapter 5). Taken together these results indicate a clear difference 

between the strategies that high-ranking and low-ranking males pursue. The 

high-ranking males (the alpha, in particular) continuously allocate significant 

energetic resources to aggressive competition both in the absence and in the 

presence of mating opportunities. Conversely, lower-ranking individuals allocate 

energetic resources to mating competition only during periods when estrous 

females are available. 

An analysis of the aggression rates of males of different rank in the 

presence and absence of parous estrous females shows an additional 

characteristic of the strategies that males of different rank pursue. While the four 
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highest-ranking males invested heavily in aggression (see Figure 5.20 in Chapter 

5), most lower-ranking individuals did not increase, or even decreased, their rate 

of aggression. Their approach to mating competition might thus be characterized 

as a ‘sit-and-wait’ game, whereby they follow the estrous female as she moves 

from one feeding patch to another as close to her as the higher-ranking males 

would tolerate. They would often sit inactive under the feeding trees, where the 

estrous female was feeding, usually with some of the highest-ranking males 

feeding in close proximity to her and wait for an opportunity to mate. Lower-

ranking individuals therefore trade-off feeding time for opportunistic waiting (for a 

copulation) and high-ranking males pursue a more active strategy by increasing 

their aggression towards males that follow the female and monitor her from an 

even closer distance (which may also allow them to feed while doing so). 

While there is certainly a great deal of variation in the contexts, in which 

mating occurs in chimpanzees, this scenario fits some of my observations at 

Kanyawara and also suggests an explanation for the similar energetic costs of 

mating effort observed among males of different rank. More detailed data on 

spatial proximity between estrous females and males, as well as concurrent focal 

observations on the feeding activity on all males in sight would be required to test 

this prediction. Unfortunately these data are not available from my study because 

I focused observation on one male at a time. 

The ability of alpha males to continuously invest in aggressive displays 

and competition sets them apart from all other males in the community who only 

expend energy when immediate sexual benefits are available. This pattern of 
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year-round energetic investment into status competition also sets dominant male 

chimpanzees apart from males in some other species where dominance 

hierarchies are important for reproductive success. Dominant rhesus macaques 

on Cayo Santiago Island feed better and have higher UCP levels than all other 

males outside the breeding season (Higham et al. 2011). They accumulate 

energy stores that then allow them to outcompete other males in endurance 

rivalries during a 6-month breeding season. Thus among rhesus macaque males, 

high rank and UCP are positively associated during the non-breeding (birthing) 

season and negatively associated at the end of the breeding season (Higham et 

al. 2011). These observations suggest that mating competition is more intense 

among rhesus macaque males than among chimpanzees. Alternatively, regular 

provisioning with monkey chow on Cayo Santiago Island may be responsible for 

creating unusual energetic conditions that allow males to build fat reserves in the 

birthing season to a level not possible in the wild. The difference in UCP 

dynamics at the species level suggested here might partly be accounted for 

different levels of food availability between Cayo Santiago and Kanyawara. More 

studies on wild populations would provide important context for interpreting these 

differences. 

Less intense mating competition among chimpanzees than among rhesus 

macaques is supported by data on sexual dimorphism in canine size (Plavcan 

2004) but unfortunately comparative data on energetic costs on mating effort in 

other primates are currently unavailable to carry out a wider test the prediction 

that intensity of sexual selection on male aggressive behavior would be positively 
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associated with male costs of mating effort. I suggest that using a behavioral 

rather than a morphological measure of the intensity of sexual selection (e.g. 

relative male mating costs) could provide higher-resolution in studies examining 

factors that affect the intensity of sexual selection. Behavioral traits in general are 

less phylogenetically conserved than morphological traits (Bloomberg et al. 2003) 

and thus can also be more usefully applied at the intra-species level. 

Using the costs of mating effort as a proxy for the intensity of sexual 

selection for male competitive ability can also help interpret inter-species 

differences in male reproductive strategies as well as to evaluate the relative 

contribution of the different mechanisms of sexual selection (i.e. mate choice, 

inter-sexual and intra-sexual competition; contests, scrambles and endurance 

rivalries) in shaping male reproductive success. 

Sexual selection theory provides a strong explanation for sex-differences 

in aggression among modern humans (Archer 2009; Puts 2010). It also explains 

why bonobo males are less aggressive than chimpanzee males. Hare et al. 

(2012) recently presented evidence for the ‘self-domestication hypothesis’ 

according to which a suite of juvenilized morphological, behavioral, cognitive and 

developmental traits of bonobos (relative to chimpanzees) are due to selection 

against aggression, similar to what occurs during the domestication of animals. 

Their argument essentially is a sexual selection one even though Hare et al. do 

not explicitly acknowledge that. The conclusion, which follows from their 

argument, is that bonobo male reproductive strategies have been shaped by a 

reduction in sexual selection for aggressive male-male competition, relative to 
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chimpanzees. That this is the case can be inferred from the generally lower rates 

of male aggression in bonobos. However to discriminate from other explanations 

for a reduction in male aggression in this species we must show that bonobos 

males have lower costs of mating effort than chimpanzees do. 

A recent study of testosterone levels in wild bonobos suggests that this 

might be the case. Even though bonobo males establish and maintain a 

dominance hierarchy, and high rank has some a role in increasing male fitness 

(Gerloff et al. 1999), there is a crucial difference between the reproductive 

physiology of bonobo and chimpanzee males that indicates a lower metabolic 

costs of mating effort for bonobos. High-ranking male chimpanzees maintain high 

testosterone levels year-round and they are elevated in the presence of estrous 

parous females (Muller and Wrangham 2004a). In other words, testosterone is 

positively correlated both with dominance rank and with male rates of 

aggression. In bonobos, however, there is no association between testosterone 

and rank or testosterone and rates of aggression (Surbeck et al. 2012). It was 

also among the lowest-ranking males that testosterone was elevated most when 

estrous females were present (Surbeck et al. 2012). Because testosterone 

increases metabolic rates and thus energy consumption, even in a resting state 

(Tsai and Sapolsky 1996) these data suggest that the overall energetic costs of 

mating effort would be lower in bonobos, in comparison to what my study 

demonstrated for chimpanzees. 

In summary, I suggest that studies of sexual selection in primates have 

much to gain from adopting an approach that explicitly considers not only the 
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benefits but also the costs associated with the diverse male reproductive 

strategies that are seen in this mammalian order. Charting how the variation in 

the costs of mating competition is reflected or not in morphological measures of 

sexual dimorphism across primates and more generally mammals will further aid 

the interpretation of the hominin fossil record, if only to confirm previous 

conclusions (Plavcan and van Schaik 1997) that some questions in the study of 

human evolution may never be resolved beyond a reasonable doubt. 
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